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Abstract 
THE GENIUS LOCI OF CRIME: 
REVEALING ASSOCIATIONS IN TIME AND SPACE 
by Jeremy H. Ratchffe B. Sc. FRGS 
In most police services the only spatial and temporal analysis of crime was 
conducted until recently by statisticians at the force headquarters, with little or 
no regard for any short term or localised patterns of crime. In recent years 
there has been a move towards a more decentralised, proactive style of British 
policing focused at the police divisional and community level. Ibis has left an 
intelligence void where force level analysis techniques are neither appropriate 
nor subtle enough to elicit any meaningful information at a local level from the 
mass of crime data generated within the police service. 
Ibis thesis reveals patterns in community level crime which have not been 
recogniscd previously using traditional techniques in spatial and temporal 
investigation which tend to lack the necessary analytical ability. Current 
policing considerations are recognised and the thesis concentrates on three 
aspects of police crime concern: accurate temporal analysis, repeat 
victimisation, and the identification of hotspots. 
A number of new techniques are presented which are designed with the needs 
of a crime analyst at a divisional police station in mind, an individual who has 
until now lacked the necessary analytical tools to perform the role effectively. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1. Introduction 
Ibis chapter describes the aims of the thesis and outlines the framework of the 
chapters to follow. Most crime analysis has taken place until recently at a force 
level, only investigating the long term trends in crime at the macro (county) level. 
A spatial crime analysis model is developed which investigates the required 
inputs and possible outputs of an analytical system which could be developed to 
operate in a local (division4 police environment. The structure of the thesis is 
then described. 
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1.1. INTRODUCTION 
'Ibis thesis examines the potential for using information technology (171) and 
particularly geographical information science (GIS) in the analysis of local crime 
patterns. Analysis of crime has been conducted for many years in the UK, 
though mostly at a county level by statisticians at police force headquarters. In 
recent years there has been a move towards a more decentralised, problem- 
orientated style of policing in Britain and this has placed more focus on 
divisional crime analysts and intelligence officers. As the demands on the police 
service expand, with no significant increase in officer numbers, it has become 
essential that the police extract the maximum intelligence from the available data 
in order to have an impact on local crime by targeting local resources effectively. 
Over recent years there has been a significant increase in the use of IT within the 
police service. Most forces in the UK that record crime information on 
computer now also log their incident data digitally. Crime reports are completed 
for any incidents that come to the attention of the police where an act of 
criminal legislation has been violated and the suspect could be indicted under 
criminal law. This excludes lesser crimes such as minor motor vehicle offences 
from being called 'crimes. Incidents (also known as 'calls for service' in the US 
and Austrab) are a record of requests for assistance from the public or from 
police officers, irrespective of whether the incident results in a crime report. In 
the UK this often happens when a person calls the police station either directly 
or through the '999' system. An incident will generally be created whenever any 
police activity is required and the incident log is a record of the dayý-to-day 
policing activity of an area. The knowledge of where incidents are happening is 
vital and a number of UK police forces have integrated GIS packages into their 
incident systems. Forces which have added GIS technology to their 
computerised Command and Control systems for incident handling include: the 
Metropolitan Police in London greland, 1998), Nottinghamshire 
(Nottinghamshire Constabulary, 1997; ICL, 1995), Cleveland (Clegg and 
Robson, 1995), West Midlands (Page, 1997) and Hampshire (Fox-Clinch, 1997). 
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Most police forces in the UK now attempt to analyse some of their available 
data, and there are a number of packages (Harlequin, 1997; i2,1997) which 
perform basic analysis (these are reviewed in the next chapter) though 
'government funding for applied research has been insignificant compared to 
that in the US' greland, 1998 p. 21). Ibis expansion in IT use resulted in a 
growth in the number of crime analysts employed within police forces and they 
can now sometimes be found not just in force headquarters but also in divisional 
stations. These individuals (either police officers or civilians) are responsible for 
the extraction of useful intelligence from the available data sources. The range of 
digital material available for analysis has increased rapidly in recent years with the 
inception of computer encoding of what were previously paper crime and 
incident records. The georeferencing of this crime and incident data has allowed 
the introduction of GIS as a tool for examining the spatial dimensions of crime. 
There is a geography to crime and it is recognised that the distribution of 
offending and the demand for police service are not uniform, but that the 
'ecology of crime is for the most part a very localized affair, a patchwork of 'hot 
spots' and quiet zones' Norgan and Newbum, 1997, p. 150). Knowledge of 
these crime patterns and their distribution is more important than ever to the 
police as the expanding role of the beat officers means that less time is available 
for routine patrolling. It has been estimated that on the basis of current police 
strength nationally, each patrolling police officer covers an area with an average 
o f. 
9 18,000 inhabitants 
* 7,500 houses 
o 23 pubs 
0 140 miles of pavement 
* 77 rnýcs of roads 
9 Over 100 prolific offenders 
99 sdiools Soun-e omdt Commidon, 1.996) 
With little or no formalised spatial trainýg and few crime-specific analytical 
routines available to crime analysts the implementation of GIS within police 
forces has had varying degrees of success (Maltz et aL, 1991; Page, 1997; Read 
and Oldfield, 1995), and notable cases of failure (Openshaw et a4,1990). Even 
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with the lack of unqualified success within most forces, it is possible to construct 
a model which shows the current and potential benefits that GIS can bring to 
the crime analysis environment. 
I. I. I. The spatial crime analysis model 
Figure 1-1 shows a theoretical model of the potential impact that spatial crime 
analysis could have III a police environment. 'Mere are two main paths: low 
volume serial crime analysis (shown through the ipeciabst ana#st in Figure 1-1), 
and high volume crnime analysis (shown through the crime an, ý#st in Figure 1- 1). 
Street I*vel 
support 
SUPPORT 
Information 
Pattern 
Crime data CRIME analysis ANALYST 
Outside 
agency 
support 
Traffic C 115 
Liccident for 
analysis service 
Victim 
database Geographical 
SPECIALIST profiling & 
ANALYST major inddent 
Investigation 
Prisoner 
Public Specialist 
release 
information facilities software 
Figure I 
-I Spatial crime analysis model within a police environment. 
The model m Figure 1-1 shows that there are three essential Mputs to a spatial 
crime analysis system: a GIS, crime data, and digital maps. From this basis it is 
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possible to follow either the low volume serial crime route or the high volume 
crime path. 
Low voL umE sERLtL numEANALysis 
Low volume serial crime analysis is an area that deals with the geographical 
profiling of offenders of serious crimes. Serial rapists and people who commit 
sexual offences against adults and children are rare in any society. However, the 
commission of any crimes such as these generates an understandably high degree 
of public concern and considerable ffort on the part of the police to catch the 
persons responsible. Geographical offender profiling is one of many facilities 
available to the detective in charge of such a case, facilities which also include 
DNA matching, fingerprint evidence and surveillance of suspects. As the model 
in Figure 1-1 shows, it is likely that such an analysis would be performed by a 
specialist analyst because of the need to integrate a large number of often ill- 
fitting databases. These data sources can include vehicle registration details, 
previous victim databases, local crime information, prisoner release data (for 
release addresses of known offenders) and the location of local facilities such as 
psychiatric hospitals. Specialist software to perform this type of analytical 
function is available commercially, though at high cost. Although there is a need 
for the geographical profiling of offenders, the detection rate associated with 
these types of analysis accounts for less than 5% of recorded crime Norgan and 
Newburn, 1997 p. 118). Ilie volume of these types of offences is low enough not 
to warrant a large number of analysts to be trained in this type of work, and 
therefore the model suggests that this type of work be performed by a 
specialised analyst 
HIGH VOLUAW CRIMEANALYSIS 
The analysis of high volume crime can be marshalled through a crime analyst 
and produýes a number of desirable outputs: 
Management information can aid ýenior and middle-ranking police managers 
when allocating officers to divisions and sub-divisional stations, and when 
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deciding which areas will be the recipients of extra financial allocation for crime 
fighting. 
Pattern analysis is the main fimction of a crime analyst involving the search for 
distinctive crime distributions. Hotspot analysis and identiýring repeat 
victimisation come under this banner and the information gleaned from the 
system can be distributed within the force to aid policing. 
Outside agency support is a growing area emphasised by the recent Crime and 
Disorder Bill 1998 which requires the British police services to co-operate more 
closely with outside agencies such as local councils and health authorities in 
order that a co-ordinatcd effort can be made to combat crime (Home Office, 
1998). Ibis support can include haising with ncighbourhood watch co- 
ordinators, crime prevention agencies, and improving public understanding of 
crime patterns through the newspapers or the use of internet web pages. 
Street level support is shown as a support fimction for a crime analyst and is a 
possible direct output of a spatial crime analysis model. With the ability to 
customise modem GIS through programming languages such as Avenue and 
MapBasic it is possible to create a robust and user-friendly interface to a crime 
system which would allow police officers with no GIS oTierience to pursue their 
own lines of enquiry. Simple dialogs and managed output options allow officers 
to query the crime database and create their own maps of particular crime 
distributions. The support role of the crime analyst might be necessary to 
monitor usage and to give basic instruction. With skilful and sensible 
programming a robust 'officer-prooF system could be created. 
Other areas of potential investigat: ion shown are the analysis of traffic accident 
black spots and the addition of incident data into the model, though these would 
require additional data sets and analyst skills. 
It is because of this wider array of potential applications within the high-volume 
crime area that this thesis will concentrate on the high volume analysis aspect of 
spatial crime analysis. It will converge on a number of areas of concern to the 
police: the accurate analysis of crime data, the identification and understanding 
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of patterns of repeat victimisation, and the identification of crime hotspots. The 
importance of these areas for policing has been identified with the recent news 
that the government invited police forces, in consultation with local crime and 
disorder partnerships and police authorities, to participate in the targeted 
policing initiative of the Crime Reduction Programme (CRP) to start in April 
1999 (Home Office, 1999). Ibc initiative is part of the L250m crime reduction 
programme which the Home Secretary Uack Straw] announced on 21 July 1998. 
The overall crime reduction programme will pilot and evaluate measures to build 
up evidence on what is effective and cost-effective in reducing crime. The 
project aims to combat the long term rise in crime by accumulating evidence 
about effectiveness including-, targeting crime hot spots, repeat victims and 
repeat offenders. Access being unavailable to offender or criminal records, the 
chapters of this thesis discuss temporal analysis, and then concentrate on two of 
these three Home Office areas of concern: repeat victimisation and crime 
hotspots. 
1.1.2. PersPective 
The majority of crime analysis that takes place within the police happens at force 
headquarters where teams of analysts prepare management data for the highest 
echelons of the service and for the Home Office. 'Ibis centralised analysis tends 
to focus on the preparation of statistical returns and in the interpretation of long 
term crime trends. The smallest spatial scale at this level is usually the police 
division and a force headquarters will rarely concern itself with sub-divisions or 
beats, leaving this level of analysis as the responsibility of the divisional 
commander. Ihis thesis will examine the analytical possibilities from the 
viewpoint of a crime analyst at a divisional station where the change in scale 
requires a different suite of analytical tools and methods. At this divisional level 
useful spatial techniques are often unavailable, or in the case of some hotspot 
routines, inappropriate (hotspot algorithms are discussed in Chapter 8). The 
change in scale from the force-widc concern to the divisional and sub-divisional 
level also increases the need for spatial accuracy. A technique for mirýimising 
error in crime location is discussed in Chapter 7. Ibis on-going theme of 
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analytical techniques employable at a divisional and sub-divisional level runs 
throughout the thesis, and is particularly appropriate with regard to the 
recognised need for trained analysts in Nottinghamshire WIC, 1997a p. 33). 
The national move from ccntralised analysis to the more proactive use of local 
intelligence resources within an integrated crime management model has been 
highlighted by two recent reports (Amey et aZ, 1996; HMIC, 1997). 
1.1.3. Nottinghamshire Constabulary 
The primary source of data for this thesis has been the crime data recorded by 
Nottinghamshire Constabulary (this and other data sources are reviewed in 
Chapter 3). Nottinghamshire Constabulary records some of the highest levels of 
crime in the country, though some of this high recording rate has been attributed 
to the methods of crime reporting by the force (Nottinghamshire Constabulary, 
1997 p. 34). The force has remained consistently one of the highest crime areas in 
the UK for the last ten years. Figure 1-2 shows the levels of recorded crime in 
England and Wales for 1996. Ihis general picture should be treated with caution 
as the police area level does not show important variations and differences 
within force areas (Maguire, 1997). Nottinghamshire recorded the highest per 
capita crime rate in the country in 1995 (Home Office, 1997), and this statistic is 
often held up as an example of the potential misleading nature of official 
statistics. A detailed study has shown that much of this high rate is due to 
different crime recording practices within Nottinghamshire Constabulary and 
that 'almost certainly, Nottinghamshire has never been the most criminal area in 
the country' (Farrington and Dowds, 1985 p70-1). Crime and incident data from 
Nottinghamshire Constabulary is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3. 
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8,000 to 9,999 
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ý Nottinghamshire 
Figure 1-2 Notifiable offences per 100,000 population during 1996 for the police force areas of 
England and Wales. 
Nofi 
, 
flableoffenau am genera4 (though not exactly) those offenas which are consilered mom senous and tnýable in 
a Grvwn Court Smmmivy offmces which can only be triad in a Mqivaes Gourtme not indmded Somm. - 
Cfivinal Suidcs, 1 YY6. 
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1.2. FRAMEWORK FOR THE CHAPTERS 
The fi-amework for the chapters is built around the concept of a single problem: 
the lack of accurate and meaningful analysis techniques for crime at a divisional 
level. 'Ibis problem consists of a number of facets which are dealt with in the 
later chapters. 
The first two chapters detail a review of the pertinent literature in this field 
(Chapter 2: Previous work) and outline the many sources of information and 
analysis processes used throughout the thesis (Chapter 3: Data sources and 
software). The purpose of crime analysis is to identify accurately significant 
patterns. 'Ibis is often difficult with temporally inaccurate data. Victim rarely 
know exactly when they have been the victim of a crime and Chapter 4 
(Aoristic crime analysis) addresses this issue. It introduces a new method to 
improve the accumcy of analysing temporally unspecific data. The application of 
this process in an example study area in Nottinghwn (UK) identifies a crime 
pattern not visible with other methods. The key aspects of this chapter have 
been published in the Internationaljournal of Geographical Information Science 
(Ratcliffe and McCullagh, 1998). Chapter 5 (Spatiotemporal differences 
between crime and incidents) explores further the temporal dimension to 
crime with the use of seasonality analysis and correlation functions. Ibis chapter 
also includes the use of incident data (recently made available by 
Nottinghamshire Constabulary) and explores the temporal and spatial 
relationship between recorded crime and incidents for assaults and disorder in 
Mansfield, Nottinghamshire. 
Ihe subject of Chapter 6 gdentifying repeat victimisation) changes the 
emphasis of the thesis to another area of policing concern. An investigation into 
the problems of identi6ing rapidly and accurately locations of repeat 
victimisation proposes that the use of GIS with georeferenced crime data can 
solve many of the difficulties identified. The findings of this chapter have been 
published in the British journal of Criminology (Ratcliffe and McCullagh, 
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1998a). The spatial distribution of repeat victimisation is further investigated in 
Chapter 7 (Burglary, victimisation and social deprivation) by examining the 
spatial relationship with the socio-economic level in the vicinity of the offence 
locations. A new technique to aggregate polygon values in the vicinity of crime 
locations is introduced to alleviate the potential problem of georeferencing errors 
in the crime locations. An application using a deprivation index and burglary 
locations in South Nottingham reveals new insights into the spatial variation of 
burglary repeat victimisation, and has been published in Crime Prevention and 
Community Safety (Ratcliffe and McCullagh, 1999). 
'Me final two analysis chapters investigate different Processes for the 
identification of areas of crime concentrations, known as liotspots'. Chapter 8 
(Hotspot analysis) reviews a number of currently available systems, some of 
which are crime-specific and others come from the fields of epidemiology and 
surface modelling. The chapter proposes a two-stage system which produces 
statistically supportable hotspots which are not restricted to certain geometric 
shapes but follow the morphology of the underlying crime events. Some aspects 
of this chapter have appeared as a chapter in a book by LaVigne and Wartell 
ppiý (Ratcliffe and McCullagh, titled Cdme Ma, g Case Studes. ý Successes in the Field 
1998b). 'Ibis process is applied in Chapter 9 (Hotspots and police 
perception) to a number of high-volume crime problems in South Nottingham. 
'Ihe hotspots are compared to a survey of police officers asked about their 
perception of high volume crime. The results have a number of implications for 
intelligence dissemination within the police service. Aspects of this chapter have 
been submitted to the journal of Geographical Systems (Ratcliffe and 
McCullagh, submitted). 
The final chapter (Chapter 10: Conclusion) briefly reviews the thesis in regard 
to the aims stated of developing techniques for divisional level analysis and 
draws a number of conclusions and recommendations for ftirther work. 
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1.2.1. The accompanying CD-ROM and example data 
The CD-ROM which accompanies this thesis contains a number of animations 
of time series data, examples of the software written to perform certain 
functions through the thesis, and some example data sets. It should be noted 
that the example data sets have been altered sufficiently to prevent the 
identification of any specific locations. 
1.2.2. Summary 
Ibis chapter has introduced the reasons for completing this thesis and outlined 
the basic structure of the text to follow. The spatial crime analysis model 
identifies a number of areas where a divisional level crime analyst can contribute 
to the crime interpretation and prevention work taking place in police forces 
around the country, though the lack of analytical tools and methodology has 
been highlighted. 
Ibis thesis aims to investigate the GIS, spatial and temporal analysis techniques 
that can make a contribution to the analysis and prevention of crime. 'Ibis is 
done from the perspective of a divisional crime analyst and concentrates on 
areas of current policing concern: accurate temporal analysis, repeat victimisation 
and hotspot analysis. 
12 
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2. Previous work 
Ibis chapter introduces the main themes of the thesis and presents the 
significant literature surrounding those themes. The aim of the chapter is to 
critically review crime as a whole and identify the aspects of the subject where 
this thesis can make a contribution. Later chapters will review the most pertinent 
works and their contribution to the discussion and analysis that follows. 
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2.1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of crime has traditionally been the preserve of other disciplines such 
as sociology, psychology and criminology (Georges, 1978). However since the 
1970's there has been a realisation that there is a spatial aspect to crime, a study 
which is a legitimate subject by geographers. Crime occurrence can be modelled 
in a geographical context and a greater understanding of the patterns of 
distribution can be sought. Thrmo a spatial 
_anal, 
ysis approach geographers 
hope to develop associational and predictive models that explain crime 
manifestation in regard to location. Ibis type of work has a practical application 
in that the analysis of the dynamics of crime may assist those charged with the 
ibility of crime control to assess better the effectiveness of programs they responsi 
currently use, and to develop improved programs for the future. 
'M 
- I fie ayeaha of the Seqg*ýy of crime are to &xibe and map the spatial 
Siftibution S(aiwe in grater demil and meaning than kas been done before. 
Thisfield of nsearrb aez*ts to relde the spavialpaerns of crime to the 
enurvnmenta4 soda4 bistorira: 4 pycboIq gical (cognidir), and economic 
y expAin tbesepattems (Geoqes, 1 P78). variables That ma
Daniel Georges summarised the aim of geographers with respect to crime over 
the previous twenty years. Wbile sporadic research successes have been recorded 
(mainly in the spatial relationship between crime and unemployment factors), it 
has subsequently been discovered that the causes of crime patterns are complex, 
and models of crime distribution have been few and far between (Herber% 1976; 
Trickett et aL, 1995). The geography of crime covers a number of different topics 
wiýhin. the discipline and the following chapter aims to review the main areas 
which have attracted research interest, and which are relevant to this thesis. 
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2.1.1. Crime and social factors 
Alic first studies )I- til(. p , c(), g, r, -Iplllc")l Ificidence of CrIlTic, -alid (1clillywilcy havc 
bem 
-attributcd to flic Frcrich cartographer, Anda-Michd Gucrry, whosc 
p1mccring work bepm widi dic 'Cirto, ýTaphlc Sciio()I' in thc 1830's (Catcr mid 
J()ncs, 1992). hpure 2-1 is an example (d die work of Gucrry showing, a map ()f 
Fralicc first critnes aLýatnst property wid-im the adnitnistrativc rcp)()ns (d 
published in 1833 (Gucrry, 183-3). kk'()rk in France and in Britain immediately 
idetitified die relationship bct\vccti crime and dic urban-industrial rcpon, mid 
while there h-avc been fluctuations in crime (1cfiintion and data collection 
methodology, the spatial relationship of crime with poor inner cities has 
remained fairly constant. 
Figure 2-1 Crimes against property in early 19"' century France. 
0 
Until rccclitly rnLICh ()f the rcscarch mv, crit-ne was practised by crimmoh)gists 
and tendc(i not to have a go), graphical ()r spatial approach. 'llierc were some 
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noticeable exceptions, especially in the relationship between crime and social 
factors. In one of the earliest UK spatial examinations of crime, Herbert 
attempted to. examine geographically the cases of delinquency in Cardiff in the 
mid 1960's by focusing on the socio-economic causes and comparing these to 
the rate of juvenile offending (Herbýý 1976). Although there have been other 
examples, the lack of British research between crime and long-term 
unemployment in the UK has been recently highlighted with a call for more co- 
operation between the police and academic research (Amann, 1996). 'Ibis desire 
for greater study within the UK may be due to the realisation that investigations 
into crime patterns have tended to be more advanced in North America than in 
Europe (Herberý 1982). Examples abound and a number of references can act 
as a starting point (for example Allen, 1996; Anderson and Diaz, 1996; 
Brantingham. and Brantingham, 1981; Cohen and Felson, 1979; Grogger and 
Weatherford, 1995; Kennedy and Veitch, 1997; Klinger, 1997; Ohlemacher, 
1995; Sherman et aL, 1991). Hakim (1982) recognised the effects of 
unemployment on, amongst other things, crime and delinquency. Although 
written in a social policy journal, her article recognises the existence of the 
crime/unemployment relationship, with crime considered to be a knock-on 
effect of unemployment. Later work on the social consequences of crime sought 
to cement the relationship 
-between socio-economic 
factors and crime. Brown 
(1982) performed a multivariate statistical analysis of crime in Chicago which 
found that there was significant clustering of crime in the ghettoised areas with 
little spill over into other suburbs 
- 
concluding that crime is localised in the 
ghettos of Chicago. Chicago was also home to the so-called 'Chicago School', a 
group of sociologists at the University of Chicago who sought to analyse their 
city on a socio-geographical basis by mapping factors such as crime and mental 
illness across the various zones of the city in the 1940's and 1950's. They 
combined official data with other research such as participant observation and 
life histories, though the patterns which resulted from the official data had the 
most research impact (Coleman and Moynihan, 1996). The Chicago School was 
the initiator of much of the spatial criminology which exists today. The 
ecological focus of their work can be related easily to the spatial analysis which is 
performed nowadays with the advantage of computers. One of the major works 
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of the Chicago School was the mapping of crime occurrence showing a decrease 
radiating out from the Central Business District (CBD), correlating crime with 
Burgess' concentric-zone model (Shaw and McKay, 1942). Ibis pattern was 
found to be spatially and temporally consistent with the highest occurrences of 
crime and criminal residence found adjacent to the CBD in; Chicago, 
Philadelphia, Cleveland and Seattle. The pattern in Chicago persisted through to 
the 1960's and beyond. 
These studies confirmed the links between crime and delinquency and the social 
cohesiveness of which unemployment is a factor. A number of subsequent 
studies of a more overt geographical nature support this belief of a relationship 
between crime and unemployment (Reilly and Witt, 1992; Smith, 1986), though 
it should be noted that Reilly and Witt have been criticised for their 
mathematical methodology and statistical rigour (Pyle and Deadman, 1994). 
The spatial pattern of crime is therefore not uniform and there are pockets of 
high crime concentration. In America these occur in the inner-cities, while in 
Britain; "(... with strong public-sector policies of slum clearance and rehousing) 
this simple geometry has been succeeded by a bi-polar pattern, with peripheral 
'problem estates' of public-sector housing displaying relatively high levels of 
criminal activity. " (Cater and Jones, 199% p. 8 1). 
2.1.2. Crime and Space 
Can a direct relationship between crime and space be found or is the relationship 
between space and other ecological variables such as class or poverty, with crime 
being a passive result of the segregation of those disposed to commit and be a 
victim of crime? One argument is that the link between poverty and crime is not 
deterministic but is complicated by the effects of a number of other variables 
such as demography (age, sex, family status), socio-econornic status (income, 
education, unemployment), and living conditions (housing, density, tenure). 
Many of these variables are not necessarily linked directly to poverty. Space 
therefore becomes an active variable but not the sole cause of crimeperre. Inner 
cities remain aime hotspots even though the socio-cconomic structure of the 
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residents fluctuates over time. In addition to this, the Sheffield Crime Surveys of 
the mid 1970's found that lower class individuals were more likely to commit 
crime if they lived in a lower class community than the sarne type of people 
living in a mixed or higher class neighbourhood (Baldwin and Bottoms, 1976). 
Other relationships have included tenure (Baldwin and Bottoms, 1976), 
unemployment and social disorganisation. Ibis suggests that mass urbanisation 
has broken down the social cohesion and traditional community bonds which 
instilled the population with a sense of community and moral values. Large 
urban settlements have induced a sense of anonymity that permits greater 
freedom of action and where criminality is less obvious. A recent example of this 
type of research has been completed in Liverpool (Hirschfield and Bowers, 
1997) with a principal components analysis examination of the impact of social 
cohesion on crime rates. A general critique of this multivariate study is that the 
end product is entirely dependent on subjective decisions on the inclusion, 
exclusion and weighting of the chosen variables. 
There is an alternative social theory to the general idea that delinquents and 
criminals are individuals who are outside mainstream society and are the result of 
inadequate socialisation. The Sub-Cultural 1heory suggests that in fact these 
people have 'been socialised all too well into an alternative sub culture, many of 
whose values arc diametrically opposed to mainstream morality (Cater and 
Jones, 1992, p. 88). Instead of criminals being a collection of individuals outcast 
from the main ideas of society, they might now be viewed as a separate group 
with its own cultural identity, i. e. the criminal fraternity. Ibis possibility was 
noticed as far back as 1862 when Mayhew (1862) reported that children 
appeared to be 'bom and bred to the business of crime'; this was echoed by 
Herbert (Herbertý 1982). 
2.1.3. Travel to crime 
Brown (1982) is an early example of a study into 'travel to crime'. Travel to 
crime studies tend to focus on the distance a criminal is prepared to travel to 
perpetrate a criminal offence and rely on arrest records of individuals or 
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occasionally interviews with prisoners. Of local interest at this point is the PhD 
thesis completed by Jane Bradbury in the Geography Department of the 
University of Nottingham (Bradbury, 1981). Without the advantage of digitised 
data and therefore effective computerised analysis techniques for dealing with 
large volumes of data, Jane Bradbury had to amalgamate numeration districts 
and wards in her study of greater Nottingham to enable her to cope with the 
mass of material. She examined the 'travel to crime' around Nottingham city in a 
study which identified that juveniles have less access to travel, committing crime 
within a relatively short distance from their home address. This finding correlates 
with the work of Brown, and is one of the few available academic examinations 
of crime in Nottinghamshire. 
A number of writers have noticed a pronounced decay effect where the majority 
of property-related crimes occur near the criminal's home address, and decay 
rapidly the fiirther you get from the home address (Bradbury, 1981; Brantingham 
and Brantingham, 1981). Another reason put forward for the decay effect in 
both adults and juveniles has been the suggestion of 'spatial awareness biases' 
(Cater and Jones, 1992). Ibis suggests a behavioural pattern whereby factors of 
distance and information are relevant A criminal will confine his activity to 
known areas (generally the local environment) and is 'unlikely to penetrate into 
totally foreign areas where he will feel uncomfortable or stand out as different! 
(Brantingharn and Brantingham, 1981, p. 29). Evidence for this argument is 
compelling. A study in a Staffordshire town showed nearly 50% of detected 
burglaries were committed within 0.8krns of the perpetrators home (Cater and 
Jones, 1992). The Sheffield Crime Survey (Baldwin and Bottoms, 1976) found 
three quarters of the city's burglaries to have been committed within 2 miles of 
the burglar's address. 
2.1.4. Police perception of crime 
lbough police crime reports are used as indicators of crime levels, criminal 
incidents reported to the police are not necessarily converted into crime reports. 
Police officers exercise their discretion at varying levels every day. If they are 
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concentrating on one matter they may decide to overlook more minor 
transgressions in the hope of detecting a more serious offence. Many 
iriffingements of the road traffic acts such as speeding are often ignored if 
officers are en route to a more pressing matter. Furthermore, working class areas, 
and those with a reputation for crime, are more intensively policed, so that more 
crime is detected and the data may be biased (Nagle, 1995). 
Two studies identified the affect that poIice officers had on the crime statistics 
(Bottomley and Coleman, 1976; McCabe and Sutcliffe, 1978). Botto-mley and 
Coleman (1978) examined the role that the police play in the rates of recorded 
crime by examining crime reporting and the content of crime report forms. They 
also looked at clear-up rates and the problems of rate variation across police 
regions. They concluded that the emphasis of initiating a police response to 
crime should rest not on the police but on the public, as police play only a minor 
role (-13%) in the discovery of crimes which get entered onto crime reports. 
Ibis figure corroborates a similar figure quoted by McCabe (1978). 
In the second study (McCabe and Sutcliffe, 1978), researchers spent many 
months with officers from Ihames Valley and recorded how the officers 
perceived crime. Most of the work discusses how police officers deji'ne crime by 
their decisions as to whether (or not) and how they record the crime. The 
officers have a significant effect on the crime figures depending on whether they 
record incidents as crime or not; arrest or not, and on what advice they give to 
members of the public. Such advice can range from reporting the incident as a 
crime, seeking a civil law solution, or simply advice on crime prevention. Often 
the advice can include 'this has nothing to do with the police'. It is interesting to 
note that while government may go to some length to define crime for the 
statute books, police officers redefine crime as it affects the area they police. 'Ibis 
is also evident in a recent study from the United States pinger, 1997). 
In an analysis of a number of American police precincts, Klinger's study explains 
that officers can exercise their discretion without interference from senior 
management (Klinger, 1997). The policing priorities of the patrol area contrive 
to ensure that officers in crimc-ridden areas go to more important calls and 
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therefore arrive at the notion that their area is a higher crime region than other 
beats. Officers arrive at their impression of the deviance of their area by 
observation and communicating infon=dly with their colleagues. Ihe result of 
this is that lower priority matters are dealt with informally and the sanctions of 
arrest and prosecution are reserved for the more serious crimes. Crimes which in 
many other areas would be reported and enter the criminal data system are 
therefore ignored. The relationship between crime area and police perception of 
crime location is examined in greater depth in chapter 9 (Hotspots and police 
perception). 
2.1.5. Unusual studies of crhne data 
One of the more unusual uses of police recorded crime data has come from the 
group who analysed three years of monthly crime data on Merseyside to test the 
hypothesis that the Merseyside crime rate was reduced by a group practising 
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi's Transcendental Meditation' (Hatchard et d, 1996). 
Apparently a 3.4% drop in crime was recorded when the group size first 
exceeded the 'root M or Maharishi Effect threshold! Possibly spurious 
relationships such as this (another example might be the correlation between the 
increase in crime in the 1980s and the growth in the use of mobile telephones) 
hide more unusual papers which have found surprising relationships with crime. 
An analysis of annual, quarterly, and monthly data for recorded crime in England 
and Wales, yielded strong evidence that temperature has a positive effect on 
most types of property and violent crime (Field, 1992). The author hypothesised 
that this effect was due to people spending more time outside in the good 
weather, both leaving their property unguarded (increasing property crime) and 
participating in more social interaction (increasing violent crime). 
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2.2. CRIME DATA 
2.2.1. Limitations of crime data 
The main problem highlighted within many studies is the inherent inaccuracy of 
crime figures. It is extremely difficult to get an accurate picture of the level of 
true crime in an area. Early and current discussions surround the merits of the 
various data sources, which include; court records, crimes recorded by the police, 
household and crime surveys, and offender interviews. Ibis is not a new 
problem. 
Ibirty-two years ago Biderman and Reiss reviewed the discussions surrounding 
the imperfections in official data (Biderman and Reiss, 1967). Data on crime has 
to be sourced somehow, and the paper identified the problems with police data, 
court records and other official sources of information on crime. While it was 
known that this 'institutional' data did not reflect a true picture of the volume of 
crime and ignored unreported/undetected incidents (Biderman and Reiss' 'dark 
figure" of crime), the authors discussed two of the differing traditional responses 
to this; the 'realist view' and the 'institutionalist view'. Realists wanted to see the 
'actual' amount of crime 
- 
and so uncover the 'dark figure' of hidden crime, 
whereas institutionalists emphasised that crime could only have a valid meaning 
in terms of the organised social response to crime. The institutionalist view was 
that a coherent response to crime was only possible in the context of the 
reported/recorded crime. They urged the study of the official criminal records as 
outcomes of social and institutional processes (Coleman and Moynihan, 1996). 
However, the realists' view has been adopted this century with police records 
forming the basis of crime statistics since 1923 (Biderman and Reiss, 1967). 
Having said this, realists do not doubt that figures produced by official crime 
statistics give only 'a partial view of crime in society (Smith, 1986). Biderman 
and Reiss approached the subject with the aim of using official statistics to 
analysc crime in a social context. Although not strictly geographical, but more of 
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a historical account of the discussions around crime statistics, it is useful to note 
that problems of crime data collection identified more than thirty years ago still 
have not been successfully resolved. 
Ihere have been a number of attempts to correct for the under-reporting of 
crime. Susan Smith details the recording of various crimes from non-policc 
sources instead of police crime records, finding these provide a fuller account 
than the police records. 'Ibis research included: telephone box vandalism from 
Post Office engineer reports, assaults on bus drivers from transport authority 
reports, and malicious false alarms from fire service operator sheets (Smith, 
1986). Unfortunately this type of data recording method tends to be useful only 
for specific localised applications. On a broader scale the British Crime Surveys 
have been the best attempt in recent years to gather an accurate picture of the 
'dark figure' crime levels across the country. 
2.2.2. The British Crime Surveys 
The realisation that not every crime becomes a statistic has lead to various 
attempted solutions of which the British Crime Survey (BCS) is one. The BCS 
uses extensive survey information to attempt to elicit a more realistic estimation 
of national crime and discover more about the 'dark figure' (Hough and Lewis, 
1989). The biannual survey asks a large representative sample of the general 
public about their experience as victims of household and personal crime in the 
previous year. Its main aim is to provide a count of crime that includes incidents 
not reported to the police and is therefore not affected by changes in the way 
police record crime. 'Ibis means that the sampling technique is fairly uniform 
across the survey and removes the effect that the police have on the crime 
statistics as mentioned earlier (Bottomley and Coleman, 1976; McCabe and 
Sutcliffe, 1978). It therefore provides a more complete picture of the national 
extent of crime than police figures, for the offences it covers. It also gives a 
better measure of the trends in crime, as willingness to report crimes to the 
police varies depending on the type of crime (rable 2-1). 
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Table 2-1 Reasons for not reporting crime: 1996 BCS 
Reason for not reporting crime to the police % 
Too trivial / no loss involved 40 
Police could do nodiing 29 
Police would not be interested 20 
We dealt with matter ourselves / inappropriate for police 19 
Reported to other authorities 5 
Inconvenient to report 
Fear reprisals 4 
Fear / dislike police <1 
Othef 
Sourw Mrrkss-Black et al, I Y96, p. 63. 
The British Crime Survey (Mirrless-Black et aL, 1996) estimated the following 
statistics. We can expect a burglary in the home every 40 years, a family car to be 
stolen every 60 years, an assault resulting in injury once every century, and a 
robbery once every 500 years. Besides counting crimes, the survey can also show 
which types of people are most at risk of which types of crime and describe the 
nature of crime: where, when and how it happened. It is also used to ask people 
about other crime-related issues., such as fear of crime and attitudes towards the 
police. The Home Office has now conducted six sweeps of the survey (1982, 
19842 1988,1992,1994 and 1996). In 1996 more than 16,500 people aged 16 and 
over were interviewed. 
The British Crime Surveys reinforce the point that analyses based on police 
statistics do not necessarily reflect the real level of crime: only about a quarter of 
all crimes are reported to the police (Mayhew et aZ, 1993). Many crimes of an 
ingenious nature such as tax evasion, computer crime and subtle cases of arson 
arc not detected by the public or police and escape reporting. Many offences are 
not reported for personal reasons. Somal offences may cause embarrassment to 
the victim, and to the victirrýs family in cases of incest. When the victim is 
wanted by the police they often do not contact the police for fear of being taken 
into custody, and shoplifters may just have the stolen goods confiscated with out 
the police being contacted. Other reasons for non-reporting include: apathy, the 
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notion that the police are either too busy or not interested, or the belief that the 
crime is not serious enough to warrant the involvement of the authorities. 'Mese 
attitudes are summansed in Table 2-1. 
A point to note from the 1996 BCS IS that the estimated reporting rate of 
burglary and motor vehicle theft to the police is over 80% (fable 2-2), whereas 
other recordable offences have much lower reporting rates (Mirrlees-Black et aZ, 
1996). A similarly high rate of over 90% was recorded in 1992 (Mayhew et aZ, 
1993). Many of the UK police forces and divisional prionties include reducing 
the levels of burglary and motor vehicle theft within their areas. 
The most recently published survey from 1996 found that under half of BCS 
offences were reported to the police. Reporting rates vaned by offence. Car 
thefts, burglaries and bicycle thefts were usually reported, while vandalism, thefts 
of property and thefts from the home often were not (Figure 2-2). It is likely that 
some of the variation in Figure 2-2 can be attributed to the benefits (or not) of 
reporting some types of crime. Insurance claims require a police crime reference 
Motor vehicle theft 
Burglary with loss 
Bicycle theft 
Robbery 
No loss burglary 
Theft from vehicle 
Home vandalism 
Theft from person 
Wounding 
Attempted vehicle theft 
Common assault 
Other household theft 
Other person theft 
Vehicle vandalism 
Figure 2-2 Percentage of incidents reported to the police 0 996 BCS). 
Somm. 
- 
AVrrkss-Black et al., 1996, p. 23. 
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number and this could explain the high reporting rate for vehicle theft and 
burglary with loss. The 1996 BCS recorded falls compared to previous years in a 
number of crime categories for the first time. Since 1993, burglary with loss has 
decreased 5% in the BCS and 12 % in recorded crime figures. Reductions in car 
crime were also detected between 1993 and 1995 for the first time. Theft of 
vehicles and thefts from vehicles fell by 8% and 2% respectively in the BCS, 
with larger drops recorded in the police figures (Mirrlees-Black et aL, 1996). 
While the British Crime Survey claims to have improved the prediction of 
'actual' levels of crime, this has been at the expense of spatial resolution. The 
very nature of the survey population size means that the survey is only truly 
effective at the macro scale. 1his point was bome out by one pubhcation which 
found significant regional variation in crime pattern trends by comparing the 
1982 and 1988 British Crime Surveys (Trickett et aL, 1995). Changes in regional 
crime rates fluctuated in a complex manner at the regional level indicating that a 
number of elaborate forces were at work affecting the regional rates. This 
suggests the possibility that at even smaller study scales crime rate variation 
might be even more noticeable. Ibis can not be measured by the BCS. It still 
remains an unfortunate reality that at larger spatial scales the recorded crime 
reported to the police remains the best record of meso and micro crime levels in 
this country. Previously this recorded crime information was unavailable to 
researchers in bulk, because it was only recorded on written crime sheets that 
were laborious tools to utilise. However the digital revolution has finally been 
embraced by the nation's police forces and opportunities for small scale local 
crime analysis based on recorded crime data are now a possibility. 
The forty-three regional police forces have for many years been required to 
return statistical crime information to the Home Office, and the computerised 
tabulation of that information was seen as the most effective means of 
documenting the data. For a number of years now the police have been 
recording their crime data in digital format. It was realised that this data could 
provide more that just the annual Home Office requirement for statistical 
information. At the same time, Geographical Information Systems (GIS) began 
appearing in police stations, mainly tasked with complementing the immediate 
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response nature of policing (responding to 999 calls) in command and control 
Systems. 
Geographical Information Systems have been quickly adapted by police forces 
for their use in a variety of different operational situations, though their use has 
not yet been fully utilised for crime mapping or analysis. 'Acre has recently been 
a flood of publicity as police forces both here and in the United States have 
invested in GIS technology (see Berkeley, 1997; Campbell, 1992; Clegg and 
Robson, 1995; Fox-Clinch, 1997; Grescoe, 1996; Hirschfield et aL, 1995a; ICL, 
1995; MapInfo, 1997; Mitchell, 1997; Nagle, 1995; Page, 1997; Salinas, 1997; 
Tempe, 1997). These systems have been used mainly for mapping live incident 
data, occasional crime mapping, and for describing incident scenes to a court. 
For example, in a Computer Aided Despatch (CAD) system, also known as a 
Command and Control system, the locations of live incidents from the 
emergency telephone network (999) can be displayed on screen enabling the 
operator to allocate efficiently the resource manpower most effective to deal 
with the particular event. It also assists the operator in visualising the scene and 
permits them to control better the resources 'on the ground'. Accurate guidance 
of responding officers to the scene of the incident can save valuable time. These 
same principles have also been applied to other emergency services (Smith, 
1997). Most of the crime-related articles (in magazines and journals such as 
Mapping Awareness, Police Review and Geographical Magazine) discuss the 
future application of GIS for crime pattern analysis as afuture development which 
the companies and organisations hope to develop. 
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2.3. CRIME ANALYSIS 
Campbell (1992) identifies a number of areas in which GIS can contribute to the 
efficiency of police services including; information for evaluating and 
implementing changes in police patrol areas, manpower allocation at large public 
events, proactive policing strategies and contingency planning for major 
disasters. Chief Inspector Campbell also identified three key GIS objectives for 
Northumbria Police which related to crime mapping, and in doing so suggests a 
suitable 'wish-list' for police forces generalIT. 
* Provide all officers with easy access to information which will assist 
them in the better performance of their duties; 
9 Provide a management tool to aid with better decision-making and the 
best possible deployment of resources; 
* Provide a cost-cfficient means of integrating databases. 
During the early 1990s the first research papers began to appear which utilised 
the geocoding of police reported crime information (examples include Berry and 
Jones, 1995; Campbell, 1992; Ekblom, 1988; Grogger and Weatherford, 1995; 
Wrighton, 1987). The majority of examples were drawn from North America 
(Berkeley, 1997; Grogger and Weatherford, 1995; Maltz et aL, 1991; Salinas, 
1997; Tempe, 1997), where the usage of GIS for crime mapping has been quite 
significant. Simple analysis and mapping have been the main applications (Figure 
2-3). Ekblom, writing on the subject of crime analysis for the Home Office, 
considered; 'Operations include correlation, cluster analysis, regression and 
loglinear modelling. In most crime analysis exercises these are unlikely to reward 
the extra effort involved! (1988, p. 32). It should be noted that at the time of 
publication, spatial analytical toolkits were few and far between and computer 
processor speeds were slow enough that even minor iterative computations were 
time consuming. Berry and Jones' article (1995) carries an excellent discussion of 
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police and crime census statistics. They used the postcode address file (PAF) and 
ARC/INFO to develop a crtMe based GIS, and concluded: 
We anhapate tba the silgle greatest potentialfor a coVrebensite mme- 
based GIS is in the monitoriq of any ctime &jplacemeni, geqgraphica4, 
tbal is consequent upon ipatialA targeted crime-pretention measures. (P. 77) 
CrI7Y OF TENEPE 
UMVERSITY 
SOUTNMRX 
- 
BAMMIRE 
ELLP 
Figure 2-3 Example online map from Tempe Police Crime Analysis Unit home page. 
Some: bq: //www. teffpe. pvlpokcel 
One group of researchers at Liverpool University (Hirschfield et al., 1995a) have 
been developing a GIS-based crime analysis and mapping system for use in the 
analysis of crime incident data recorded by Merseyside Police. IhIs has been 
developed using resources from the British Urban Crime Fund. 'Meir decision to 
use GIS was prompted by a number of factors unique at the time to Merseyside. 
The region has a comprehensive road network and property database called the 
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Merseyside Address Referencing System (MARS), which forms the basis of the 
Command and Control and Crime Incident reporting system used by Merseyside 
Police. This database was available to the researchers, as was that part of MARS 
which provided a one-metre resolution grid reference for each property in the 
study area. Each property was identified by a Unique Property Reference 
Number (UPRN). 'Me UPRN is recorded on every crime report and during 
their command and control data capture operation. 
MARS is maintained by the Merseyside Information Service (MIS) who in 1991 
chose Arc/Info as the GIS ftarnework for MARS. However the MARS system 
was particular to Merseyside area only. It had minor practical applications in its 
use by the burglary squad as a mapping tool but it is less clear how usefid the 
system is for crime pattern analysis. Like most of the applications mentioned 
here,, the system is a crime mapping system, and not an analýkis tool. 'I'lic crucial 
difference in all these systems is that they produce maps of crime distribution, 
but then require the userto perform the analysis themselves. 
lhcsc limits to the usefulness of the ability to automate the pin-mapping process 
have been noted by Openshaw et aL (1990). The performing of simple spatial 
queries and resulting map generation is useful but fAs to provide the 
information necessary for a crime pattern analyst, namely information which will 
assist in the search for crime patterns. Until now this has been one of the 
limitations of crime analysis packages; programs still leave much work to the user 
(Openshaw et aZ, 1990). Ibc knowledge of where the highest crime 
concentrations are located is important to policing and crime prevention 
strategies, yet once a mapping system produces a number of maps, the human 
operator must still interpret the images and look for clusters or 'hotspots' of 
crime. One of the landmark papers in the area of crime mapping with GIS is the 
account of a f6dkd early attempt to introduce a GIS system to Northumbria 
Constabulary in the late 1980's (Openshaw et aL, 1990). The paper raises a 
number of relevant issues by recounting the attempt to implement a GIS 
package into a sub-divisional police station in Northumbria. The project 
eventually Wed and the reasons for this were documented by the author (Table 
2-2). 
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Table 2-2 Some of the reasons identified for the failure of the Northurnbria Police GIS. 
Description of problem Probable cause 
Mapping of data was incomplete software 
Crime records could not be deleted Software 
Data input too time consuming customisation, design 
Nothing could be retrieved once input software, customisation 
Method of handling information too complex customisation 
System not user friendly and accepts erroneous entries customisation 
No on-site support available vendor 
No comprehensive documentation vendor 
No training in its use, operatots self-trained vendor support 
Plotter hardware interface problems vendor support 
Usees lack of faith in vendor vendor 
Usees loss of moral once vendor lost interest user 
Use of the system achieved nothin& seen as a burden, 
user fafled to live up to expectations 
Plotting too slow hardware 
Database not suited to end user use system design 
System specification inadequate inexperience 
System failed to match expectations vendor 
No funding to make changes to system vendor and user 
System not fault tolerant but punished user for making system design 
errors 
OS map base 10 years out of date in places data supplier 
System supposed to be up and running on day 1 vendor 
System could not be relied on vendor 
Sounx- Ppenshaw et al, 1 Y. 90). 
A number of the problems identified are still relevant today even with the 
improvements in GIS coffu-ncrcial packages now available. Finding an academic 
solution to a problem lacks value if the means to implement that solution are not 
available or have not been thought out. Similar examples occur elsewhere. 
Ihe book by Maltz and his colleagues describes in great detail some of the 
problems of implementing a GIS crime mapping system for the Chicago police 
force Naltz et aL, 1991). Obvious comparisons exist with the Northumbria 
article (Openshaw et aL, 1990) as in both cases the most difficult hurdles to 
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overcome were often the problems of bringing change and a new technological 
approach to 'institutionalised' systems (the respective police forces); systems 
which had an enormous capacity to resist change. Lack of technical experience 
and knowledge of the end users was matched by professional cynicism on the 
part of the more established police officers. 
2.3.1. Crime analysis systems .1 .1 
Any discussion of crime analysis systems has to begin with a definition of crime 
analysis, local crime analysis, and crime pattern analysis. There has been little 
formal attempt to define these terms, especially from the commercial companies 
who often use the terms with no explanation of the difference, even when they 
are aware of such a difference. The terms 'crime pattern analysis' and 'crime 
analysis' are often employed as if they have clearly understood meanings; indeed 
they are often used interchangeably. The TREVI sub-committee, designed to 
provide a European standard, identified eight different forms of crime analysis 
(Read and Oldfield, 1995): 
" Crime Pattern Analysis 
" General Profile Analysis 
" Crime Control Methods Analysis 
" Case Analysis 
" Comparative Case Analysis 
" Offender Group Analysis 
" Specific Proffle Analysis 
" Investigations Analysis 
Ihere are two that are of specific relevance to this text. Cot*ara6ir Case AnaAsis 
seeks to detect similarities between crimes that point to the same perpetrator or 
groups of perpetrators, and Crime PaYem Ana4sis which attempts to form a 
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picture of the nature and scale of crime in a particular area. Men these types of 
analysis are applied to the investigation of high volume crime at a local (either 
divisional or sub-division4 level, then they come under a general term 
- 
Local 
CdmeAnaAsis (Read and Oldfield, 1995). 
CompARATivE C4sEAArALysis 
Crime Pattern Analysis (CPA) is one of the more misunderstood terms in the 
policing and criminological world. Many systems claim to perform aimepa*m 
analýgis. However, when looked at more closely, they are often found to be 
different beasts altogether. A number of different text-based search engines are 
employed by some police forces for major incident investigation. I'lley work by 
searching large databases looking for links between one crime and another. If 
you enter %lood-splattered kitchen knife' they will gc) to the database and return 
with every reference to 'blood, 'splattered'. 'kitchen', and 'knife' (more or less). 
Although these systems deal with crime, all the system is doing is searching for 
matching similar strings of text. There is a distinctive lack of analysis taking place 
and the onus is still on the user to do all the thinking and come up with the right 
choice of search string. Without the capability to analyse structurally the material, 
they remain merely clever database managers. The output is geared towards 
understanding the result of the text search. 1hese types of system are better 
described as Comparative Case Analysis systems. Conunercial examples include 
the Harlequin Criminal Intelligence System (Harlequin, 1997) and ProQuest by 
i2 software (i2,1997). 
CRImEPArmRNANALysis 
Crime Pattern Analysis (CPA) can only be performed by systems which map 
crime distributions and then analysc these maps for significant patterns. At the 
simplest level this is the ability to examine a number of different areas, such as 
police beats for example, and identify which has the highest level of a certain 
type of crime. If this is performed by a mapping or GIS package, which can 
graphic-ally display the output on a map, then this Will improve the 
comprehension and quality of the analysis. If one has patience (and a sense of 
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humour) one does not even need a computer for true CPA (though they do help 
when you are examining thousands of burglarieso. 
A hotspot is an area of higher crime concentration where there is a greater 
density of criminal activity. At a more complex level an ideal system would be 
able to detect crime hotspots from the data by examining the whole area and 
focussing on the highest concentrations of crime. It should be able to do this 
irrespective of where boundaries such as police beats are located. Criminals have 
an annoying tendency to ignore police station demarcation areas, and on 
occasion they make deliberate use of county boundaries by crossing from one 
side to another to commit their crimes in an attempt o confuse, police detection 
techniques (Williamson, 1998). just like a GIS, the defining trait of a CPA system 
is the ability to perform specific spatial analysis techniques, ignoring boundaries 
when required. Unfortunately as we will see later, there are few systems which 
can do this at all, and those that do have significant limitations. The importance 
of crime hotspots can not be underestimated. With the increases in crime over 
the last 20 years, and the reduction in the numbers of operational police officers, 
it is vital that officers are directed to the worst areas. 
SPATLIL"ALYSIS TECHNIQUESFOR HOTSPOTDETECTION 
Crime events can be thought of as a continuity of instantiations over a study 
area. Much of the work has gone into searching this mass of points for 
distinctive clusters of crimes. The heaviest clusters signify areas with spatial 
clusters of criminal activity. Ibis search for the heaviest crime clusters has been 
teff ned hotspot anabsis (Hirschfield et aL, 1997). 
Most of the literature relating to spatial crime analysis techniques share 
similarities and origins with aspects of medical geography and the search for 
clusters of rare diseases within medical epidemiology, research that goes back to 
the classic research of Knox and Mantel in the 1960's (Knox, 1964; Mantel, 
1967; Openshaw et aZ, 1988). One of the seminal works in the literature has been 
provided by Openshaw and Charlton (Openshaw and Charlton, 1987), in the 
form of the 'Mark 1 Geographical Analysis Machine' which sought to provide a 
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fully automated process for the complex analysis of point pattern data. The 
technique involved four main steps; 
1. Define a two-dimensional grid lattice over the study area and initial test circle 
sizes. 
2. Over each grid intersection, apply a variety of different circle sizes and 
retrieve the events within the circle. Perform some statistical test on this data 
and store the results which achieve the given statistical level. 
3. Increase the test circle size and change the grid mesh to reflect the new circle 
size. 
4. Repeat steps two and three until the complete mesh has been tested with all 
relevant test radii. 
Although attention is focused on a circular search region, the traditional 
geometry used in epidemiological studies, search regions such as hexagons have 
been used in other studies (Hirschfield et aZ, 1997). Opcnshaw (1987) used a 
Monte Carlo simulation based on a simple count of the number of eventswithin 
the circle. 'Ibis test compared the observed count with the number that would 
be expected under a specific null hypothesis. Other papers have adapted the 
basic technique to different analysis methods such as quartic kernel intensity 
tests (Gatrell et aZ, 1996). Again this application was for epidemiological studies. 
Crime-specific systems have been few and far between. 'Ihc Illinois Department 
of justice have developed a system called the 'Spatial and Temporal Analysis of 
Crime' software (STAC) which is used for crime profiling in Chicago and 
elsewhere in the United States (Hirschfield et aL, 1997). STAC uses similar 
techniques to the Mark I GAM in that a grid of circles is searched for crime 
patterns. Spatial clusters of crime, termed 'Hot Clusters' are then identified. 
STAC summarises the boundaries of the defined clusters as standard deviational 
ellipses and the details are exported as a grid file of co-ordinates. The 
mathematical properties of standard deviational ellipses are detailed by David 
Ebdon (Ebdon, 1996). 
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One of the main research groups in the field has been active in converting the 
STAC system for use within a GIS. Alex Hirschfield and colleagues, based in 
Liverpool, have been working at Liverpool University in the Department of Civil 
Design on developing a GIS-based cTime pattern analysis ystem as part of an 
ESRC-funded research project. Recently the group have been comparing 
different methods of spatial pattern analysis in an attempt to define the most 
suitable system for analysing their previous data. Currently no system has 
emerged as an outright winner (Hirschfield et al, 1997). Although they have 
converted STAC to run within a commercially available GIS, MapInfo, they 
have recorded a number of limitations and problems with this approach to crime 
pattern analysis. The system is unable to establish the statistical significance of 
the ellipses by comparing an observed number of incidents with an expected 
frequency, identify any variations in levels of crime within the hotspot, and there 
is a lack of correspondence between the shape of the hotspot and the underlying 
patterns of landuse a-linchfield etaL, 1997). 
The STAC system is also susceptible to the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem 
WUP) (Hirschfield et aZ, 1997). The spacing of the grid and the size of 
hexagons which the system uses can generate completely different descriptions 
of the same crime data. In an -attempt to investigate the problem the researchers 
moved onto developing the Mark 1 GAM for their system. To address the 
MAUP the analysis was run a number of times for many different sized circles. It 
was argued that real clusters would be manifest at all spatial scales. With 
limitations, their analysis would seem to bear this out. Chapter 8 (Hotspot 
analysis) describes the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem in more depth. 
STAC is popular in the United States but is relatively unknown in the UK where 
there are few genuine crime analysis ystems. Vertical Mapper is an example of 
an add-on program designed to integrate with MapInfo. It provides a mapping 
technique for data which vary continuously over a geographical area 
(Northwood Geoscience, 1998), and is mainly used for limited surface 
modelling. It has been used by the Brent Crime Mapping Project in their 
mapping of the distribution of various crime types in a study area at Wembley, 
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North London (BCMP, 1997). 'Me output is similar to that produced by most 
surface modelling packages, and an example is presented in Figure 2-4. 
Figure 2-4 High volume crime in Hadesden June to November 1996, displayed using Vertical 
Mapper. 
Soune. 
- 
Crime Awareness News, Febrmary 1998, Issue 6 (B Olp, 1998). This image sbows a m4p of crime 
hotipots, generazed 0 VenicaIM6pper. Uhite andpale arras show regions with a ne-gk e crime rate As the ibl 
cobursprogress thmii 
, 
gb blAfe togrrenyelbw and red the kmlof crime ind&nce increases. 
The Liverpool group have been focusing on the comparison of crime levels with 
the underlying population topography. There are limitations It, this approach in 
relation to practical policing. While this type of analysis is of clear academic 
interest, a number of discussions which the author has held with police officers 
has identified the need for a simpler system which identifies areas with a crime 
problem. Incorporating the underlying population structure may shift the focus 
onto sparsely populated areas with moderate crime levels, and away from dense 
urban areas with higher levels of crime. 
STAC and Vertical Mapper will be evaluated in greater depth m Chapter 8 
(Hotspot analysis) where an improved technique for hotspot detection will be 
presented. 
2.3.2. Temporal analysis 
One possible application of cnme data which has not been discussed in depth in 
the literature is the use of temporal data to plot changes over time. Wbile many 
police officers are reasonably aware of where the maximum crime areas are on 
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their beat, they may be interested to know when the picture of crime distribution 
changes. Ibis can be done by plotting change over time. 
Temporal analysis concerns itself with analysing the change in a variable or set of 
variables over time. More specifically Temporal GIS (TGIS) has been proposed 
(Peuquet, 1994) as a way of introducing a temporal element to geographical 
analysis. In the past, the conceptual and practical difficulties in representing and 
analysing complex spatial pattems within GIS have caused the representation 
and analysis of the temporal dynamics of those patterns to be ignored. The 
problems of TGISs are numerous and cover not just the analysis of temporal 
data, but Aso their generalisation and visualisation. A number of different 
conceptual frameworks for temporal GIS have been suggested (see Peuquet and 
Niu, 1995; Raafat et aZ, 1994) but a defining standard has yet to be agreed. The 
full potential of space-time models for empirical spatial analysis thus remains 
unreallsed because the paradigm for representing data temporally in the manner 
required does not yet exist (Miller, 1991). 
RELATION SYMBOL xY 
X before Y< 
X equals Y 
X meets ym 
X starts Ys 
X ends Ya 
X overlaps Y0 
X overlaps Y 0 
X during Yd 
Figure 2-5 Temporal topological relationships. 
Fmm Pemqmet, 1994, p. 455. 
Describing spatiotemporal relationships is not easy and the extension to analysis 
has also created problems. The desire to analyse temporal data has lead to 
descriptions of particular temporal operators. one of the more comprehensive 
description of the variety of possible temporal combinations comes from 
Peuquet (1994) and is applicable if the passage of time can be viewed as a fixed 
line and events are fixed to this line in some manner. Crime data is rarely 
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definable as one quantum moment in time. A householder might go on holiday 
to return two weeks later to find they have been the victim of a burglary. They 
are unable to tie the time of the incident to a specific moment so the crime 
report records an end time which is two weeks from the possible start time. 
lhcrefore when describing crime events, they must be viewed as singularities of 
variable length along the time line. 1hesc types of relationship are shown in 
Figure 2-5. Once events are described in this manner, Boolean operators can be 
applied to them, the data becomes easier to handle, and queries can be 
performed using a standard query language (SQL). 
Maps can be used to visualise temporal change in a number of different ways. 
Traditionally one of two basic methods have been used. The first shows the user 
a single map depicting the change from a previous state to the end state which is 
represented by the map, and changes over time are a fairly simple cartographic 
feature. The second method uses the 'chess map' approach where a number of 
temporal stages are shown on different maps, allowing the viewer to follow the 
change in variables from one time image to another. One different approach is 
the use of animation to view the data. Snapshot images of different 'world states' 
are generated and then run together in chronological order, like fi-ames in a film 
(MacEachren, 1994). Ibis type of animation can be easily created and a number 
of shareware and freeware software solutions (such as PovRay and Daves Targa 
Animator) are available on the world wide web. 
There are a number of possible temporal analysis applications to police work. 
There is value is noticing changes over time in the amount of crime in an area. 
Sudden changes might relate to the release of a well-known criminal, or changes 
in policing strategy. In a practical policing application, relative temporal change 
might be more useful than absolute quantities. Practical applications and a 
conceptual framework for a police spatial and temporal system are presented in 
chapter 4 (Aoristic crime analysis). 
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2.4. CRIME PREVENTION AND REPEAT 
VICTIMISATION 
Pirtendon, the [rvcentAu&t Commission] stud s lam ro r y cvVhdns, i ung 0 u.
It tendr to involiesidng lbo&r and ban' addce alona Instead, prmnlon 
and intestiaton should co-operate, the stu* su ggestr. Thy could be making 
computer arsisted anaAses of came dva, for exaVle, to see where ofentes 
are most, #ke4 to occur (p. 
-30) (Economist, 1994) 
Police crime data is an obvious source that has been used for crime prevention 
purposes. With limited resources available for crime prevention, coinciding with 
a lack of bureaucratic enthusiasm for the subject (see quote above), police 
authorities have resorted to finding ways of targeting their limited crime 
prevention resources to the most needy and profitable areas. One of the main 
problems to date has been to make meaningful use of the data available. 
Identification of the most worthwhile areas may be within the possibilities of the 
police, but often other authorities have the actual resources: 
Tbe, gomemment my be warmig to e7ime prmndon. But its poig is a 
mess, Reponsibi, 61 yforpretrntion u sbared betwen centralgotemment, local 
cound1s and tbepo&e. (0.30) (Economig 1994) 
Vague and inaccurate information is of no use when tying to convince a cash- 
starved local authori% or central government, to pat with money for crime 
prevention. One of the key areas of crime prevention which has been recognised 
only in recent years is the area of repeat victimisation. Repeat victin-dsation is a 
target area for crime prevention, but as will be seen later there are great 
difficulties in actually identifying with any accuracy the repeat victims from the 
mass of police recorded crime data. Most of the related work has been published 
in criminology journals and for a review of recent quantitative criminology in the 
UK, see the work by David Farrington (Farrington, 1996). 
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The benefit to crimc prevention of identifying repeat victimisation has been 
widely recognised (Anderson et aL, 1995; Ellingworth et aL, 1995; Fan-ell and 
Pease, 1993), but the process of distinguishing accumtely the repeat locations has 
always been difficult Mudi of the literature conceming the search for, and use 
of information on repeat victimisation can be found in either criminology 
journals or Home Office publications. The British Crime Survey is the major 
source of data for quantitative criminology, and the Manchester Quantitative 
Criminology Group have carried out a number of surveys based on this data set 
(Farrington, 1996). Much less research has been based on police crime data. A 
number of articles highlight the difficulties posed by police data in identification 
of repeat victims (Anderson et aL, 1995; Eflingworth et aL, 1995; Farrefl and 
Pease, 1993; Hope, 1995; Read and Oldfield, 1995; Sampson and Phillips, 1995). 
As already said, the police data tends to be recorded for management 
information statistics, and not specifically designed for the identification of 
repeat victimisations. 
An example of the difficulties posed by police crime recording systems is 
provided by David Anderson and his colleagues (Anderson et aL, 1995). They 
attempted to download all of the possible repeat victimisation crime data from 
the West Yorkshire Crime Information System in ASCII format, and then 
convert the data for analysis in a Windows statistical package, SPSS. However, 
Once the data bad been db; vnlbade4 tbeprocess be gan of manuaZZ 
,y cbecking 
,g it to a form wbicb could be read into an 
SPSS the dda aid eonwfin 
Ustemfilefor anaýsis. The work was masrive#, 6me conniming It tookfour 
montbs (p. 6) 
The majority of repeat victimisations occur within one month of previous (or 
the first) victimisation (Pease, 1997). 'Ibis has distinct implications for the 
location and targeting of crime prevention resources, resources which must be 
marshalled quickly. However it will be seen that the use of a GIS could rapidly 
enhance the search facilities and speed up the identification of repeat victims. 
Once a repeat victim has been identified, crime prevention resources have to be 
mobilised rapidly to prevent ftwther attacks on the same target. 
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Crime prevention will undoubtedly be improved if a more efficient means of 
identifying the repeat victims becomes available. Ibis should be the focus of the 
available resources. To achieve these goals the police need the means to access 
the data quickly, certainly within the month time fi-xne for most repeats, and 
they need the ability to correctly identify the locations where repeats have taken 
place over the study time period. Until now it has often been this second task 
which has been the stumbling block for crime prevention strategies. 
One potential solution is to take advantage of the spatial nature of georeferenced 
data. Ibis in now possible as many police forces have access to geographically 
referenced data. Analysis with GIS has significant advantages over standard 
databases as 'the key features which differentiate GIS from other inforn-iation 
systems are the general focus on spatial entities and relationships' (Maguire, 
1991). The inclusion of a geographical reference in the recorded crime data 
shows potential for new methods of searching for repeat victimisations and gets 
away from the traditional method of text-based database searches. Ibis 
possibility is explored in chapter 6 adenti4ring repeat victimisation). 
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2.5. CONCLUSION 
Ibis chapter has reviewed critically the main topics as a whole that concern this 
thesis and identified the aspects where this thesis can make a contribution. ITic 
current literature shows that crime mapping work in the United States is more 
advanced than in the UK, though the emphasis has been on mapping and not on 
analysis. The identification of crime hotspots, while worthwhile, is yet to develop 
a satisfactory methodological fi-amework. Chapter 8 (Hotspot analysis) will show 
this results, at least in part, from a lack of sophistication in the available software. 
Uterature concerning temporal considerations in crime is rare, demonstrating a 
lack of enthusiasm for temporal studies of crime. The temporal inexactitude of 
the commission of crime does not help matters, though the benefits might be 
valuable to the police service. A conceptual fi-amework for the analysis of this 
temporally inexact material is necessary before a more thorough temporal 
analysis can take place. 
Finally the practical benefits of a greater comprehension of the mechanisms of 
repeat victimisation are detailed. Ibc lack of a technical ability to identify quickly 
repeat victimisation hampers crime prevention efforts, and a more thorough 
understanding of the social pattern of repeat victimisation would benefit the 
targeting of scarce resources. 
All of these subjects are discussed in more detail in the chapters that follow. 
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3ý. Data sources and software 
Ibis chapter describes the sources of data used throughout the thesis. 
The primary study area of Trent division is described. Trent is the largest of 
Nottinghamshire's police divisions and has a wide diversity of inner city, 
suburban and rural regions. 
The origins of the police recorded crime data are then discussed, along with the 
accuracy of the georeferencing that accompanies the crime records. Ibis is 
discussed in the general context of georeferencing techniques and the use of 
both the Postcode Address File, available from the Royal Mail, and 
AddressPoint, available from the Ordnance Survey. Ihe same georeferencing 
techniques are applied to the newly available police incident data. 
Various other data sources, such as the Index of Local Conditions, are 
introduced and the chapter ends by listing the proprietary softwarc used 
throughout he thesis. 
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3.1. THE STUDY AREA 
The areas studied in this thesis are all contained within Nottinghamshire 
Constabulary. Various areal levels of study take place within the thesis. 'Mese 
vary from the force and divisional level to smaller investigations within the 
boundaries of one sub-divisional station and its beats. 
3.1.1. Nottinghamshire Constabulary 
Nottinghamshire Constabulary is one of 43 geographical (regional) police forces 
in the UK- Examples of non-regional forces include the British Transport Police, 
Atomic Energy Authority Police and the Ministry of Defence Police; all of 
whom have national coverage. 'Me county is bordered by Leicestershire, 
Lincolnshire, Derbyshire and South Yorkshire (Figure 3-1). 
The force consists of 9 regional divisions (Figure 3-1) responsible for the 
geographical policm'g of the county. Each division is controlled by a Chief 
Superintendent who maintains overall responsibility for all policing operations 
il 
11 Bassetlaw 
f, 
flucknaý 
Carlton Rad
,d 
'fentral 
Beeston, 
Figure 3-1 Nottinghamshire county and the nine geographical police divisions. 
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on that area, and who is answerable to the Chief Constable at Force IIQ located 
at Sherwood Lodge, North of Nottingham. 
Table 3-1 Nottinghamshire Constabulary rank structure. 
Chief Constable 
Assistant Chief Constable 
Superintendent 
Chief Inspector 
Inspector 
Sergeant 
Constable 
ANONgb the rank of GVef A pintendent has rrcentb been removed ly Nopingbawkir Congabulxy, a 
nmmber ofoffaw rrmzn in ZWpoA iýdmiing GWShpintendent Edie Cmr; *, w Trent thtwon Veit 
B&kW Pohce SWon. 
RANKSTRUCTURE 
Like the majority of other police forces in the Ul-,. ', Nottinghamshire 
Constabulary maintains a standard rank structure and in recent years has 
discontinued promoting to the rank of Chief Superintendent, although a number 
of individuals remain in this rank. The force has also dispensed with the rank of 
commander, which is still in use in the Metropolitan force. The rank structure of 
Nottinghamshire Constabulary is shown in Table 3-1. 
At the time that most of study within this thesis was completed, Trent division 
was the largest geographical division in Nottinghamshire Constabulary. It is also 
the site of the majority of the analysis. 
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Nottinghamshire 
Lincoln5hire 
Leicestershire 
4 
Mile5 
Figure 3-2 The six sub-divisional areas of Trent division, Nottinghamshire 
Constabulary prior to mid 1998. 
The vx sub-ihmonal areas are sbomm ly the blue tev. Internal bomndmes &ýMit the 
inifirdual beats of emb smb timional j=on. 
3.1.2. Trent division 
Trent police division covers most of the South and East of Nottinghamshire and 
mixes affluent suburbs, council estates and rural villages within one police 
division. To the West and North it borders other divisions within 
Nottinghamshire Constabulary, to the East and South are Lincolnshire and 
Leicestershire (see Figure 3-2), and to the South West is the Eastem comer of 
Derbyshire. The southern sub-divisions (Meadows and West Bridgford) border 
the city centre of Nottingham and are a mix of inner city estates and modem 
suburbia. Further from Nottingham city can be found rural farmland, old mining 
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communities and market towns (Newark and Southwell). It is this rich mix of 
affluence and poverty, urban and rural, that makes Trent division an ideal region 
to study. Prior to the summer of 1998 Trent division consisted of 6 sub- 
divisions. Each sub-division had a single station, giving Trent division six 
stations in six sub-divisions. 'Ibis included West Bridgford which doubled as the 
sub-divisional station and Trent division headquarters. 
During the summer of 1998 a number of boundary changes took place. Trent 
division lost North Trent (Southwell and Newark) and gained Carlton and St. 
Annes, two small but busy areas just North of the Meadows. As the majority of 
the work for this thesis has been conducted on the original Trent division data, 
the thesis will continue to use the original boundary structure when referring to 
the division and it's sub-divisional boundaries. 'Ibis has been done to maintain 
continuity throughout the thesis and to avoid confusion. 
The digitised boundaries were provided by the IT Development department of 
Nottinghamshire Constabulary. 
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3.2. POLICE CRIME DATA 
'Ibc primary source of data for this thesis is a two year record of all crimes 
recorded on Trent division of Nottinghamshire Constabulary from April 1995 to 
April 1997. 
The first download of this type of data was made available for a second year 
undergraduate dissertation completed by the author. An exabyte tape of all 
crimes for Trent division was produced by the IT Development department of 
Nottinghamshire Constabulary in July 1995, and covered a short 3 months 
worth of data. The dissertation highlighted the future benefits of continued 
crime analysis of Nottinghamshire police data. Once the main research program 
began, Nottinghamshire Police were asked (internally by a Chief Superintendent) 
to repeat the download of data for a longer period, and to include data for the 
whole force area. Internal political problems within Nottinghamshire 
Constabulary prevented any data being produced for a number of months. As 
with the first data provision, this information was provided on an exabyte tape, 
in pipe (1) delimited ASCII format, and contained a total of 294,797 records. 
Ibis tape was converted and written to a CD-ROM for ease in handling and 
manipulation by the author in the department 
The colunms of infonnation contained in the ASCII file for each of the nine 
geographical divisions of Nottinghamshire Constabulary are shown in Appendix 
A. 'Ibe number of crime incidents for each division is shown in Figure 3-3. 
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Figure 3-3 Reported crime in Nottinghamshire by Police division 
(April 1995 to April 1997) 
The grid location provided in column 16 (vanable GRIDCODE in Appendix A) 
is a single number made up of the 0.1 metre resolution Ordnance Survey (OS) 
Easting co-ordinate immediately followed by the 0.1 metre Northing. New 
columns were added to split this co-ordinate down into its constituent parts. For 
example; 045681153445248 became Easting 456811.5, and Northing 344524.8. 
Ibis was necessary as the next stage took the file into Maplnfo and converted 
the text data into a GIS-type mappable table. 
Tables of data such as the Nottinghamshire Police crime data can be made 
mappable in a number of ways. Area data can be mapped to existing polygons, 
however location values (such as the crime data) can be converted into point- 
mappable data by setting a co-ordinate system such as British National Grid and 
creating points (using the Maplnfo Create Points command) based on an x andy 
co-ordinate column. 'Me Easting and Northing derived variables were used for 
these columns. 
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3.2.1. Original source of the computerised records 
When an officer decides that a crime has been committed., the details are 
recorded on a crime sheet which is returned to and retained at the local 
divisional station. These sheets are recorded either over the telephone for minor 
crimes, or more usually from attending the scene of incidents. If the details of a 
crime are recorded which occur in another divisional area, then the details are 
transferred to that division. Ibis recorded crime data is computer encoded by 
civilian staff at each divisional headquarters from the crime sheets written by the 
officers. This means that the divisional station should maintain a complete 
electronic record of all recorded crime on their divisional area irrespective of the 
point of recording. 
Various criteria are applied to the recording methods. Generally one crime 
generates one crime sheet, however there are circumstances when this is 
changed. For example, when a number of events occur in one incident then they 
may be recorded on one crime sheet-'Ihis could happen when criminal damage 
occurs at the scene of a burglary. Although different crimes, the criminal damage 
would be recorded as additional information on the burglary crime sheet A 
continuous repeat of a similar incident would also generate a single crime sheet. 
This can occur in cases of repeated sexual assault whicý have been unreported 
for a long time, where a large number of separate incidents have occurred over a 
number of years. In this example a single specimen crime sheet will be used to 
record the pattern of offences. 
Aspects of the various categories should be briefly explained at this point. 
variables HOMAJOR, HOMINOR, FORCEMAJOR, FORCEMINOR (columns 4 to 
7 in Appendix A) are different interpretations of the same incident. The civilian 
operator at the divisional station suggests a (Nottinghamshire Police) force major 
(FORCEMAjok) and minor (FORCEMINOR) classification based on the 
information available. An example of this might be a major classification of 
BURGLARY and a minor classification of AGGRAVATED (involving physical 
violence). These are used as general classifications within the force to pennit 
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simple queries of the data using Standard Query Language (SQL) packages such 
as those available in Microsoft Access and Excel. The HOMAJOR (Home Office 
major crime) and HOminor (Home Office minor crime) categories are added by 
the force headquarters based at Sherwood Lodge. Ibesc are the official Home 
Office categories which are used nationally for statistical monitoring of crime 
rates. Ibesc are added by the specially trained staff at the force HQ who are 
presented with a wider variety of possible classifications. ADDCODE, 
STREETcODE and DISTcODE (columns 14 to 16) arc unique local variables for 
street names. They were part of an original attempt by Nottinghamshire 
Constabulary to develop a local gazetteer of Nottinghamshire streets and 
locations, and were to be used as an additional SQL-based variable. Each address 
or street was given a numerical code as an identifier on their system, and as new 
streets or locations became known, they were added to the system and given the 
next available number. Ibis has been superseded by the use of properly 
georeferenced co-ordinates based on the British National Grid (see next section). 
The local street reference system has at present no application within the force. 
Columns 19 to 24 relate to details of the property involved in the crime. This 
part of the crime sheet is only usually completed in the case of burglary. The 
civilian operator interprets the description of the burglary from the officers 
written notes on the crime sheet and from this decides on categories for the type 
of premises (PREMCODF- e. g. ground floor flatý bakery shop), the method of 
entry (MOECODE e. g. breaking window with implement) and the point of entry 
(POECODE e. g. rear ground floor window). 
PROPsroLzN and PROPDAMAGED (columns 25 and 26) are the estimate of the 
value (in sterling) of the property stolen (PROPMLEN) or damaged 
(PROPDAMAGED) in the incident. Ibis is generally based on the estimation of 
the property worth from the victim. Ethnicity, gender and age details of the 
victim are recorded (columns 27,28 and 29) which can aid in the selective 
monitoring of calls such as racial incidents, and crimes near schools. 
Vehicle details (colurnns 30 to 37) are recorded not just for stolen vehicles, but 
also for vehicles which have not been stolen but have property stolen from them 
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or are damaged. Ibese details are also recorded for vehicles used in crime, such 
as getaway cars and vehicles used in ram-raiding. 
Finally it should be noted that the dates and times of crimes are rarely known 
with any precision. If a burglary happens when a family are on holiday (for 
example), the time of the incident may not be known more accurately than to a 
two week period. In the majority of cases such as these, tile incident is recorded 
as having a FROMUME, FROMDATF-, TO-nME, and TODATE (columns 8 to 
11). Wben an incident time is known exactly the FROM variables are the only 
ones completed. The use of this temporal inaccuracy for analysis purposes is 
explored in the next chapter. 
Ihe recorded crime data relates to all crimes reported to the police and classified 
as such by the police. The under-reporting of crime to the police has been 
discussed in the previous chapter, as has the effect of police officer 
interpretation and classification of incidents as either crime or non-crime. 
3.2.2. Georeferencing 
In the last few years, a number of national police forces (including 
Nottinghamshire) have been georeferencing their crime incident records by 
including the National Grid co-ordinates of the event on their systems. In the 
case of Nottinghamshire, they began by tying in the location of the crime 
incident to the Postcode Address File (PAF) which has a spatial resolution of 
100 metres for the full Postcode centroid. A number of authors comment on the 
accuracy and usefulness (or not) of the PAF (Gatrell, 1989; Raper et aL, 1992). 
Raper showed that while a spatial error of around 60-70 metres was the average 
for a study area in Cumbria, there were more problems if the 100 metrc 
postcodes were plotted within the boundary of their respective enumeration 
district. Wben the postcode centroids and enumeration district boundaries were 
directly compared, often the centroid fell outside the boundary for the 
enumeration district to which the postcode region belonged. In this study we are 
more concerned with the level of inaccuracy between the location of the 
property and the 100 metre gcneralisation. Recently (since 1994) the 
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Nottinghamshire Crime Recording Interim System (CRIS) has been updated to 
take advantage of Address-Point data, a commercial package available from the 
Ordnance Survey (OS) capable of identifiling each property in the country with a 
unique 0.1 metre resolution National Grid reference. Ibis data source is updated 
biannually. 1he CRIS upgrade has coincided with a more rigid data entry dialog 
on CRIS., which forces the operator to find an address which is known to exist 
Ibis is designed to prevent the problem of having various address fields for the 
same location. As long as the central database of properties, addresses and 
georeferences in the county is maintained, there should be few locations which 
are not known to the system. The CRIS system automatically assigns the grid 
location which corresponds to the address or location chosen by the operator. 
Whilst the system will eventually contain only Address-Point grid references, a 
number of georeferenced locations derived from the PAF still exist in the 
gazetteer. The PAF agglomerates all addresses which share a postcode and gives 
them the same 100 metre resolution grid reference. Postcode grid references 
which are very close together can share grid references. 1his can mean that a 
number of different addresses can have the same postcode. Address-Point data 
is a considerable improvement However, while the Nottinghamshire system 
uses Ordnance Survey and Royal Mad products, it is not always necessary to use 
the National Grid co-ordinates. Hirschfield and colleagues q-Enchfield et aL, 
1995) at Uverpool University have been analysing crime incident data using the 
Merseyside Address Referencing System (NIARS), which forms the basis of the 
Command and Control and Crime Incident Reporting System used by 
Merseyside Police. Ibis database was available to those researchers, as was that 
part of MARS which provided a one-metre resolution grid reference for each 
property in the study area. All premises are identified by Unique Property 
Reference Numbers (UPRN). 1he UPRN is recorded on every crime report and 
in their command and control data capture operation. Although the UPRN is 
unique, the grid references can be shared by different addresses. 
The MARS systern allocates a one metre resolution grid reference even though a 
high resolution OS grid reference is not suffIcient to deal with the address 
problem of multi-occupancy buildings. A future solution to this problem might 
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be the use of Ordnance Survey Address-Point Reference (OSAPR) which 
identifies different addresses within the same building. 'Ibis is a slightly different 
approach to the one adopted by Nottinghamshire Constabulary. Without the 
benefit of inheriting a local address referencing system such as NfARS, 
Nottinghamshire Constabulary have created their own gazetteer of addresses 
within the county, to which an Address-Point grid location is attached. Ibis is a 
accurate to 0.1 metres, though suffers the same problem of identifying individual 
elements of multi-occupancy buildings. 
3.2.3. Distribution of crime by day and time 
The following section briefly outlines the overall distribution of crime in 
Nottinghamshire. 'Me distribution of crime across Nottinghamshire is fairly 
uniforrn though Mansfield and Trent division receive the highest levels of 
recorded crime (Figure 3-4 below and Figure 3-3 on page 50). Daily distribution 
of all crime is also even with a slight peak on Tuesdays. 
0 Trent 
E Radford 
m Mansfield 
m Hucknalg 
M Central 
13 Carlton 
c Beeston 
E3 Bassetlaw 
0 Arnold 
Figure 3-4 Crime in Nottinghamshire's police divisions by day of the week (April 95 - April 97). 
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Figure 3-5 Crime in Nottinghamshire's police divisions by time of incident. 
The &me of imident is takm heirfmm the TOjimefidd m the mme data 
The distribution of crimes across the county by time is shown in Figure 3-5. 
There is a significant rise in the number of crimes which show a TOtime 
between 7arn and 9am and it is likely that this is due to the number of overnight 
offences (such as night-time burglaries) committed at commercial premises 
which are discovered and reported when workers arrive in the morning. 'Me 
distribution of crime by time of the day is discussed in more depth in Chapter 5. 
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3.3. POLICE INCIDENT DATA 
Policc incident data is a rcsourcc rarely available to researchers. A recent search 
of the literature revealed that only one tearn of researchers (Alex Hirschfield and 
Kate Bowers at the University of LiverpooD have published work utilising police 
incident data. They used a count of calls to the police as an indicator of social 
cohesion (Hirschfield and Bowers, 1997). 
Police incident data is a collection of records relating to incidents brought to the 
attention of the police. 'Ihcse incidents are not crimes per se, though many 
incidents end up being repeated in the recorded crime data records. An 'incident' 
can be created in a number of ways. One of the most common is when a 
member of the public telephones the police to report a crime. Ihis phone call 
can be either to a central 999 system or direct to the station. The details are taken 
by the telephone operator and are typed directly into an incident log created on 
tile opemtoes computer screen. Each incident is given a unique reference 
number. Once an incident has been recorded the incident is passed automatically 
to the relevant station that then assign an officer to attend and investigate. The 
incident log records the number of the attending officer, when they were 
assigned and the eventual outcome of the call. The range of outcomes can 
include the crime reference number (if a crime is recorded) or a text field to 
record other forms of result. An example of the latter would be the recording of 
'no cause for police action' against an incident where the police found 
subsequently they were not required to attend. 
Other incidents can be created as a record of community meetings which an 
officer would be required to attend, or can be created by officers themselves. For 
example a police officer calling for assistance on his personal radio would cause 
the generation of an incident The police incident log can be seen as a record of 
the daily activity of the police officers on an area. 
'Ihesc records have only recently been recorded on computer in any force. When 
this author was a constable at a police station in East London during the mid 
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1980's incidents were recorded on pieces of paper and kept in a specially 
designed folder. Calls from the public were scribbled down and added to the 
message pad. Calls recorded by the 999 operators at Scotland Yard were sent 
through by a crude telex system and were printed out in a cupboard. Any urgent 
999 calls rang a bell in the cupboard at the same time to attract the operator's 
attention! 
Figure 3-6 Volume of Nottinghamshire Constabulary incidents recorded by divisions 
(January 1997 to April 1998) 
'Me data made available by Nottinghamshire Constabulary was a limited subset 
of the full data, containing 375,180 records. 'Me full listing of available data is in 
Appendix B and the volume of incident data on each division is shown in Figure 
3-6. Of particular interest are the following columns: 
Global-Inc-No 
- 
this is a unique reference number for Nottinghamshire 
Constabulary. 
Incident-Grade 
- 
this code is the response grading attached by the officer who 
initial-ly received the call. The officer makes a judgement as to the urgency of the 
call and allocates a code as appropnate. 
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Tablc 3-2 dcscribcs dic range of options for bodt incidmit ppdc (a) wid incidait 
categorics (b). 
Gridrcf 
- 
dic OS Na6on: tl Grid reference is 2ttadied to cadi record. "llic 
proccss is the samc2s dcscribcd carlicr for recordcd crimc data. 
Initial_rcstilt 
- 
die initW result code as decided by die officer who attaids die 
call. 
Mai_cat_no 
- 
this column cont: tins a bricf catcgorisafion of dic typc of call. 
Ilic categotim am dcsaibed in scction (b) ofrabic 3-2. 
Table 3-2 Incident response grades and broad incident categories used by Nottinghamshire 
Constabulary. 
Incident response grades (a) Incident categories (b) 
Code Description Code Descsiptkni 
I 1AMEDIATE I Ctinic 
D DMAIT-D 
s SCHIMULED 
0 (milut 
u UltGtWr 
10 Tr2fflc 
3 Disonict 
4 ALmu 
5 hfýccllllwmls 
6 Non hwidents 
lberc arc rtvc gmdcs of call in Nottindimnshirc Oxistabulary (I'abic 3-2a). 
which arc dcruicd as follows (source: PC Stcvc Mcdcalf, IT supervisor, *I*rcnt 
dhision, Nottinjimnshirc Constabulary): 
Imnicidiate 
- 
Uscd in lifc-dircatming cascs or whcrc mi offcmcc is it, proptss. 
*Mis should bc rcspondcd to widiii 10 mitiutcs in urbxt arcas and IS inismcs isi 
rural 2rcas. 
Urgait 
- 
Ali= vulticrable pcrsons = in distrcss, wilcrc d1crc is imMinc"t 
dircat to propcrty, vAicrc a burglar alarm is : kcti%-atcd or vAierc a burglary lias 
bccn committed. 'Ibis is in ordcr to prcscrvc cvidcricc at a smic uiiicli may bc 
lost. ltcsponsc timc should bc widtin 30 miriutcs in : kll 2rcas. 
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Delayed 
- 
All other Incidents. These should be responded to within 24 hours. 
Scheduled 
- 
Where a specific appointment has been made. Usually within 72 
hours. 
Other 
- 
Answered and dealt with over the phone where no police attendance is 
required. 
3.3.1. Difficulties encountered with incident data 
One application of incident data explored later in the thesis is the interaction 
between incidents and recorded crime. Incidents arc created when there is a need 
to record officially an action on a central database. An incident will be created 
when a member of the public contacts the police to report a burglary. The 
incident will record the number of the officer, when they arrived and the crime 
reference number of the burglary report. The burglary report will be entered 
onto CRIS (Crime Recording Interim System). Unfortunately the only link 
between the two different computer systems is a column in the incident data 
which contains the unique crime record number if a formal record of a crime has 
been made. For some random reason this column of incident data was not 
included. 
Attempting to extract the duplicate records is problematic due to the nature of 
recording of both incidents and crimes. If a member of the public calls 999 to 
report a crime then an incident will be constructed. However if a member of the 
public attends the front counter of a police station and the crime is recordable at 
the station, an incident wfll not be made if there is no need for fiwffier immediate 
police involvement. Only if an officer is required to attend the scene will an 
incident report have to be made. Because there is no one-to-one relationship 
between crimes and incidents it is difficult to accurately identify which incidents 
have generated crime reports, or which crime reports have originated from 
recorded incidents. The CRIS crime information does not record the incident 
log that initiated the police response (if any). 
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3.3.2. Incidents by day and time 
Although the emphasis m this thesis is the analysis which is possible at a 
divisional and sub-divisional level, the following section briefly outlines the 
distribution of recorded mcidents by day of the week and time. 
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M HucknmM 
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13 Carlton 
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0 Bassetlaw 
E Arnold 
Figure 3-7 Incidents in Nottinghamshire's police divisions by day of the week (January 97 
- 
April 
98). 
Figure 3-7 shows the distribution of incidents across the nine geographical 
divisions of Nottinghamshire Police for the period January 1997 to April 1998. 
As with the crime data, the busiest areas are Mansfield and Trent divisions. 
There is little variation in the number of incidents recorded on each day. 
A histogram on mcidents by time of the day (Figure 3-8) shows that requirement 
for police assistance grows steadily from early morning reaching a peak in the 
early evening (8pm-9pm) before tailing off to a lower number of calls for service 
in the hours after midnight 
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Figure 3-8 Incidents in Nottinghamshire! s police divisions by time (January 97 
- 
April 98). 
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3.4. OTHER DATA SOURCES 
In addition to the police crime data, georeferenced to the Nottinghamshire 
Constabulary boundaries, a variety of other data sources were used in this thesis. 
3.4.1. Census boundaries and data 
Census variables are taken from the 1991 population census of England. 'Me 
data used in Chapter 5 (Burglary, victimisation and social deprivation) relating to 
total numbers of populated houses in each enumeration district is taken from the 
comma delffnited files which accompany the Map9l software. Map9l is a 
mapping product which enables simple cartographic representation of census 
information. The enumeration district boundaries are taken from the data 
available from the Manchester University Data Service (MIDAS) through the 
N 
W+F 
8 
10 krns 
rI Enumeration district 
=Central division 
Hucknall division 
Carlton division 
Radford division 
Arnold division 
Trent division 
Mansfield division 
Beeston division 
Bassetlaw division 
Figure 3-9 The enumeration districts of Nottinghamshire, with their police divisions (prior to 
summer 1998). 
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Combined National Higher Education Software Team (CHESI) agreement. The 
enumeration districts of Nottinomnshire arc shown in Figure 3-9 with a colour 
overlay of the divisional boundaries of Nottinghamshire Constabulary. Central 
division in the centre of the inset map contains the Central Business District 
(CBD) and is the city centre of Nottingham 
3.4.2. The Index of Local Conditions 
The Department of the Environment's Index of Local Conditions is a measure 
of relative levels of deprivation across all areas of England, based on the results 
from the 1991 Census of Population (Environment, 1995). The method of 
calculation originated in the z-scores calculated from the 1981 census and was 
computed by the Centre for Urban Policy Studies at the University of 
Manchester. The revised 1991 index is designed to encompass a number of 
indicators covering economic, social, housing and other issues, and combine 
them into an overall measure of deprivation. Ibis counqrwide analysis allows 
comparisons to be made and permits the creation of a league table of ranked 
areas. The index of local conditions is a Crown Copyright. 
The index (commonly known as the deprivation index) is calculated at three 
scales; local authority district level (366 regions), ward level (8,600) and 
enumeration district level (10 1,000). 
CHOICE OF JNDIC4 TORS 
Indicators which contribute to the fmal deprivation index are chosen from data 
considered to be from robust data sets, non-duplicated, easy to understand and 
cover the main deprivation areas. The enumeration district level information 
utilises 6 indicators, the ward level 7 categories and the district level uses 13 
indicators, of which 7 are from the ward level information and the other 6 are 
from outside data sources. 
The enumeration district index is used in this thesis and the 6 indicators for that 
resolution are: 
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e unemployment, 
0 children in low earning households, 
0 overcrowded housing, 
housing lacking basic amenities, 
9 households with no car, 
* children in 'unsuitable' accommodation. 
A more detailed description of these variables is available elsewhere 
(Environment, 1995), where the methodology for creating the index is described. 
A score of zero at the national level indicates the norm for England. A positive 
score shows a relatively high level of deprivation and a negative score indicates 
that the region has a relative level of affluence. Examples at the district level 
demonstrate the range of values across the UK: Newham and Tower Hamlets in 
1 
8 to less than 12.1 
4 to less than 8 
0 to less than 4 
-4 to less than 0 
-7.7 to less than -4 
Figure 3-10 1991 Deprivation index values for Nottinghamshire. 
Note tba apawtive vaLve inthexesgraer rela*ve depnii0on. 
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the deprived East End of London have district deprivation values of over 35, 
Slough and Hereford exhibit values close to the national mean (0.0) and districts 
such as Stratford-on-Avon (-25.35) and the Cotswolds (26.03) are amongst the 
most affluent (negatively deprived) regions in the country. 
Ihe scores for Nottinghmnshire are shown in Figure 3-10 where it can be seen 
that, in keeping with most urban models, the city centre of Nottingham displays 
greater relative deprivation than the rural and suburban areas. 
3.4.3. Qualitative survey data 
Survey data collected in the field by the author is used in a study of police 
perception of crime hotspots. The survey was conducted at three sub-divisional 
stations on Trent division; West Bridgford, Clifton and the Meadows, during 
February and March 1998. Operational officers (those concerned with actually 
policing the streets of Trent division) were interviewed and presented with a 
number of maps of their beats. They were asked to mark on the maps where 
they thought the local crime hotspots were. The returned maps were digitised 
and the results recorded in a MapInfo table. Most of the officers were given the 
maps during divisional training days and were given an identical briefing. Some 
officers at the Meadows station were seen individually in a pilot of the project. 
The full details of this survey, numbers involved, maps, instruction sheets and a 
discussion of the validity of this type of survey are fully discussed in Chapter 9 
(Hotspots wd police perception). 
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3.5. SoFrwARE 
A number of programs were used for this thesis. Ihe main analyses were 
conducted using MapInfo, Microsoft Excel and SPSS- In addition to this a 
number of customised programs were written in MapBasic and Visual C++. The 
main programs used in the thesis are as follows: 
-* Adobe Premiere 
- 
Animation creation. 
e MapInfo (versions 4.1,4.5 and 5) 
- 
GIS, mapping, analysis. 
e Microsoft Exccl 
- 
analysis. 
9 SPSS for Windows (version 8-0) 
- 
statistical analysis. 
* Microsoft Access 
- 
selection of incident data. 
9 WordStar (version 6) 
- 
handling of large ASCII data files. 
* MapBasic (version 4.5) 
- 
programming of temporal and spatial queries. 
* Visual C++ (version 4.2) 
- 
programming of temporal and spatial 
queries. 
3.5.1. Programming 
The nature of this GIS-based thesis required the customisation of various 
programs to enhance and speed up the analytical process. Uroughout the study 
period macros were employed within Microsoft Access and Microsoft Excel to 
perform various analyses. For more specific applications, Visual C++ was used 
to create unique programs from scratch by the author, and MapBasic was 
employed to customise analysis within the GIS package, MapInfb. 
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VISUAL C++ 
Visual C++ is a powerfiil tool for building stand alone 32-bit applications for 
Windows 95, and a number of the programs written for this thesis arc written in 
Visual C++, using the Microsoft Foundation Class library. This library permits 
functions and classes, written by other developers, to be used within applications 
developed using the Visual C++ development environment. Ihese are 
integrated within the applications as fully object-orientated programs. 
Visual C++ was used in preference over an available DOS-based Turbo C++ 
compiler. Although Turbo C is a procedural method of programming C and 
therefore easier to program, it is not capable of producing fully functioning 
Windows programs and also has memory limitations. 
The current release of Microsoft Visual C++ is version 6. The programs written 
for this thesis used version 4.2 with MFC version 2-0. 
AIAPBAsic 
MapBasic is the programming language which allows a user to customise and 
automate MapInfo. It comprises a language of over 300 ftinctions and 
statements., and a development environment with a text editor, compiler and a 
linking package to allow various modules in a large program to be separately 
written. 
The language structure and appearance is not dissimilar to modem Basic type 
languages, such as Visual Basic. Visual Basic is able to generate stand alone 
programs, but MapBasic compiled programs to run within MapInfo. Because of 
this, programs are able to utilise the geographical aspects of MapInfo and 
manipulate the geographical data-management capabilities of MapInfo tables. 
The current release of MapBasic is version 5.0. 
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4., Aon*s, tic cn*me analysis 
This chapter investigates the temporal accuracy problem in crime records and 
presents a conceptual fi-amework for the temporal analysis of aoristic (temporally 
unspecific) crime data. This analysis monitors the change in crime patterns over 
time and can be applied to arbitrary regions, and especially areas smaller than 
police beat boundaries which have been traditionally the smallest resolution areal 
unit studied within most police forces. It can also focus the examination on 
lower crime areas., which can be overlooked in other forms of analysis. Crime 
data often lacks temporal definition and three different methods of temporal 
search technique are compared. Results from a new aoristic approach highlight a 
weekly Monday peak in motor vehicle crime on one division of Nottinghamshire 
Constabulary. In another example a historically weighted temporal model helps 
to more accurately identify rising or falling crime rates. 
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4.1. INTRODUCTION 
Chapter 3 (Data sources and software) identified some of the failings in police 
recorded crime data, and these become more apparent when analysis takes place. 
These shortcomings include the lack of temporal accuracy in the date and time 
of criminal incidents. Ibis usually occurs because the actual time (and 
occasionally the date) of the incident is unknown to the victim. With the 
inherent inaccuracy of the source data, it is not surprising that this temporal 
aspect of crime analysis has received less attention in the academic world. Even 
within the police service, although active police officers often know where crime 
is concentrated, they may not necessarily know when it is happening with any 
accuracy, nor whether the localised crime rate is rising or falling. 'Ibis chapter 
aims to rectify this, and the analysis presented here may allow them to monitor 
changing local temporal crime patterns obscured by other methods. 
Temporal analysis of crime already takes place at national and regional levels. 
The annual publication of Home Office crime figures is a regular media event 
and local communities can compare the rise or fall in crime figures with the 
results for previous years at the county and national level. On a local level a 
crime analyst at a police division might plot the change in numbers of crime 
tevents' across the various beats of a station #the beat information is included 
with the crime record. It should be noted that the term 'event! has become 
accepted as a way of distinguishing the position of an individual observation 
within the study area (Gatrell et aL, 1996). Temporal analysis of crime patterns is 
valuable for a number of reasons. Iberc may be value in detecting the change in 
crime level over time and moving the focus away from those areas with the 
highest concentrations in crime. Lower concentration areas may be interesting if 
the crime rate has suddenly risen or fallen, not in relation to other areas, but in 
relation to the historical pattern in that area. Simplistic spatially constrained non- 
temporal hotspot analysis may obscure the variation in areas with lower levels of 
crime. If changes are evident, then one explanation may be presented by Cohen 
and Felson's routine activity theory (Cohen and Felson, 1979) which argues that 
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most crime requires the convergence in space and time of a motivated offender, 
a suitable target and the absence of a capable guardian. 
Until the introduction of detailed spatially referenced crime data the police beat 
was generally the smallest resolution available for temporal and spatial analysis. 
Ibis chapter aims to suggest amethodology for variable scale temporal analysis 
of crime data and in the process identifies some of the bencfits and pitfalls 
which the user can expect from applying aoristic spatiotemporal process models. 
Examples from a police division of Nottinghamshire Constabulary provide real 
world case studies of the process in action. During the course of the study a 
significant temporal relationship was uncovered, unobserved using other 
analytical techniques. 
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4.2. TEMPORAL ANALYSIS 
It has been recognised increasingly that data models should incorporate a time 
element to reflect the changing nature of the world (Raafat et aL, 1994). Much of 
the research considers varying methodologies of recording change within a 
temporal database, and the problems of how much historical infort-nation to 
retain and in what format (Langran, 1989; Langran, 1993; Peuquet and Niu, 
1995). 1hesc papers contain some of the more thorough reviews of recent 
temporal analysis and temporal database storage. 
Peuquet (1994) recognised that there are two possible approaches to temporal 
data storage; a feature-based (vector) approach, and a location-based (raster) 
approach. Vector models can be used to chart the movement over time of a 
specific geographical object, such as the advancing of a shoreline ý, angran, 
1993). Langran referred to this type of method as relying on 'amendment 
vectors' as can be seen in Figure 4-1. Raster models can be used to chart changes 
in more generalised data such as land use data derived from remotely sensed 
images (1, owell, 1994; Peuquet, 1994). This data model can be visualised as an 
incremenW series of 'snapshoe images of the study area. Each image (which 
might, for example, be a remotely-sensed image) can be compared to previous 
and subsequent images to chart the change that has taken place between the 
image acquisition dates. Each cell within a separate image contains the value for 
the corresponding location at that time (Peuquet and Niu, 1995). Peuquet (1994) 
described the image as representing a 'world state' at a given time. However 
whilst simple to conceptualise and implement there are limitations to the 
4snapshoe approach. Only the 'world state' is stored, and'not the change that has 
taken place. The model is also incapable of informing the user of any changes 
that have taken place within the dates of the two snapshots, changes that did not 
persevere to the next data capture. As Langran (1989) observed; "snapshots 
store states, not changes. " 
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1994 
1995 
1996 
Present 
Figure 4-1 Langran's amendment vectors. 
Soun-e. 
- 
Lanffan (1993). 
In one article, Donna Peuquet presents a model for representing temporal 
change and likens the passage of time to an elastic line, with events appearing as 
knots at different places along the time-line (Peuquet, 1994). This is a useful 
analogy and allows us to conceptualise temporal events as having a start point, a 
duration and an end point. Temporal topological relationships can be defined 
with Boolean operators used to quantify the dynamics of any interaction 
between events (Peuquet and Niu, 1995). Different organtsational approaches 
include time based methods where the temporal dimension is the main 
organisational factor, and the more straight-forward 'snapshoe approach 
presented here. 
33 sq 
tq 
time 
Figure 4-2 Snapshot temporal analysis approach. 
The snapshot method is not only the most easily comprehended data model, it 
is also fairly easy to integrate into current GIS. A sequence of spatially-reg'stered 
grids is employed to record the 'world state' at a given time. At different times 
the same gnd is employed to record the 'world state' at another time and in this 
mariner a collection of images is recorded, each at a unique time. Figure 4-2 
shows Si a snapshot of a given state taken at a time t,. As Peuquet and Niu point 
out, the temporal distance between snapshots does not necessarily have to be 
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uniform. Each pixel on the grid records the state of the desired variable at the 
chosen time, for just that location within the grid. It should be noted that each 
'snapshoerecords a given state and not the changes that have taken place. These 
methods are most effective when temporal events have a definite structure. Ibis 
is rarely the case with. crime incidents. 
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4.3. TEMPORAL ANALYSIS OF CRIME DATA 
Temporal queries of crime databases are more involved because of the complex 
nature of crime recording. Unless the criminal is disturbed or captured, it is 
unlikely that the exact time of the offence will be known. Although rarely an 
issue for crimes like robbery (where victims tend to know when they were 
robbed) this is a problem for incidents like motor vehicle theft and burglary 
- 
crimes which are often identified as high prevention and detection priorities for 
police forces. Daytime burglaries can occur when the occupants are at work and 
are episodes which rarely take longer than a few minutes. Wben interviewed by 
the police the victims are unable to narrow the incident down to any time more 
specific than within a number of hours. Police crime recording practices reflect 
this by documenting a number of fields for the time of incident. Although field 
names vary from force to force, variations on o)L date, 
-, 
taý-fimefmn-datefrom-fime, 
&L-"e and tz-, 6me allow the crime record sheet to incorporate a range of possible 
incident times. Ibis can vary from an exact event time to a number of weeks or 
longer, if a commercial premises has been burgled during a holiday period for 
example. 
Ihis creates problems when it is desired to search a crime database for events 
that occurred during a specific time period. A number of solutions to this 
problem are possible, however each has limitations on its functionality. During 
the course of this study three different methods of temporal search were 
considered; an averaging temporal search which averages the date and time 
fields, a rigid temporal search which only contains definite records within the 
search criteria, and an aoristic search which considers all records which xi, ýbt 
have occurred within the search criteria time. Aoristic is dcfined in the Shorter 
Oxford English Dictionary as: 
Ao, dsde, vitbout defined ocainrue in time, from; Aodst (SOED), * one 
of the past tenses of the Greek mb, wbicb denotes a sit*le part oawmnce, 
Aitb none of the fimitadons of the otber [past] tenses. 
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(a) 
(b) 
(C) 
(d) 
Search start time 
x N Rl 
lz 
Figure 4-3 Summary of averaging, rigid and aoristic temporal search processes. 
Search time Average Rigid Aoristic 
0 Fxl 0 
One of the simplest solutions is to take the average of the start and end event 
times. For example, if the victims of a burglary leave their house at noon and 
return to their burgled house at 6pm, the time of 3pm would be used by an 
averaging temporal method for any crime analysis. Ibis process is summarised in 
Figure 4-3. Horizontal bars (labelled a-d) represent crime incidents which have a 
start time, a duration (the length of the bar) and an end time. The search criteria 
similarly has a start and end time shown by the vertical blue arrows. 'Ille small 
red markers in the middle of each event represent the location of the average 
along the time line. One of the limitations of the averaging methods is visible in 
the second incident from the top (b). Although a considerable amount of the 
second incident might have taken place within the search parameters, it is not 
included because the location of the average is just outside the search criteria. 
Averaging the date field has been used in studies of burglary repeat victimisation 
Uohnson et aZ, 1997). Although computationally simple and an adequate solution 
for the longer time periods of repeat victimisation studies, this is a compromise 
answer and ties the event time to one possible time which, although the mean of 
the possible event times, is no likelier than any other time. A search based on 
fixed temporal windows adds emphasis to only one search period and denies the 
incident the chance to register with other equally applicable categories. One of 
the few advantages of this type of temporal search is that each event will be 
recorded at one definite time and the results of the temporal query Will have the 
same number of incidents as the originating database. 
Another possibility is to record those incidents which definitely fall within the 
search period. In this chapter this is called the rigid temporal search method. 
Search quenes have to be constructed more carefully to reflect the more 
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inflexible nature of the search engine. This process is also summariscd in Figure 
4-3 where the horizontal bars again represent crime incidents which have a start 
time, a duration (the length of the bar) and an end time. The search criterion 
similarly has a start and end time shown by the vertical arrows. Only the fourth 
incident is returned by the rigid search method. All of the others have timelines 
which extend beyond the confines of the search criteria. 'Ibc outcome of this 
type of search method is a result with generally lower numbers than the 
originating database, but with a higher degree of accuracy in the temporal search. 
Aoristic crime presents a particular problem in that it is temporally uncertain and 
can fall either side of the search boundary. The third approach, called here the 
aoristic search method, records crime incidents that miý, bt have occurred within 
the search time. Conceptually it is more complicated because a single incident 
can simultaneously register in a number of search categories if it covers an 
extended time period. In this manner an incident will appear in each time 
category where the slightest possibility exists that it might have occurred in that 
search block, however small a percentage of the incident time covered the search 
category. The resulting table will show a larger number of 'hits' than existed in 
the originating database, each 'hit' registering the possibihýi of an incident rather 
than a definite incident as in the previous method. Ibis process is also 
summarised in Figure 4-3. 
An extension of the aoristic search method is to address the problem of the 
larger number of 'hits' generated by the search procedurewith crimes thathave a 
time line extending a number of days, by proportionately reducing their 
influence. If a burglary happened at some point over a period of four days a 
probabilistic aoristic search would assign a value of 0.25 to each day to reflect 
the probability that the crime happened on that day. 1his probabilistic acristic 
process is shown in Figure 4-4 where four different timelines are shown as 
horizontal bars (a 
- 
d). The amount that each can contribute to a daily search is 
shown in purple on the right axis, and the probabilistic aoristic totals for each of 
the four days is shown in red at the botton-L 
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(a) 
(b) 
(C) 
(d) 
Day I Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 
Figure 4-4 Probabilistic aoristic search method. 
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The rigid and aoristic approaches offer more accurate and elegant solutions than 
the averaging method first described. The averaging temporal search method is 
acceptable for long term studies such as repeat victimisation and annual or 
monthly comparisons, but for shorter time scales it lacks accuracy and can easily 
generate erroneous results because it fixes the crime incidents at a totally 
arbitrary date and time. 'Me rigid method presents the more precise means of 
identifying temporal events, while the aonstic method allows for the exploration 
of all possible events from the originating database, either as a straight aoristic 
search or by utilising the probabilistic aonstic process. 
As their name suggests, the rigid and aoristic search methods offer different 
interpretations of the data in their results. The following factors should be 
considered in choosing which method to use. The size of the database generated 
might have repercussions for later statistical operations. The temporal vagueness 
of the original database is also important. The more accurate the temporal fields 
in the database, the less a method like aoristic search becomes necessary. 
Appendix C shows the full MapBasic code for generating Structured Query 
Language (SQL) aoristic and rigid searches of crime data. 
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Figure 4-5 Rigid, aoristic and (aoristic) probabilistic assault search results. 
The aiigram shows the rrbifionsl# hetween the i#ffmnt searrhprocr&vres Ri#d andpmbahiksfic share almost 
h*nfical valves exapt in the be#nning of the month where three cases qfdomesuc assaw& wmn 
,g apmod of)wars 
slz'ý*hdy a. #ujt theprobabiAdcfigure. 
Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6 were generated from a daily analysis of crime records 
from Trent division, Nottinghamshire Constabulary in November 1996. For a 
fuller description of Trent division see Chapter 3 (Data sources and software). 
Aonstic, probabills6c aonstic and rigid methods were employed to examine the 
daily crime rate for assault and motor vehicle crime. For definition purposes 
assault includes all counts of actual and grievous bodily harm. Car crime includes 
all counts of motor vehicle theftý theft from motor vehicle, and 'IWOCing 
(taking without consideration) 
- 
often referred to as joyriding. 
Figure 4-5 shows the number of records recovered by the aonstic, probabilistic 
aoristic and rigid search methods when selecting all assaults. The curves show a 
strong positive correlation. 'Me main difference between the results are the 
existence of three crime records which detailed cases of domestic assault lasting 
a period of years. In these circumstances the police often use one crime sheet to 
record an ongoing catalogue of incidents. Removal of these three incidents from 
the graph would bring the lines mto almost exact correspondence. With this type 
of crime it is clear that the rigid search method is sufficient. 
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Figure 4-6 Rigid, aoristic and (aoristic) probabilistic car crime search results. 
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Figure 4-6 shows the difference between rigid and aoristic search processes for 
car crime over the same study area and time. Note the difference in vertical scale 
from Figure 4-5. The absolute difference between the rigid and probabilistic 
values indicates the lack of temporal accuracy in police crime reports due to the 
inability to tie down the time of incident Because these crimes may have 
occurred on one of a number of days the rigid method is unable to use them 
while the aonStic and probabilistic aoristic can include these incidents. Ibis 
temporal inaccuracy is most evident with the apparent regular 7-day peaks in the 
aonstic data (circled in Figure 4-6). These occur on the 11d', 18d' and 25h of 
November 1996 and are not detectable in the rigid data (with the exception of 
the 25ý. The original data was re-examined in an attempt to discover why these 
Monday peaks existed. It was originally thought that the victims might have been 
away for the weekend and returned in the early hours of Monday moming to 
find their car stolen or items stolen from the vehicle. 'Mis was not the case and it 
appears from detailed crime record inspection that Sunday and Monday nights 
were simply the most popular with local car thieves in November 1996. This 
trend is not visible using the rigid temporal search method. A full statistical 
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analysis was conducted with a larger time sample of data to determine if the 
Monday pattem was significant. 
4.3.1. Detailed examination of the Monday night car 
crime phenomenon 
Six months' worth of car crime events were extracted from the crime database 
for both rigid and aonstic search methods and are displayed in Figure 4-7. To 
prevent replication in the data, the results from the aoristic temporal search were 
weighted according to their temporal length to form the (adjusted) probabilistic 
aonstic set shown in Figure 4-7. In Figure 4-7 the blue line shows the full aonstic 
search result, and the black line identifies the (aonstic) probabilistically adjusted 
value. 
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Figure 4-7 Daily count of car crime for Trent division for 6 month period. 
'Me selection of appropnate statistical analysis was complicated by the unknown 
distribution of the data, the potential lack of sample independence in the aonstic 
data sets, and uncertainty as to the underlying data generation process. Two tests 
were used; a standard single factor exploratory Anova, considered by some 
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authors (for example Alder and Roessler, 1962 p. 24ý, robust under adverse 
distributional conditions; and the less powerful non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis 
test which is designed to use non-normally distributed ata of diverse variability. 
The problem of sample independence remains, but in the authoesviewisnot 
greatly inftinged. A comparison of the results of the two approaches is given 
below. Four Anova single factor (by day of week) tests were calculated, two 
using the rigid data and two using the adjusted aoristic data. 
Table 4-1 Basic counts by day of week using probablistic aoristic search of Trent division car 
crime records. 
Groups Count Sum Mean Variance 
Monday 26 355.87 13.69 12.06 
Tuesday 26 268.35 10.32 14.03 
Wednesday 26 272.80 10.49 6.83 
Thursday 26 316.77 12.18 13.42 
Friday 26 281.92 10.84 13.27 
Saturday 25 292.03 11.68 19.69 
Sunday 26 288.60 11.10 10.63 
Table 4-1 shows the number of car crimes committed each day of the week and 
the means and variances for the probabilistically adjusted aoristic data sets. 
Inspection of the table would suggest that more car crimes occur on Mondays. 
The null hypothesis was that Mondays were no different to other days of the 
week in terms of crime occurrence. The rejection level was set at 0.05. The 
results can be seen in Table 4-2 for all days of the week for rigid and aoristic 
searches, and on all days of the week except Mondays for both rigid and aoristic 
search methods. Test results in Table 4-2 were calculated for all days of the week 
for rigid (1) and aoristic (3) searches, and a further test was conducted on all days 
of the week except Mondays 
- 
again for both rigid (2) and aoristic (4) search 
methods. The purpose of (1) and (3) was to test whether significant Monday 
peaks occurred in the data, and in (2) and (4) to show that the other days of the 
wcck wcre undiffercntiated. 
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Table 4-2 Single factor Anova tests of search results from Trent division car crime events 
- 
September 1996 to February 1997. 
Test Test of variance df F value Fit Probability Ho 
number between groups (calculated) value (p level rejected 
= 0.05) 
(1) Rýýd all days 6 1.94 2.15 0.08 No 
(2) Rý6d. not 5 1.45 2.27 0.21 No 
Mondays 
(3) Aoristic 0 days 6 2.80 2.15 0.01 YES 
(4) Aotistic not 5 1.02 2.27 0.41 No 
Mondays 
There is no significance difference in either of the rigid search results (1) and (2). 
No variation in the pattern of crime, and specifically no Monday peak, has been 
detected by the rigid search method. Many records are excluded from the rigid 
search as they have timehnes which extend beyond the daily search criteria (Le. 
overnight). 1he aoristic method shows that Monday peaks are present (3). If 
Mondays are excluded (4), there is no significant difference between the daily 
means in the dataset and no pattern emerges. Ihis study shows that there is a 
statistically strong Monday peak over the six month period. Ibis result would 
not have come to light if only a purely rigid search for exact records had been 
performed. 
Table 4-3 Single factor Kruskal-Wallis tests of search results from Trent division car crime events 
- 
September 1996 to February 1997. 
Test Test of variance df H value Chi Probability Ho 
number between groups (Distributed Square level rejected 
as Chi (P = 
Square) 0.05) 
(1) Aoristic all days 6 17.69 12.59 <0.01 YES 
Aoristic not 5 5.76 11.07 >0.40 No 
Mondays 
The results of the equivalent Kruskal-Wallis test are shown in Table 4-3 for the 
aoristic data set alone. Ibe same conclusions are reached with much the same 
significance levels as before. Ibis would indicate some confidence in the results. 
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4.4. EFFECTS OF BOUNDARIES 
Accurate temporal selection of crime incidents has to be delimited within a 
geographical framework and small scale boundaries such as enumeration 
districts, police sub-divisions or generated grids are adequate for the task. Grid 
patterns are easy to generate in programmable GIS. Software houses such as 
MapInfio even provide fireeware packages for grid creation (currently only 
available for Lat/Long grid creation) and other functions which are available to 
download from their web site (http: //www. mapin fo. com). Regular grids have an 
additional advantage in crime pattern analysis as they allow the generalisation of 
point data which preserves the anonymity of the original event locations. In this 
manner, results of crime analysis can be passed to outside agencies such as 
council crime prevention panels without compromising the sensitivity of the 
original data. For the purposes of this thesis a grid creation routine was written 
by the author in MapBasic. Wbatever the chosen boundaries, it is not a 
requirement that they be the same shape or volume. A temporal analysis will 
compare crimes within one polygon with the same boundary at another time, 
and not with neighbouring locations. For example, if two grid squares are next to 
each other, one of them could be mostly parkland. A search of motor vehicle 
crime in a parkland square will usually exhibit a low score. This is not an issue 
unless environmental change leads to the building of new housing estates where 
the parkland used to be. Grids can however cause problems when the grid 
referencing system of the crime data is considered. 
Within Nottinghamshire Constabulary most grid references arc attached to 
crime records by quetying the postcode and address and then attaching the 
AddressPoint 0.1 metre resolution Ordnance Survey grid reference from a 
central gazetteer. However the AddressPoint catalogue at Nottingýamshire 
Constabulary is not complete mid any unknown loca6ons have the Postcode 
Address File (PAF) 100 metre resolution grid reference merged with the crime 
event record as a back-up procedure. If a grid uscs a similar 100 metre 
resolution, a number of crime events can find themselves on the exact location 
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of grid intersections and either included in two (or more) grid results, or 
excluded fi-orn any grid location dependent on the GIS areal search procedure 
employed. Ibis is due to the selection process used within the GIS. A standard 
spatial SQL term such as 'intersects' will find all points that are within a polygon 
or on the boundary of a polygon. If a polygon is the boundary between two 
regions, a similar process 
-applied to the neighbouring region will also detect the 
same point. Using grid co-ordinates that are not rounded to the nearest 100 
metres reduces this effect, although complete alleviation of the problem is only 
possible by reprogramming the areal selection tool in the GIS system used. 
Figure 4-8 shows the study area, a one kilometre resolution grid square over part 
of West Bridgford, a suburb of Nottingham. A year's worth of data (1996) was 
used to produce a pattern of all crimes over 52 weeks. The grid comers were 
deliberately programmed to avoid the 100 metre resolution problem mentioned 
earlier. To examine the extent of this problem, the grid was converted to 
polylines and the database interrogated to find how many crime events 
intersected the lines of the grid. From a database of 8,267 records, 62 were 
found to exactly intersect the lines of the grid, only 0.8%. With a sufficiently 
large database, this is an acceptably low percentage, but caution must be 
exercised if much smaller grids with finer resolution are employed, increasing the 
number of lines and raising the probability of intersection. 
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Figure 4-8 One kilometre resolution grid over West Bridgford station area, Trent Division, 
Nottinghamshire Constabulary, UK 
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4.5. ANALYSIS OF MIXED SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL 
STUDIES 
Off-the-shelf spatial and temporal crime analysis software is rare. Manual 
programming of a GIS with a Structured Query Language (SQL) is easily 
possible, though it can be laborious and time-consuming. Fortunately most 
proprietary GIS packages such as ArcView and MapInfo have programming 
languages which can automate many tasks (Amnue and MqpBasic respectively). 
Once the temporal analysis process has been programmed (details of which are 
in Appendix D), there are a variety of ways to analyse the results of a temporal 
crffne pattem query. 
Result of weekly temporal analysis of one grid square for 1996 
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Figure 4-9 Simple regression of annual crime count of a single I km grid cell. 
Two realistic alms are to monitor the trend in crime rate for an area over time 
(often achieved using some form of regression analysis), and secondly to identify 
time periods of particularly high or low rates to enable ffirther investigation of 
their causes. A simple example of this type of regression analysis Is shown in 
Figure 4-9 where the aoristic count of all crimes in the cell identified in Figure 
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4-9 are shown with a trendline generated from Microsoft Excel. The data takes 
on added complexity because the grid or boundary fi-amework has a two 
dimensional geographical structure, the arnount of crime in each grid cell exists 
as the third dimension and the passage of time becomes a fourth dimension to 
display. During this study it was felt that the most effective means of analysing 
the data was by using the variety of techniques available within a database 
program. Each geographical unit can be examined individually and the change in 
crune rate plotted agamst time. 
Temporal andpis of one grid square 
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Figure 4-10 A simple monitoring model which responds to new values. 
Figure 4-10 shows the result of a year long sample of the target grid square when 
it was 'aonstically' searched for all crimes which occurred on a weekly basis 
during 1996. This is the same data which is displayed in Figure 4-9. While 
regression analysis has applications in policework for mapping the general trend 
of the crime patterns in grid cells, one possible alternative could be an adaptive 
running mean. Figure 4-10 shows the count of all crimes in the target grid square 
for the same study period. It also shows the accumulating mean adjustment as 
each new value is received by the system. With every new value a revised 
standard deviation is calculated and two guidelines how the average plus and 
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minus of one standard deviation. This adaptive process enables monitoring of 
cru-ne rates to determine highs and lows on a continuously variable basis. 
The advantage of this system is that a threshold can be set and an alert given if 
exceeded. 'Ihese unusual values can then be examined to find the cause. A 
'settling down' period can be seen at the start during which time the system is of 
limited value owing to insufficient values being included in the mean. 
Adaptive threshold procedure using 20 week values and I standard deviation. 
35 
30 
25 
20 
is 
10 
5 
Wo*ks 
valug 
-Adjusting mean (20 weeks) 
- 
(20) one standard dembon 
- 
(20 ý one standard com abor 
Figure 4-11 Adaptive threshold 20 week model. 
An extension of this type of analysis can be the limiting of the number of weeks 
which influence the standard deviates. The process in Figure 4-10 allows the 
initial values to remain influential to the mean and standard deviates months 
after they were calculated. A time limit can be imposed to restrict the number of 
values entered into the calculation. This can be seen in Figure 4-11, Figure 4-12 
and Figure 4-13 where the number of contributing values is restricted to 20 
weeks, 15 weeks and 10 weeks respectively. 'ffie first ten weeks values are 
identical as each systern includes the same values. After the 10 h week has passed 
it can be seen that the ten week model reacts more rapidly to new values as they 
immediately contribute 10% to the mean and standard deviation calculations. 
The 20 week model is less reactive as each new value only contributes 5% to the 
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equations. The 10 week model is more peaky as would be expected, while the 20 
week model is smoother and slower to react to excessive values. 
Adaptive threshold procedure using 16 wee valuesandistumb"deviation. 
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Figure 4-12 Adaptive threshold 15 week model. 
Adaptive threshold procedure uskM 10 week values and 1 standard devbfion. 
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Figure 4-13 Adaptive threshold 10 week model. 
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A further extension of this process can be considered by using a linear weighting 
system over the most recent n values in the running mean, weighted in a 
descending linear pattern which gives emphasis to the most recent values. The 
result can be seen in Figure 4-14 where a linear weighting is applied to values for 
a 15 week historical pattern. As new values are received by the system, the 
adaptive system gives them a higher priority than the older values until the values 
which are 15 weeks old have little influence to the system and will be 'dropped 
off the end' when the next value is calculated. There are obvious benefits to this 
system. The process IS much better able to react to unusual values which are 
inunediately absorbed by the system but lose significance the further they 
proceed away from the newest values down the time line. 
Linear weighting adaptive threshold 
-1 standard deviation over 15 weeks. 
35 
30 
25 
20 
15 
10 
5 
-ý Value 
-weighted mean 
+ One standard deAabon 
- 
One standard demabon 
Figure 4-14 Linear weighting adaptive threshold process with 15 week window. 
After the initial 'settling-down' period, the unusual values at the start mean that 
the model has a high standard deviation, represented by the two lines either side 
of the central mean which show the mean plus and minus one standard 
deviation. Once more stable values are entered to the system from weeks 11 to 
35, the standard deviation rapidly reduces and the lines converge on the mean, 
indicating that the unusual values are exerting less influence. Weeks 37 to 39 are 
again unusually high and the system adapts rapidly to reflect this, though the 
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standard deviation is dropping by the end of the graph as more stable values are 
received by the system. Although a single standard deviation is used here as the 
threshold, any measure of weighted sample variability could be employed. 
4.5.1. Applying the models 
The question remains as to the choice of a suitable threshold. This chapter has 
shown a weekly peak in motor vehicle crime and a police practitioner might use 
this weekly frequency as the basis for an adaptive thresholding process. Chapter 
6 gdcntifýng repeat victimisation) will show a longer time period for burglary 
repeat victimisation extending to a number of weeks, and various different types 
of crime might necessitate adifferent choice of thresholding approach. 
The length of the thresholding window combined with the choice of adaptive or 
weighted approach can generate a number of different graphs from the same 
data. Use of longer time fi-xnes will generate smoother graphs while the use of 
weighting and short temporal windows will generate more peaky graphs which 
retain more of the variation in the original data. Under these conditions and with 
the variation in different crime types it would be reasonable at this stage to 
suggest that the most appropriate settings to use are an exercise for the user and 
depend on the desired type of output and the limitations imposed by the 
available data. Knowledge of current academic thinking regarding the crime: 
(repeat victirnisation times or weekly cycles) will also affect the decision. 
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4.6. DispLAY oF REsuLTs 
4.6.1. Computer animation 
The results of the analysis of one grid cell were presented in Figure 4-14, 
however if a one kilometre resolution search area is used for the whole of West 
Bridgford it creates a9 by 7 grid of 63 squares. Ibis creates a problem for 
presenting the results. Animation has been suggested as the solution to many 
GIS problems involving time as a variable (Dorling and Openshaw, 1992; 
MacEachren, 1994). 'Ibis is a field where animation might be particularly useful. 
GIS packages can be programmed easily to output selected screens as image files 
of screen captures. A repeated number of these images can be moulded together 
into a FLI or FLC file, an AVI file or a number of other computer 
movie/animation formats. Various programs are available to perform this 
operation, including a number of free or shareware products like Dave's Targa, 
Animator (available through FIENSA 
- 
see intemet bibliography). It is beyond 
the scope of this chapter to describe the full animation process, but a suggested 
animation sequence might be the definition of a map surface with the grid 
hidden over the top of it. As the sequence (and therefore the weeks) progresses 
grid cells only become 'active' if they arc either above or below the tolerance 
threshold. Effective use of colour could code cells as one colour for being above 
and a different colour for being below the threshold (for a more thorough 
treatment of the complete animation process see McCullagh, 1998). This 
technique has a number of advantages. It is an effective means of displaying a 
large quantity of numerical information in an easily understandable format. It is 
also an efficient means of explaining the temporal aspect, and utilises a grid base 
which preserves the anonymity of the original data. Modem processors and 
algorithms have speeded up the animation process to the extent that a several 
100 frame animation can be created on a domestic PC in a few hours. Most of 
this time is required to generate the individual images. Only a few minutes are 
needed to run the images together to form an animation. 
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8 
Figure 4-15 Single frame from aoristic-crime_analysis. avi animation. 
This process was completed for all grid squares in the study area and an 
animation constructed in Adobe Premiere version 4.2. Figure 4-15 shows a 
single image from the animation. The number in the bottom nght of the image 
indicates the week being displayed (in this case 48). The blue hatched area shows 
the five beats of West Bridgford sub-division. Red and green squares indicate the 
one kilometre square gnd cells which are displaying an aonstic crime count for 
week 48 which deviates more than one standard deviation from the mean. If the 
cell IS shaded green then the new value is more than one standard deviation 
below the mean, and if the new value is more than one standard deviation 
greater than the mean the cell is shaded red. 
The full animation is available on the CD-ROM which accompanied this thesis. 
'Ilie filename is AORISTIC CRIME ANALYSISAVI and the details and path of the 
file are described in the first pages of this thesis. Ibis file should be recognised 
by a Windows 95 operating system or newer. If this is not however possible, the 
file IS also available in FLC format. 'Mis format is playable with AAWIN-exe 
which is also included in the CD-ROM. Details at the beginning of the thesis. 
'1he animation filename for the FLC format is AORISTIC CRIME ANALYSIS. FLC. 
The use of animation permits the user to see a snapshot of the variation in crime 
patterns across the geographical area of West Bridgford on a week-to-week 
basis. This method of visualisation allows the two dimensional spatial 
dimensions to be combined with the changes in crime pattern (third dimension) 
over time (fourth dimension) in a unique way which would otherwise be 
extremely difficult to see clearly using any other technique. The ability to watch 
the crime pattern unfold permits the user to identify areas with deteriorating 
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crime problems, or to locate areas which have shown improvements in criminal 
activity. 'Ibis use of animation permits the visualisation of four dirricrisional data 
in a comprehensible manner. 
4.6.2. Choropleth mapping 
Without the ability to generate animation, the temporal change can still be 
surnmarised in a more limited but accessible means by showing the number of 
threshold crossings within each grid square on a simple choropleth map. Figure 
4-16 shows a number of choroplcth maps of West Bridgford station beats, a 
sub-division of Trent division. Figure 4-16a shows the summary of all crimcs on 
the sub-division for 1996. 'Ibis type of map is one of the standard range of 
simple distribution maps occasionally employed in police work (usually at the 
beat level and not gridded as here), which can mislead the user as to changes in 
more complex crime patterns. Figure 4-16b and Figure 4-16c depict the number 
of times over the year that a grid square's aoristic temporal count exceeded the 
weighted running mean by more than one standard deviation above (Figure 
4-16c) and below (Figure 4-16b). The combination of these two images in Figure 
4-16d shows areas with complex rapidly changing weekly crime rates, and also 
the arcaswith more stable crime event patterns. The temporal analysis in Figure 
4-16 allows a much more detailed interpretation of the temporal crime pattern 
and shows that changes in pattern are occurring in very different locations from 
those of major crime. The picture is much more complex than that given by the 
single display of total crime in Figure 4-16a. 
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4.7. CONCLUSIONS 
Ibis chapter has presented a basic conceptual fi-amework for aoristic analysis of 
crime data, mid documented the process from accurate selection of the records 
through to presentation of some analytical results. Crime data frequently lacks 
temporal definition and two methods of pcrforming temporal searches have 
been tested. Pigid temporal searches pick only those records which fall exactly 
within the search period, while aoristic methods can be used to explore a fuller 
range of temporal possibilities. The example of Monday car crime peaks brings 
to light patterns obscured by simpler methods, but begs the unresolved question 
of the causes of Monday car crime. Ihe approach in this chapter has been to 
examine the historical pattern and identify thresholds around present variation 
outside which abnormalities can be evaluated. 
Ihe use of an aoristic search technique can be enhanced by the application of a 
probability function which allocates a value to each day in the search depending 
on the number of days across which the temporally unspecific crime spreads. 
Ibis allows the final total of aoristic values to equal the total number of all the 
crimes but reallocates the values in a more accurate manner to the alternative 
processes of averaging or rigid searches. 'Ibis process retains all of the 
advantages of the other systems (total is equal to the actual number of crimes) 
and avoids many of their disadvantages of temporal inaccuracy or inappropriate 
averaging. 
1he technique is limited in some ways. The probabilistic aoristic approach is 
limited to the minimum temporal unit being applied. If the search process is 
using a unit base of days, then a crime which happened sometime between 2358 
hours and 2358 hours on the next day would register in both days though only 
two minutes of the crime occurred in the first day. 1his is a limitation of the 
process irrespective of the time unit applied and must be considered by the user. 
Decreasing the size of the temporal unit (hours instead of days) reduces but does 
not alleviate the problem. 
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Aii onstic crime analysis is a method of charting the historical pattem over variable 
small areal units., independent of influence from neighbouring cclls. Each cell 
can be plotted to examine the rise and fall of crime compared with a variable 
threshold over time. Temporal trends in carema can be examined for patterns 
and can be correlated against other intelligence gathered at the police station. 
'Ihc adjusted aoristic search procedure, added to adaptive thresholding 
techniques, provides a new tool for crime analysis. 
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5. Spatiotemporal differences 
between cn*me and incidents 
Ibis chapter extends the temporal analysis of crime developed in the previous 
chapter by using seasonal decomposition methods and autocorrelation functions 
to elicit greater understanding of the temporal pattern of crime. 'Ibis picture of 
crime is complicated but enhanced by the addition of incident datawhich shows 
a markedly different temporal and spatial distribution to the crime data. The 
chapter ends with a first attempt at a predictive system by building on the 
temporal information extracted from the earlier analyses. 
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5.1. INTRODUCTION 
Ibis chapter develops the temporal analysis employed in the previous chapter 
and enhances the analysis with the inclusion of an incident database generated 
from calls to the police and recorded by the Command and Control system 
throughout the Nottinghamshire Constabulary area. Ibis type of data is 
commonly referred to in Australia and the United States as 'calls for service. 
'Ibis data has been made available for analysis in the final year and includes every 
incident for just over a one year period from January 1997 to March 1998. A 
more complete description of the incident data is included with Chapter 3 (Data 
sources and software). 
The incident data and crime records available for this research corresponds 
temporally for three months only Uanuary 1997 to March 1997). 'Ibis overlap 
still has great value as few researchers have access to both data sources, and only 
one article published in British academia could be found which utilised both sets 
of data. Alex Hirschfield and Kate Bowers used incident data as an indicator of 
social cohesion in an area (Hirschfield and Bowers, 1997) in their examination of 
crime and disadvantaged areas in Liverpool. 
Ibis chapter aims to examine whatý if any, relationship exists between recorded 
crime and incident datawith regard to crimes of disorder and related incidents. 
Events of a violent or disorderly nature appear in both the incident and crime 
databases and a relationship may exist between them. There would appear to be 
an intuitive link between these types of incident and crime which is more 
difficult to envisage with other types of crime. For example, it might be difficult 
to expect any type of incident to be a precursor of motor vehicle theft. Both 
disorder incidents and assault criminal investigations take up the time of the 
police but may display different temporal and spatial patterns. An objective of 
this chapter is to describe these variations. The chapter will also go on to 
examine if it is possible to employ incident data as a predictor of crime in the 
short term. One reasonable hypothesis is that incidents that happen at one time 
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of the day are precursors of crimes that occur later in the day. It would be in the 
interests of the police if these reactive crimes could be predicted and prevented. 
It should be bome in mind that this type of analysis has a number of significant 
limitations. The data sets are limited in temporal exten% covering only a period 
of 90 days. The two data sets are also not independent, but due to the nature of 
both data sources, it was impossible to identify accurately which incidents 
generated which crime reports. 1be full incident data contains an essential cross- 
reference to the crime database, but this critical field was not made available to 
the research. Some incidents generate crit-nes, some incidents do not result in 
crimes and some crimes are discovered directly by the police and never appear in 
the incident logs. With this complication in the data set accurate separation of 
the crimes and incidents was impossible. 
Ibis chapter employs a number of different temporal analysis techniques applied 
to a study area in Mansfield, North of Nottingiam, where both aime and 
incident data are available. Ihis chapter uses incident data cKtracted by Phillip 
Lewton of the School of Geography, University of Nottingham for his MSc. 
dissertation (Lýton, 1998). Although both Phil Lewton's study and this one 
share basic similarities in choice of subject matter and area, this chapter advances 
the study of the crime and incident data interaction by approaching the work 
with different temporal and spatial tools and building on the areas highlighted by 
Phil Lewton as worthy of further investigation. The chapter concludes by 
examining the results of the analysis, and identifying possible avenues of research 
in the future. 
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5.2. TIME SERIES AND SEASONALITY 
Time series data is a set of recordings of a variable taken at a set interval and may 
contain intensity fluctuations over perhaps weekly or monthly periods. Ibis 
fluctuation in the data set is termed seasonality. The analysis of time series is a 
complex process: 
Ywe &ore the quesdon ofseasonakt y, we mig make The rmr of assuming 
that a series u not seasona4 vben infaa it u. On the otber band, ýf aw 
automadcal# adjustfor seasona4 aitboutfint analý, #ng the series to see if
it is searonal or not, we mg make the emr of 4usfin gfor nowdstent 
seasona, 6 0. (Block, 1984p. 3) 
By ignoring the first possibility of a seasonal influence in the data, we run the 
risk of making decisions based on data which might have a dominant seasonal 
pattern where knowledge of that pattern might affect the decision-making 
process. Alternatively error may be introduced to the analysis by assuming 
seasonality to a series that is not. 'Ibis can lead to inaccurate forecasting of future 
trends. 'Ibis can cause the model to 'overadjuse for seasonality and control for a 
seasonal variability which does not exist. 
To analyse a time series correctly and avoid these types of error it is necessary to 
consider (1) if the series contains a seasonal component, and (2) wha% if any, is 
the effect of the seasonality. There are three approaches to answering the 
question; 'Is this series seasonal? ', and they share a number of similarities. 
ARIMA (AutoRegressive Integrated Moving Average) and component 
seasonality are the two main methods, and Fourier analysis is a third, less-used 
technique in this type of analysis. The two main approaches model the seasonal 
variability but the first approach incorporates the seasonal variability into the 
final analysis and the second emphasises a separate description of the seasonal 
fluctuation and the remainder of the data set 
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1he fwst approach incorporates the seasonal fluctuation into a complete model, 
and one of the most common methods is termed ARIMA. The second approach 
emphasises the breaking of the series into its seasonal and corrected 
'components' and is referred to as the Seasonal Component method or the 
Census X-1 I adjustment The latter name originates from a seasonal adjustment 
program first introduced by the US Bureau of the Census. It has since become a 
widely-used seasonal adjustment standard. These two methods do show 
similarities in their mathematical approach and each can do much of the work of 
the other. For example, an ARIMA model can contain seasonal and non- 
seasonal terms that could be thought of as components. The differences 
between the ARLMA and component methods exist more in the means of 
application and the way they are interpreted (Block, 1984). 
ARIMA 
The ARIMA approach emphasises the forecasting of future patterns by 
describing and modelling past events. MacCleary and Hay (1980) emphasise that 
descriptions of each component of a time series will not necessarily produce a 
good forecast, even if each separate description of the components may be 
good. The ARESAA method does not separate the individual components, but 
aims to describe the stochastic processes of the entire series. The assumption 
that one observation follows another with a certain frequency is the basis of this 
stochastic model, though the application of this in a crime data environment is 
questionable. Measures that can affect the crime rate include: socio-cconomic 
conditions (Allen, 1990, architectural style (Coleman, 1985; Newman, 1972), 
unemployment (Elliott and Ellingworth, 1996), policing style (Bottomley and 
Coleman., 1976; Morgan and Newburn, 1997; Reiner, 1997), social cohesion 
gIrschfield and Bowers, 1997), and even temperature (Field, 1992). Few of 
these variables can be realistically controlled in a crime series analysis. 'Ibis 
author believes that the ARIMA method is more suited to situations where a 
time series is influenced by a smaller number of independent variables. The 
method is also suited to longer time series of years (Chatfield, 1989) and perhaps 
not the 3 months of data available in the Mansfield study. 
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CompoNENrsEAsoNALrry 
The component definition of seasonality can be described as 'any cyclical or 
periodic fluctuation in a time series that recurs or repeats itself at the same phase 
of the cycle or period' (MacCleary and Hay, 1980). Ibis approach aims to 
measure and remove the seasonal componcnt from the rest of the time series. 
The technique is based on the theory that a time series has three components: 
1. A trend/cycle component consisting of the long-term trend and any non- 
seasonal but regular fluctuations, 
2. The seasonal component as described above, 
3. The irregular component, which consists of everything else, including error. 
A seasonally adjusted series is a series that retains the long-term trend and the 
residual variation (irregular component) but has had the seasonal factor 
removed. Ihere arc two main methods of calculating the seasonal factor. A 
multiplicative seasonal adjustment produces a seasonal component which is a 
factor by which the seasonally adjusted series is multiplied to reproduce the 
original series. Essentially the method estimates seasonal components that are 
proportional to the overall level of the series. Observations without seasonal 
variation have a seasonal component of 1. With an additive seasonal adjustmcntý 
seasonal adjustments are added to the seasonally adjusted series to obtain the 
observed values. Ibis process attempts to remove the seasonal component from 
a time series so that other characteristics of interest in the data set that may be 
'masked' by the seasonal component can be examined. Observations without 
seasonal variation have a seasonal component of 0. 
The three components of the seasonality method (trend, seasonal component, 
and seasonally adjusted values) can be seen in Figure 5-7, Figure 5-8 and Migure 
5-9 beginning on page 116, applied to recorded violent crime in Mansfield. 
FOURIER ANALYSIS AND SPECTRAL ANALYSIS 
A third method for identifying repeat cycles in data is Fourier analysis. Less 
popular in Geography, Fourier analysis has traditionally been the domain of 
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electrical engineers and geologists (Davis, 1986), physicists and meteorologists 
(Chatfield, 1989). Spectral analysis is a modified form of Fourier analysis which 
makes it suitable for stochastic processes imilar to the problems in this chapter, 
whereby a time series is decomposed into a sum of periodic functions and an 
error term. Spectral analysis is considered to be different from other time-scries 
techniques (Chatfield, 1989). Instead of analysing the variation from one time 
point to the next, it analyses the variation of the series as a whole into periodic 
components of different frequencies. Spectral analysis attempts to approximate a 
function by a sum of sine and cosine terms to produce a periodogram. Ibc 
periodogram. is an unsmoothed plot of spectral amplitude (usually plotted on a 
logarithmic scale) against he period (wavelength or frequency). A plot of power 
versus harmonic number is also referred to as a power spectrum. A power 
spectrum is a good indication of cyclic occurrence. Low frequency plots can 
indicate a smooth series comprised of 'white noise' for some data, while peaks 
indicate the 'harmonics' of the series. A better indication of the true periodic 
structure of the time series can be seen when the periodogram is smoothed with 
a moving average. A number of processes are available for this (termed 'filters). 
5.2.1. Autocorrelation and cross-correlation temporal 
analysis 
As well as the search for a seasonal component in time series dataý it might also 
be informative to compare a sequence with itself at successive positions and 
locate the maximum correspondence between the two identical sequences. One 
could also measure the degree of similarity between the sections of sequential 
data. 'Ibis is the fiinction performed by two different aspects of time series 
analysis (BA). 'Ihe two main techniques used arc autocorrelation which 
compares the entire sequence with itself at all possible positions, and cross- 
correlation which compares two different sets of time sequences Pavis, 1986). 
For both types of analysis, the degree of similarity or dissimilarity is determined 
at all positions (known as match positions) on a scale of 
-1.0 (maximum 
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dissimilarity) to 1.0 (maximum similarity). An example of this temporal analysis 
technique is shown with a simple pattern of values in Figure 5-1. 
Figure 5-1 A sequence of nominal values that repeat after 11 readings. 
Figure 5-1 shows a temporal sequence that appears to show a repetitive pattern 
of values along the x-axis that represents time. It is important to note with 
temporal analysis of this type that the values must be recorded with the same 
time interval. This IS to say that the time gap between values on the x-axis must 
be the same. Autocorrelation works by sliding a copy of the sequence against 
itself an d comparing th e values at different lag times. 'Mis is sh own in 1, igure 5-2 
where the top sequence is an exact copy of the target sequence. The 
autocorrelation function lags the top sequence in a succession of values. Figure 
5-2 shows the two sequences at match position 5 (the match position is also 
referred to as a lag position). 
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Figure 5-2 The same sequence from Figure 5-1 compared against itself at lag (match) position 5. 
Once the autocorrelation has been calculated at every position it is possible to 
plot the results on a correlogram, which is a diagram of the correlation plotted 
against the tag positions. Ibis correlogram can reveal characteristics of the time 
series (Davis, 1986). Figure 5-3 shows the correlogram for the series shown in 
Figure 5- 1. As we would expect with a repetitive sequence the value at lag 11 
shows a significantly high correlation. The sequence in our example time series 
repeats itself after 11 points. 
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Figure 5-3 Correlogram for the series in Figure 5- 1. 
By sliding the sequence against itself the correlation is unable to compare a full 
spread of values. Ibis is shown in Figure 5-2 where the region of comparison 
shows the first four of the bottom sequence and the last four of the top 
sequence are not considered completely. A feature of the autocorrelation 
function used in SPSS to generate Figure 5-3 is the inclusion of a weighting 
factor to account for the lack of overlap with series at longer lag times. As the 
lags increase, the number of overlapping values which can be analysed reduces. 
The linear weighting compensates for this. 'Me reduction in the number of 
contributing values, and therefore the lack of a complete matching pattern 
explains why the correlogram is unable to show an autocorrelation fimction of 
exactly 1.0 for the matching sequence (Lag 11 in Figure 
. 
5-3). This is evident 
when the autocorrelation function is calculated for a longer time sequence 
(Figure 5-4). 
The importance of the peak m Figure 5-3 is difficult to appraise without the 
benefit of significance limits. SPSS employs standard confidence limits of 95% in 
autocorrelation graphs, and these are evident ui Figure 5-4. Such limits allow the 
importance of the various peaks in the graph to be assessed. 
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Figure 5-4 Correlograrn for a larger number of match positions. 
Figure 5-4 shows the correlogram for the same data and technique applied in 
Figure 5-3 except that the number of calculated lag positions is greater. Although 
the sequence repeats after 11 values, the peak at position 11 (the cyclic pattern 
value) IS larger than the second major peak at position 22. 'MIS is because the 
number of comparable values at position 22 has dropped as the sequences nm 
past each other. 'MIS point is reinforced by the 95% confidence limits shown as 
blue lines in Figure 5-4, which converge as the number of comparable values 
decreases. It should be noted that the confidence limits do not change in the 
expected manner with decreasing numbers of matching elements because they 
have been weighted in a similar fashion to the autocorrelation values. 
Both the use of seasonal decomposition and correlation ftinctions can result in 
different interpretations of a time series and are capable of identifying different 
features of a series. These temporal analysis fiinctions will be employed in the 
next section to examine the relationship between incidents and crimes in a first 
attempt to explore any relationship between the two data sets. 'Me process also 
allows for the significance testing of any relationships. 
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5.3. THE MANSFIELD STUDY 
The Mansfield study examined the interaction of police incident data with 
recorded crime data with specific reference to crimes of disorder on one police 
division. The aim throughout this thesis has been to identify techniques and 
patterns which could be useful to a crime analyst working in a divisional station, 
and Mansfield division of Nottinghamshire Constabulary was chosen as the 
study area for a number of reasons. The town is large enough to attract people 
to its pubs and clubs in the evening, has a large enough population to generate 
data for the survey, and more importantly a recent Crime Concern report 
highlighted the anxieties of Mansfield residents. In this survey, 79% of people 
consulted felt that crime was either abit of a problem'or abig problem! in their 
local area (Crime Concern, 1996, p-9). The report goes on to highlight the 
perception of safety that respondents had in the Mansfield and Mansfield 
Woodhouse town centres. In Mansfield town centre itself only 20% felt 'very 
safe' or 'fairly safe at nigh%while 45% felt 'very unsafe (Crime Concern, 1996, 
p. 15). Much of this concern was expressed as a worry about anti-social 
behaviour such as sexual assault or harassmen% insults by strangers and threats 
on public transport. It is possible to extract all violent and assault crimes from 
the recorded crime database, and all disorder incidents from the incident 
database, and it could be expected that some relationship will exist between 
these data sets. Figure 5-5 shows the area of Mansfield and surrounding villages, 
and Table 5-1 on page 112 gives an indication of the severity of the violent crime 
problem in this predominantly rural area. 
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Figure 5-5 Mansfield town and surrounding villages. 
'Mis study extracted all cases of assault or public order offences from the crime 
records, and all calls that had a general classification of 'disorder' and were 
response-graded as requiring immediate attention from the incident data (these 
classifications are explained in the next section). The raw data consisted of all 
crimes for Nottinghamshire Constabulary from April 1995 to April 1997, and all 
mcidents recorded in the force area from January 1997 to April 1998. The 
useable data for this study overlapped for a three-month period Oanuary 1997 to 
March 1997) and therefore a degree of preliminary data processing was required. 
ill 
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5.4. PRELIMINARY DATA PROCESSING 
REcoRDED cRimE DA TA 
Chapter 3 (Data sources and software) contains a full account of the recorded 
crime data source, its origins, and its lin-ýitations. The first requirement was to 
extract all crimes that occurred on Mansfield division from January to March 
1997. From these 5125 extracted events, incidents that fclI outside of the 
Mansfield Division police boundary were excluded. Ibis resulted in the 
exclusion of 68 crimes that did not possess OS grid references and had an empty 
address field, ]caving a total of 5057 crimes. Finally the crimes were broken 
down into those that had a FORCEmajor category of Actual Bodily Harrn 
(ABI-ý, Murder/Manslaughtcr, Other violence, Robbery, or Public Order. Ibis 
extraction of only the violent crime types reduced the data from 5057 events to a 
final total of 377 crimes. Table 5-1 shows these crimes categorised by 
FORCEMajor crime category. 
Table 5-1 Mansfield ivision violence and disorder crirnes (January to March 1997). 
FORCEmajor Crime Categoty Count 
Actual Bodily Harm 313 
Murder/Alanslaughter 2 
Other violence 34 
Robbery 19 
Public Order 9 
POMC. EINCIDEATDATA 
Chapter 3 contains a full description of the origins and limitations of the police 
incident data. The initial task with this data set was to cytract only those 
Mansfield division incidents that were within time period January to March 1997. 
From these 19,214 incidents, only those within the Mansfield police divisional 
boundary were selected. Ibis additional processing removed those incidents with 
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inaccurate or non-existent OS grid references. 976 incidents (5-08%) were 
removed leaving 18238 incidents. Fmm all the incident records 2665 disorder 
incidents were selected, and they were then ffirther winnowed to only those calls 
which were graded immediate, urgent or delayed, leaving a final total of 
(surprising in a numerological world) exactly 2000 incidents. There are five 
gradcs of call in Nottinghamshire Constabulary, which are defined as follows: 
Immediate 
- 
Used in life-threatening cases or where an offence is in progress. 
This should be responded to within 10 minutes in urban areas and 15 minutes in 
rural areas. 
Urgent 
- 
Where vulnerable persons are in distress, where there is imminent 
threat to properth where a burglar alarm is activated or where a burglary has 
been committed. This is in order to preserve evidence at a scene which may be 
lost. Response time should be within 30 minutes in all areas. 
Delayed 
- 
All other Incidents. 'Ihese should be responded to within 24 hours. 
Scheduled 
- 
Where a specific appointment has been made. Usually within 72 
hours. 
Other 
- 
Answered and dealt with over the phone where no police attendance is 
required. (source: PC Steve Medcalf, IT supervisor, Trent division, 
Nottinghamshire Constabulary) 
These definitions of incident grading are not a national standard and though 
most British police forces retain these broad definitions many forces differ 
slightly in their classification of incidents. Ihere is also considerable variation in 
the application of the different classifications (Diez, 1995). For example, where 
an incident is classified as Urgent in a rural force, the same type of incident may 
only be classified as Delayed in a busy urban police force. 
In summary, the final data sets contained 377 assault and disorder crimes, and 
2000 disorder incidents recorded on the Conunand and Control system, between 
1"January 1997 and 31" March 1997 (90 days). 
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5.5. DATA ANALYSIS 
5.5.1. Preliminary exploration of the data 
Ninety days of crime and incident counts were extracted for the period January 
to March 1997. The (probabilistic) aoristic search method shows no difference 
to a rigid search pattern when applied to disorder or cnmes of violence, as the 
incident time is well known by the victim. 'Me incident data does not contain 
any temporal 'to' and 'from' data and merely records the initial time of the 
incident (usually when the 999-phone call was made). AonStic search methods 
do not need to be applied in this situation. Figure 5-6 shows the count of 
violence crimes and violence/ disorder mcidents on Mansfield division during the 
90 day study time. 
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Figure 5-6 Daily count of violence/disorder incidents and crimes in Mansfield (January 
- 
March 
97) 
As can be seen from Figure 5-6 there appears to be a visible periodicity in the 
(blue) incident data which appears to repeat on a weekly basis. 'Mis periodicity 
114 
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appears to be peaking primarily on a Friday or Saturday and the prevalence of 
weekend disorder in rural towns is a feature one might expect. Although Friday 
is not normally considered to be a weekend day, Friday night and Saturday night 
are generally thought of as the two 'nights-oue for a weekend, as licensed 
premises close earlier on a Sunday night and people arc anticipating work on the 
next day. Although events that occur before midnight on a Friday will appear in 
the crime and incident data as happening on a weekday, Friday night can 
reasonably be viewed as the start of the weekend. At the weekend (Friday and 
Saturday nights), the pubs and clubs of rural towns are often magnets for young 
people in nearby, quieter, villages. Ibis feature of the data is highlighted by the 
point patterns emphasising the Saturday values in Figure 5-6 on page 114. The 
next sections will explore this aspect of the time series using the seasonal 
component technique described earlier. 
5.5.2. Seasonality of the time series 
Although there have been a number of experimental comparisons of different 
seasonality detection methods (Block, 1984, p. 11 contains a comprehensive Est), 
it must be realised that no single approach will be the most appropriate in every 
given situation and it might be prudent to follow the advice: 'Try several 
methods and choose the one which appears to give the best results! (Kendall 
and Sýý 1966). To explore the seasonality aspect of the time series, the SPSS 
seasonal component process was applied (referred to within SPSS as seasonal 
decomposition). Both the addition and multiplication process were employed. 
The results from both processes were very similar. 
SFASONALJ77JN TM CRrMEDATA 
Once the seasonal factor has been extracted from the crime values series using 
either the addition or multiplicative method (Figure 5-7), the seasonally adjusted 
values can be seen to be very similar (Figure 5-8). Ibis similitude extends to the 
long term trend graph shown in Figure 5-9. Although the seasonal factors graph 
(Figure 5-7) shows different values the trend of the two lines are similar except 
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at different scales. A number of the same peaks and troughs can be seen in both 
outputs. 
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Figure 5-7 Seasonal component extracted from the crime time series. 
Note dfirentterftcal scales tba show seasonalfaaan. Aikkiion method isplotted on pnmvyy xas 
Figure 5-7 shows that both multiplicative and additive methods follow the same 
general trend, though with subtle differences. It should be noted that no 
seasonality in the multiplicative method is described by a value of 1.0 (blue 
scale), and in the additive method by 0 (purple scale). Both show low values for 
Mondays and Thursdays, and high values for the period from Friday through to 
Sunday. The additive method registers a slight rise from Friday to Saturday 
although this same time period shows a slight decline in the multiplicative 
method. 'Me reverse is true from Tuesday to Wednesday where the 
multiplicative graph shows a minute increase which corresponds to a decrease in 
the additive line. Both methods agree that there is a positive seasonal component 
on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays, suggesting that there is an increase in assault 
crimes and incidents on these days. 
In all of the following graphs the x-axis shows the number of weeks, and the tick 
marks and labels show the Wednesday of each week. 
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Figure 5-8 Seasonally adjusted series calculated from the crime time series. 
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Figure 5-9 Trend cycle extracted from the crime time series. 
The #end is compted sithin SPSS as a mouq x4, ghted amra ge Dmp hne5 inikcae the Wednesdy qf eacb 
week. 
SEASONALITY IN THE INCIDENT DATA 
'Me same patterns of similarity can be seen in the output from the component 
seasonal decomposition process when it was applied to the incident data for 
disorder and assault incidents (Figure 5-10). Both the addition and multiplicative 
process were applied and their close correspondence can be seen in the 
following graphs. 
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Figure 5-10 Seasonal component extracted from the incident time series. 
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As with the crime seasonality analysis, the incident series shows a distinct 
weekend tendency. 'Me low point in the incident data is on a Wednesday as 
opposed to a 'ffiursday in the crime data (Figure 5-7 on page 116). The incident 
seasonal component peaks on a Friday, while the peak for the crime component 
was found to be on a Sunday. 
With the following graphs, the x-axiS shows the number of weeks, and the drop 
lines and labels show the Wednesday of each week. 
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Figure 5-11 Seasonally adjusted values calculated from the incident time series. 
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Figure 5-12 Trend cycle extracted trom the incident time series. 
IN7ERPRETING THE SEASONAL COMPONENT GRAPHS 
The use of the seasonal component process permits one to examine the seasonal 
dimension of the time series, though it must be emphasised that the process 
does not generate statistically corroborated results. This lack of statistical rigour 
limits the analysis to an initial exploratory examination of the data. 
When the two methods of applying a seasonal component process are compared 
it can be seen that use of an additive or multiplicative assumption to Crime and 
incident series produces almost identical trends and similar seasonally adjusted 
values for crime (Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9) and incidents (Figure 5-11 and 
Figure 5-12). When the seasonal components produced by the multiplicative and 
additive methods are examined for crimes and incidents separately, they can be 
seen to be almost identical in all but scale (Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-10). 
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Table 5-2 Seasonal components of the crime and incidents analysis of Mansfield assaults and 
disorder. 
Crimes 
(multiplicative) 
Crimes 
(additive) 
Incidents 
(multiplicative) 
Incidents 
(additive) 
Wednesday 
. 
956 
-. 
330 741 
-5.206 
Thursday 
. 
570 
-1.368 
-926 -1.099 
Friday 1.318 
. 
771 1.267 6.247 
Saturday 1.191 
. 
889 1.220 4.259 
Sunday 1.419 1.508 1.174 3.723 
Monday 
. 
614 
-1.443 
. 
843 
-3.551 
Tuesday 
. 
932 
-. 
026 
. 
829 
-4.372 
The k 
, 
ýbest value in each ax4jis method isdenoted ýy the red tca, low 
.y 
blue tea 
When the seasonal components for crimes are compared to incidents it is clear 
that they portray a different picture of the temporal distribution of events 
(Figure 5-13 and Table 5-2). The distinctive weekend peak can be seen in the 
outputs for both crimes and incidents with positive seasonal adjustment being 
necessary for Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays. There is also a mid-week dip. The 
highest peak in the crime data occurs on the Sunday, but the highest peak in the 
incident data appears on the Friday (highest values are denoted by the red text in 
Table 5-2. See also Figure 5-13). 'Me crime series displays almost negligible 
seasonality (close to 1.0) on Tuesdays and Wednesdays, a feature which is not 
evident in the incident data when the values for the incident series are at the 
lowest point on Wednesday. 
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Figure 5-13 Seasonal factors (multiplicative) for crime and incident time series. 
Although the two time series are not completely 'independent (a number of the 
incidents will be 'primers' for crime events) the differences M the temporal 
distribution of the two data sets remain-'Me seasonal component of the 'incident 
series peaks on Fridays while the crime senes shows a slightly larger peak on 
Sundays. A possible cause of this can be seen in Figure 5-6 on page 114 which 
shows the actual counts of crimes and incidents, with the Saturdays highlighted. 
These highlights allow one to see that the peaks for incidents do not occur just 
on Saturdays, and likewise the peaks for crimes do not occur with any discernible 
pattern. One of the limitations of the seasonal decomposition process described 
here is that a definite cyclic period must be predefined (for example a7 day cycle 
as in this study) and the process is tied into that cycle. 'Me component model 
was unable to extract a really meaningful analysis because of the unpredictability 
of the weekend violence data. On one weekend the peaks may be on a Friday 
and the next weekend on a Saturday. Forcing the process to examine the values 
for each day as relatively independent from the surrounding days reduces the 
effectiveness of the analysis. 
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5.5.3. Spectral analysis of the Mansfield data 
The seasonal component of the two data sets was fixffier highlighted by a 
spectral analysis. Figure 5-14 shows the spectral density of the crime seties. 'Me 
graph has been smoothed with a Tukey-Hamming filter (5 span wmdow). 
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Figure 5-14 Smoothed power spectrum of the probabilistic crime senes. 
There are two dominant peaks in the power spectrum in Figure 5-14. The largest 
peak in the spectrum at (a) shows the fundamental peak at a wavelength of 
approximately 7 days. The second pronounced peak (b) is at about V/2days, half 
the wavelength of the first. This is a harmonic of the predominant peak. 'Me 
graph suggests a repeat cycle of about 7 days which corroborates the other 
analyses presented in this chapter. 
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Figure 5-15 Smoothed power spectrum of the incident series. 
As with Figure 5-14, the graph has been smoothed with a Tukey-Hammmig filter 
(5 span window) and there are two peaks in the incident data power spectrum. 
The largest peak (a) is at approximately 6 days With a harmonic peak (b) at half 
the power and wavelength of the dominant peak. The 6 day cycle (as opposed to 
a7 day cycle) may indicate that weekend peaks, and not peaks in the series on 
individual days are an important characteristic of the data set. 'Mis possibility is 
explored later in the chapter. 
'17here may be increased value in further clariýing the internal relationships and 
the association between the two series. It is possible to employ autocorrelation 
and cross-correlation techniques to perform this task. Before an autocorrelation 
process can be applied, any trend has to be removed from the series. A linear 
regression of the two series is shown in Figure 5-16. Once the regression 
equation has been calculated, then an estimate of the variance about the 
regression can be used to calculate at test statistic. With t= 
-1.251 and a 
probability of error of 0.214 for the crimes regression line, the null hypothesis 
that the line is not significantly different from zero is accepted. Similarly the 
incident series produces a test score of 0.697 with p=0.488. Again the null 
hypothesis must be accepted. 'Ilie slope of the regressions for both series are not 
significantly different from zero and both seties are stationary. 
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Figure 5-16 Linear regression trendlines applied to crime and incident series. 
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The lack of a significant trend in either data set over the 90 day period indicates 
that the series display a considerable degree of stationarity, a prerequisite for 
using an autocorrelation function (Chatfield, 1989). 
5.5.4. Correlation analysis of the Mansfield data 
An autocorrelation function (ACF) was used to further examine the two time 
'Me crime series (Figure 5-17) does not appear to display any signific t series. i an 
lag and the graph portrays a random arrangement of values, con fin-ned by a runs 
test which upheld the null hypothesis (that the pattern of positive and negative 
autocorrelation values is not significantly different from a random pattern) at the 
0.05 level [nj=19, n2=16, runs= 171 (Ebdon, 1996). At no point in Figure 5-17 do 
any values reach the 0.05 significance level (shown by the black lines). '1111s 
indicates that there is no significant repeat cycle pattern in the crime data set. 
Ihis may be caused by the overall lower numbers in the data set. Small variations 
in the data set become more significant with lower number of observations and 
could be introducing enough variation to mask any significant seasonality. 
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Figure 5-17 Autocorrelation of crime time series. 
Confidence imiusbomm or a the 95% ImeZ Darker blocks &note the Ig at sarm dg g&f (i. e. ks 7,14,21 
and28). 
When the same process is applied to the incident data a different and significant 
picture emerges (Figure 5-18). Ibis ACF shows a number of significant values, 
both positive and negative, and the overall graph displays a clear cyclic pattern. 
'Mis cyclic pattern is confirmed by a runs test that rejects the null hypothesis 
(that the pattern of positive and negative autocorrelation values is not 
significantly different from a random pattern) at the 0.05 level In, =17, n2=18, 
runs= 11] (Ebdon, 1996). 'Ibis would suggest that although the crime series does 
not display a cyclic tendency, the incident data shows a regularly repeating 
pattem which has great similarity, not just on the 7 day pattem but on the two 
lag days either side. '11iis suggests that the strong weekend influence of the 
violence related incidents seen in Figure 5-6 on page 114 is effective over the 
whole weekend (Friday through to Sunday) and not just for a Friday/Friday or 
Saturday/Saturday correlation. 
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Figure 5-18 Autocorrelation of incident time series. 
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'Me ability of an ACF to compare data beyond a set periodicity (i. e. 7 days) with 
a daily sliding comparison highlights the weekly cycle in a clearer fashion than 
with a seasonal decomposition process alone. The influence of the weekend 
(Friday to Sunday) as a whole in the process becomes more visible. 
When the two series are compared in a cross 
-correlation the most highly 
correlated position at the day rate is at lag 0 (Figure 5-19). A factor in this result 
is the lack of complete independence between the two time series. As explained 
in the introduction to this chapter, a number of the incidents in the series will be 
calls to the police which result in crime reports (and often arrests) of Violence 
and assault. Although the incident data series displays a clear repeating pattern 
(Figure 5-18) which is not manifest in the more random features of the crime 
series (Figure 5-17) the two series are still highly correlated at lag 0. 
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Figure 5-19 Cross-correlation of crimes with incidents. 
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Interpretation of the seasonality analysis, the autocorrelation functions and the 
cross-correlation function permit a number of hypothesis to be proposed. 71be 
incident data displays a clear cyclic pattern increasing substantially from Friday to 
Sunday. Although Friday is not strictly a weekend day, Friday nights are 
traditionally the first night of the weekend, even though crimes and incidents 
which come to the notice of the police prior to midnight will be recorded as 
happening on a weekday (Friday). 'Me cyclic pattern is less visible in the crime 
data series which does not display a significant repeat pattern in the 
autocorrelation analysis. The pattern that emerges is that incidents show a 
significant 7 day cyclic pattern and no similar significant model exists for the 
crime distribution, yet despite this there is a significant correlation between the 
two series on a daily basis at lag 0. The analysis also shows that the effects of the 
weekend are a significant feature of the assault crime and incident distribution 
problem. Crimes do occur on the same day as incidents but not necessarily in the 
same cyclic manner. Ibis may be because the ratio of cnme-gencrat3ng incident-,,  
may differ from day to day. 
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5.6. DAILY TEMPORAL PATTERNS 
The picture becomes more complicated when the temporal pattern across the 24 
hour period is viewed. Figure 5-20 shows the distribution of all 377 crimes 
aggregated into a histogram by hour of day when the offence was committed. 
The horizontal scale runs from noon to noon, to emphasise the late 
evening/ovemight importance in the series. 
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Figure 5-20 Histogram of Mansfield assault crime event during the study time by hour of the day. 
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One feature of the crime histogram is the high peak in crimes during the 
midnight to 0100 period. It should be noted that this may be a false peak caused 
by the crime recording methods of Nottinghamshire Constabulary. Of the 45 
crimes during this time period 12 were recorded as having a time of 0000 hours. 
'Mere are generally three causes for this. It is possible that a crime happened 
exactly at midnight though this is rare and officers often record the time of 
incident as 0001 for clarity. Secondly, cases of prolonged assault, such as a 
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number of crimes that happen over the course of a day and are recorded on a 
single crime sheet, will not show any recorded time and will have 0000 entered in 
the time fields. Finally it is possible that the recordmg of 0000 hours is the result 
of data omission or data error. 'Mese possibilities are recognised in the graph 
with a lighter shade of purple for the top 12 values m the 0000 to 0100 hours 
category. 
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Figure 5-21 Histogram from Figure 5-20 (Mansfield assault crimes during the study time by hour 
of the day) showing day of the week. 
Figure 5-21 shows the same histogram with additional day of the week 
information. From a visual inspection it can bee seen that there is considerable 
variation in the pattern of assault crimes by firne and day of the week. The low 
number of values in each category precluded the use of a chi-square test to 
examine the observed and expected frequencies. To ensure that no expected 
values were less than 1.0 and no more than 20% of the expected valuess were less 
than 5 would have necessitated combining categones to such an extent that any 
test based on such broad categories would have had limited value. 
The same horizontal scale as in the crime histogram is used in Figure 5-22 to 
show the histogram of incident calls, though with a different vertical scale. The 
potential for errors as in the 0000 hours problem described previously does not 
exist with incident data as the computer records automatically the time that an 
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incident record was created. This is not to say that it is a record of when the 
incident took place, but reflects the time that the police were made aware of the 
incident. With modem communications and the widespread use of the 999 
system this now tends to be an accurate (if slightly lagged) measure of the need 
for police assistance. 
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Figure 5-22 Histogram of Mansfield assauft/disorder incident calls during the study tine by hour 
of the day. 
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The incident data histogram is also plotted to consider the day of the week in 
Figure 5-23. The larger values in each category permits the application of a non- 
parametric chi square test when all incidents occurring between 0500 and 0800 
are combined into one category. A )(2 value of 222.6 with 126 degrees of 
freedom means that the null hypothesis (1-1,,: there is no significant difference in 
values by hour of day or day of week) is rejected at the 0.05 level (Neave, 1978). 
This shows there is a significant variation in the number of assault and disorder 
incidents in the Mansfield area, not only in the hours that the incidents occur, 
but there is also variation in the number of events by day of the week. Figure 
5-23 shows variation in values both between days of the week and hour of the 
day. For example the figures for Tuesdays (yellow blocks in Figure 5-23) are 
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noticeably more influential in the periods 1900-200 and 2000-2100 than earlier in 
the aftemoon at 1200-1300. 
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Figure 5-23 Histogram from Figure 5-22 (Mansfield disorder incidents during the study tine by 
hour of the day) showing day of the week. 
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The graphs in Figure 5-20 and Figure 5-22 clearly demonstrate a different 
distribution of event times between the recording of incidents and the time of 
crimes. Calls for service (incidents) to deal with assault and disorder peak 
between the hours of 6ptn and 9prn, while the peak for assault and disorder 
crimes is between l0prn and lam. 'Me distinctive peak found in the incidents is 
not reflected in the crime data. From this it would appear that any hypothesis to 
explain the number of assault crime reports as a ftinction of the number of 
disorder incidents does not hold true in Mansfield for the period 1800 hours to 
0100 hours, though it may be the case that the cnmes lag the incidents by a 
number of hours-'Mis possibility is examined later in this chapter. 
5.6.1. Relationship with force-wide data 
It is important to contrast the daily and hourly data extracted for Mansfield with 
that of Nottinghan-ishwe Constabulary as a whole to confirm that Mansfield is a 
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representative subset of the larger force area. This prevents the inadvertent 
extraction of useful intelligence about the picture in Mansfield which is not 
applicable to the other divisions. 
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Figure 5-24 Count of violence crime reports across Nottinghamshire Constabulary (April 95 
- 
April 97) by day of the week. 
'Me TSA of Mansfield violence crime showed a noticeable weekend peak in the 
number of recorded crimes. 'Ibis pattern is repeated in the data drawn from the 
whole of Nottinghamshire Constabulary (Figure 5-24 above). Saturday is the 
most populated class, though Sundays and Fridays are both noticeably larger 
than the midweek days. 
The previous temporal analysis showed a definite weekend tendency in the 
incident data and this is replicated in the force-wide data (Figure 5-25). 'Ibc 
whole weekend period (if Friday night is included) has more values than the 
midweek days and this corroborates the Mansfield analysis. 
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Figure 5-25 Count of disorder incidents across Nottinghamshire Constabulary (January 97 
- 
March 98) by day of the week. 
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Although at a different scale, the shape of the graph and the relative influence of 
each division in the overall total for a day in Figure 5-24 is similar to the 
distribution by day and division in Figure 5-25. Ibis is reinforced by the 
scatterplot in Figure 5-26 that displays a high degree of clustering. Ibis is to be 
expected as the two data sets are not independent and a certain number of 
incidents will generate a proportional number of crimes. This proportion of 
crimes to incidents is approximately the same for most divisions except Central 
and Radford which both display markedly different relationships between the 
variables. Central division displays a higher overall number of crimes and 
incidents with relation to the population. This is to be expected as the 
population of central Nottingham is low, the landuse of the area being 
predominantly retail and business. Radford division has a distinctly higher 
number of incidents compared to the rest of the county and this might be 
caused by a greater public awareness of crime and a higher number of calls to 
the police. 'Me high correlation between the crime rates and number of 'incidents 
on each division on each day of the week in Figure 5-26 is confirmed by a 
Spearman Rho correlation coefficient of 0.74 (n=63) which rejects the null 
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hypothesis A: the rankings of the crimes and incidents data sets are 
uncorrelated) at the 0.01 confidence level. Ilits suggests that although the hourly 
distribution of crimes and incidents is different, the daily levels of crimes and 
incidents remain in proportion across Nottinghamshire relative to the population 
size, and that Mansfield is a typical subset of the Constabulary. 
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Figure 5-26 Scatterplot of the number of incidents and crimes per 1,000 residents on each day of 
the week on Nottinghamshire Constabulary divisions aggregated over January to March 1998. 
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HOURLYRATES 
The Mansfield study extracted a report of the assault crimes and disorder 
incidents and created two histograms of this data (Figure 5-20 on page 128, and 
Figure 5-22 on page 130). 'Mese two graphs showed that micidents peaked a 
nurnber of hours before the crime reports reached a peak, around pub and club 
closing time. 'Me forcc-wide data extracted for all assault and disorder crimes 
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and incidents confirmed the Mansfield pattern. Figure 5-27 shows the violent 
cnMes histogram for the Constabulary area. 
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Figure 5-27 Count of violence and assault crime reports for Nottinghamshire Constabulary (April 
95 
- 
April 97) by hour. 
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A X2 test of the data in Figure 5-27 returned a test statistic of 679 and with 184 
degrees of freedom, the null hypothesis that there is no difference between the 
hourly levels of crime on each division is rejected with a probability of error less 
than 0.01. There is a significant difference between the divisions in the hourly 
rates of assault and other violent crime. An example of this can be seen in Figure 
5-27 where from 1500 hours to 0100 hours the level of crime in Radford stays 
approximately the same, while over the same period the level of crime in Central 
and Bassetlaw divisions fluctuates. Figure 5-27 shows a noticeable rise in the 
recorded crime rate after 3prn (1500 hours) which remains high all afternoon 
eventually rising above the 1400 Crimes rate for the three hour peak of 10pm 
(2200 hours) to larn (0100 hours). Ibis is a similar pattern to that seen in the 
Mansfield recorded crime data in Figure 5-20 on page 128. 
The incident disorder data for Mansfield (Figure 5-22 on page 130) showed a 
peak much earlier in the evening between 6pm (1800 hours) and 9pm (2100 
hours). Ibis peak and the general pattern is also replicated in the force-wide data 
in Figure 5-28. 
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Figure 5-28 Count of disorder incidents for Nottinghamshire Constabulary (January 97 
- 
March 
98) by hour. 
AX2 test of the data in Figure 5-28 returned a test statistic of 1439 with 184 
degrees of freedom. The null hypothesis that there is no difference between the 
hourly levels of crime on each division is rejected with a probability of error less 
than 0.01. There is significant difference between the divisions In the hourly rates 
of disorder incidents. 
The graphs and )? tests in this section have shown that the variations in the 
Mansfield data are not isolated cases, and that the temporal variation in disorder 
incidents and crimes of violence exists force-wide across Nottinghamshire. 
5.6.2. Explaining the daily temporal results 
The previous sections have highlighted differences in the temporal distribution 
of assault and disorder crimes and mcidents within Mansfield division and force 
wide. It is possible to hypothestse a number of reasons for this difference in 
distribution. A number of possible reasons include: 
e Police numbers 
9 PoliCing style 
* Delayed response 
* Public tolerance 
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Incident severity 
e Crime prediction 
These terms are explained in the following section. The hypotheses are drawn 
predominantly from the authoes experience as a police officer in the 
Metropolitan Police for over ten years and from the book TdUng Blues, a 
collection of conversations with hundreds of British police officers in the mid 
1980's (Graef, 1989). 
POLICENUMBERS 
One hypothesis to explain the distributions is that the number of available 
officers changes during the 24 hour period. Ibis is normal with the changes in 
shift pattern as some shifts (commonly caRed 'reliefs' in police parlance) will 
have officers who are sick, on courses or annual leave. The number of remaining 
officers available to police the streets is constantly fluctuating though stations 
aim to provide a minimum number. The number of available officers will also 
change during the course of a shift as officers become unavailable while arresting 
criminals or being sent away from the division on errands. The distributions seen 
could be explained by the greater availability of officers after 2200 hours to 
patrol actively and generate arrests for disorder incidents. These extra arrests will 
appear directly in the crime data without necessarily appearing in the incident 
total as calls generated by the public. 
POMCINGS73, ZE 
The style of policing employed in the local area may also be a cause of the 
distribution. An arrest for assault can cause an officer to be kept at the station 
for many extra hours beyond their normal shift Many shift patterns in different 
forces end at 10pm when the night shift come on duty. Although there is a peak 
of calls for service just before 10pm (Figure 5-22) officers may be unwilling to 
make an-ests close to the time they had hoped to go home and they may be 
exercising their discretion to fmd alternative rcmedics in situations where they 
would normally resort to a crime report and possible incarceration. 
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If the relief are short of available manpower then officers may also decide to 
exercise eKtm discretion to enable them to remain 'on the streets' for a longer 
time as they may feel that otherwise they will leave their colleagues to deal with 
the incidents in the area for the rest of the shift alone. Again in these 
circumstances they may try to find an alternative recourse in place of arrest. 
A third possibility in the policing style category might be caused by the desire in 
officers to seek more 'action'. Amongst more experienced officers a mundane 
arrest holds less appeal than for younger officers in their probationary period. 
They may decide to avoid arrest in a situation to enable them to remain active on 
the streets. This would enable an active search for a more interesting and 
'worthwhile' arrest. 'Ibis can be noticed in the case of officers known locally as a 
'thief-taker'. There is considerable kudos in being known as a thief-taker though 
this can not be achieved by dealing with routine calls. Officers seeking a positive 
reputation will avoid mundane calls and making arrests for uninteresting work in 
order to concentrate on the more glamorous action. 
DELAYED REspoNsE 
When the station is receiving more calls than they can deal with, the response 
time to incidents starts to grow and officers will feel under more pressure to 
assist their colleagues. If they respond to a call for service and a suspect for an 
assault is named who lives nearby, they may decide to call on the suspect at a 
later quieter time. They may do this if they feel there is a good possibility of the 
suspect being present at that later time and an arrest being made. Knowing that 
they will be off the street for hours during a busy period can influence their 
decision-making. They might also decide not to call on the suspect but to pass 
the information on to the next relief to allow them to effect the arrest. 
PUBLIC TOLERANCE 
The differences in the distributions in Figure 5-20 and Figure 5-22 are most 
noticeable between early evening and late evening/Carly morning. Another cause 
of this difference might be the result of public tolerance. The importance of the 
public in generating information to the police has been stated earlier and the 
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distribution of crimes and incidents as an interesting source of ftirthcr work. Ibc 
histograms of daily temporal patterns have also raised a number of possible 
hypotheses to explain the differences in distribution. While the possibility of 
using incidents to predict crime in the short term is interesting, it can only be 
examined to a moderate extent with the current data sources as they only overlap 
for a three month period Ganuary to March 1997) and arc not truly independent. 
However an exploratory analysis is possible and the next section of this chapter 
extends the analysis to include the geography of the crime and incident sites in 
an attempt to fin-ther explain this complex relationship. 
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5.7. FURTHER ANALYSIS 
The following section aims to address three of the questions raised by the 
previous analyses. These questions arise from the different temporal distribution 
of incidents and crimes, and the importance of the weekend data distribution in 
analysing violence and disorder in Mansfield. The questions are: 
1. Is there a discernible geographical pattern to the distribution of incidents and 
crimes across Mansfield? 
2. Does the distribution in the first question reveal a different pattern over the 
weekend? 
3. Do incidents that occur in the early evening time period share a general 
geographical location with crimes that occur later in the same evening? 
5.7.1. The geographical distribution of incidents and 
crimes 
The original data was re-examined and weekend incidents were identified. The 
original 377 crimes and 2000 incidents were mapped to a one kilometre grid 
superimposed over the Mansfield police divisional area. 'Ibis grid is shown 
overleaf in Figure 5-29 with the main urban centres of the region. 
The modifiable areal unit problem has been discussed in the previous chapter (4: 
Aoristic crime analysis) -and the limitations of the MAUP are well-known. Larger 
grid squares would aggregate the data further, resulting in too genernl a study, 
and a finer grid mesh would result in most of the squares containing so few 
points that any results would lack any analytical value. 
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1ý 
Figure 5-29 Mansfield urban areas overlaid with a one kilornetre grid. 
The graphs in Figure 5-20 and Figure 5-22 show that there is a different 
temporal distribution in these series and it may be that there is a different spatial 
pattern. There are 377 recorded crimes and 2000 recorded incidents uniformly 
spread over the study area. 56 cells contain only incidents and four cells contain 
only crimes leaving 73 grid cells which contain both crimes (n,. =372) and 
incidents (nincidisits-1782). If these cells are examined we find that the expected 
incident to crime ratio within these cells becomes approximately 5: 1. 'Mis 
removes the distorton created by cells which only contain one type of event. A 
histogram of the 73 cells which contain incidents and crimes is shown 'in Figure 
5-30. A standard deviation from the expected ratio of approximately 5: 1 (0.209) 
was calculated as 0.298 (nearly 3: 1). Standard deviations from the expected ratio 
are shown in Figure 5-30 at 0.5 deviations. Ratio values higher than the expected 
ratio indicate more crimes than expected and are coloured purple beyond 0.5 
deviations. Ratio values less that the expected value indicate a greater proportion 
of incidents than expected, and these are coloured blue when less than 0.5 
deviations from the expected ratio. The majority of the cells are within half a 
standard deviation of the expected ratio (coloured grey). The large outlier value 
at 1.0 is caused by 6 grid cells which contained one crime and one incident (a 
ratio of 1.0). 
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It is appreciated that the distribution of values in Figure 5-30 is not a normal 
distribution and that the use of standard deviation is therefore debatable, but it 
was felt that it was an acceptable choice of class delimiter to demonstrate simply 
the values more removed from the expected ratio. 
15: 1 5: 1 3: 1 2: 1 (Approximate ratios) 
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5 std Expected +. 5 std +1 std 
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Figure 5-30 Histogram of Mansfield incidents to crimes ratio of those grid cells contain both data 
types. 
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The individual cells from Figure 5-30 are plotted over the page *in Figure 5-31 
along with the cells which contained only crimes or only incidents. No distinct 
pattern emerges from the ratio of crimes and incidents 'in Figure 5-31, though it 
is clear that much variation exists. The grey cells close to the expected ratio are 
concentrated in or near the urban areas. A large number of cells (56) contain 
incidents without any corresponding crime reports appear to be on the periphery 
of the urban regions. The highest of these contains 23 incident reports but no 
recorded violent crime, and is indicated on the diagram With a red an-ow. It can 
be found at the southern end of the Mansfield urban area. 
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Figure 5-31 Ratio of crimes with incidents across Mansfield division (Jan 97 
- 
Mar 97). 
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0.209. A stamimd dezia2ion of the cells con4iidng both Iýpes of event was ca&ulaed as 0.298. The red amw 
jx&cates the cell iiiih, the hiýhest nmmber of inddents (23) and no mme npom The same w1ow scaý is msed both 
here and in the histogram in Figmrr 5- 30. 
WEEAEND DISTRIBUTION 
To examine the two series for weekend geographical variation, extraction of the 
weekend crime and incident records was necessary. As stated earlier, the 
prevalence of evening crimes and incidents meant extending the description of 
the weekend to include a Friday night. All events were selected which occurred 
between 6pm on a Friday night and 6pm on a Sunday night, allowing a full 48 
hour period of offences and incidents. With only 148 crimes and 746 incidents 
occurring during this time, the analysis is more restricted than for the previous 
histogram and map of the distribution across the whole week. Once the cells 
containing only crimes (n,, u, =5) and only incidents (ncu, =193) were plotted, the 
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ratio for the remaining crimes (n,,,.,,, =143) and incidents (n...,. =553) was 
calculated as 0.259 with a standard deviation of 0.38. The histogram is shown in 
Figure 5-32 with approximate ratios shown for easier understanding. 
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Figure 5-32 Histogram of weekend (Friday 6pm to Sunday 6pm) Mansfield incidents to crimes 
ratio of those grid cells contain both data types. 
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The geographical distribution of all weekend grid cells conttining either a crime 
or cident value is di played in Figure 5-33, where a gn*d with the same in 1 is 
georeferencing and dimensions as Figure 5-31 is employed. There is no one cell 
with a distinctly high incident number and so this image does not have a red 
arrow as In Figure 5-31. 
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Figure 5-33 Ratio of weekend crimes with incidents across Mansfield division. 
The 9-oure shows aU one kilameft squaregrid cells which bad either a cume (n= 148) or an inddent (n=746) in 
tie all dAff ing the stuýv period. Once ahs' inib on# one type qf event were xc4m&d, the eVeaed roo of the 
refflivniq a& was 0259. A standard detiation of the ce& mnt4niq both W, of went was cakwlaed as 0.362. 
A weekend event is defined ben as oawmng between 1800 bomrs on a Fridg evening to 1800 hours on a Smnday 
afning. 
COMPARISON OF WEEAEAD AAD OVERALL RATIOS 
Figure 5-34 on page 147 shows the change from the overall map to the 
weekend-only map. Only those cells which had a ratio in the overall image (and 
therefore contained both crimes and incidents) are shown. To show the change 
in a simple coherent manner, there are four states indicated. If the ratio of crimes 
to incidents increases then the cell is shown in red. This would be an undesirable 
state as a crime is generally considered to be more serious than an incident. The 
ratio can remain the same, though this is the case for only two cells (shown in 
yellow). The two more desirable states are shown in green, where there has been 
a decrease in the crimes to incident ratio, or where the number of crimes within 
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the ceU has reduced to zero (darker green). No grid cell which had contained 
crimes and incidents in the overafl map contained only crimes or no events at 
the weekend and so this possible state is not shown in Figure 5-34. This means 
that there is no area of the police division which experiences only weekday 
crimes or a complete cessation of disorder activity over the weekend. 
ElDivislonal boundary 
OUrban areas 
Cells with crime and Incidents 
to only incidents at weekends 
Decreased crime/incident ratio 
No change to crime/incident ratio 
Increased crime/incidtnt ratio 
N 
IL kms 3 
W+F 
Figure 5-34 Comparison of cell change of state from all week to only weekends. 
On# cells wkýh contaned mmes and incidents in the overall weekly m4p are &pidtd 
From Figure 5-34 it can be seen that there is an overall improvement in the ratio 
of crimes to incidents over the weekend when compared to the whole week, 
though a number of areas do show a deterioration. 'Me overall improvement in 
ratio should be contrasted with the evidence from the rest of the analysis in this 
chapter that points to increased actual numbers of incidents and crimes. This 
would suggest than in the majority of areas in Figure 5-34 there is an increase in 
the "# rate of incidents over the weekend that IS not matched by a proportional 
increase in the number of crimes. 
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With only 148 crimes and 746 incidents in the weekend data sets, one must be 
cautious when interpreting the analysis, however it does raise questions about 
the distribution of weekend crime and incidents, and a further examination 
should be undertaken if data for a greater temporal period becomes available. 
The red areas of the map in Figure 5-34 show gnid cells where there was an 
increase in the ratio of crimes to incidents over the weekend. 'Mese areas are 
important in policing terms as they mark regions where a higher ratio of senous 
criminal activity is taking place at the weekend compared to during the week. 
Attempts to detect these regions by analysing incident rates alone would be less 
likely to succeed because the areas are marked by an increase in the 
crime/incident ratio, and not necessarily an increase in incident rates alone. Vital 
crime prevention infori-nation could be lost, even though the Crime and incident 
data is available to the police service. 
5.7.2. Using disorder incidents to predict violent crime 
A final question raised by the previous analyses was the difference in the 
distributions of recorded crime over a 24 hour period (Figure 5-20 on page 128), 
and incidents over the same period (Figure 5-22 on page 130). The peak in the 
crime rate after 1 lpm was preceded by a peak in the incident rate between 7pm 
and 8pm. An analysis was undertaken to see if the incidents happening in the 
early evening were precursors of crimes near that location later in the night. 
Incident precursor Potential reactive 
period 1890-2100 crimes 2200-0100 
9Q lb 0 ollf "I ý, 11 
-1111191, og 0 OR 
-1011 008 Ic? 
0 pn 1* I'll, 101, IQ 
Figure 5-35 Time of searches for predictive incidents and reactive crimes. 
The hours used in the predictive model were expanded to two thrce-hour 
penods. The search for precursor incidents was extended to the period from 
6pm to 9pm (1800-2100 hours) and the search for reactive incidents ran from 
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lOpm to lam (2200 to 0100 hours) as in Figure 5-35. Ibis morc cxpansivc 
search found 113 crimes and 618 incidents over a 90 day period. Ibesc time 
periods were chosen because they represented high values in the hourly 
distribution graphs (Figure 5-20 on page 128 and Figure 5-22 on page 130). 
Leaving a gap of an hour between the search times reduced the possibility of an 
incident and a crime being the same event. 
Animation was used to visualise the results of this analysis. The process of 
animating results was discussed in depth in the previous chapter (4: Aoristic: 
crime analysis). Ibc progmm 'Dave's Targ-a Animatorwas used to generate an 
FLI file called CRIME PREDIGMON ANIMATION. FLC, which can be found on 
the accompanying CD-ROM. This format is playable with AAWIN-exc, also 
included on the CD-ROM. A collection of still images from the animation are 
shown in Figure 5-36. Note that the fuU animation is best viewed at a screen 
resolution of 800x6OO or better. 
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Figure 5-36 Collection of frames from Cfime_prediction_animation. flc animation sequence. 
Each of the animation frames shows the Mansfield police boundary, and within 
this the urban areas as shaded blue regions. 'Me image date is shown in the 
bottom right of the frame. The potential precursor incidents are shown as solid 
blue dots while the purple circles indicate possible reactive crffnes occurring later 
on the sxne night 
Of the 618 incidents as possible precursors to 113 crimes, 18 incidents were 
found to be in the target 3 hour block before the crime and within 500 metres of 
the particular crime 
- 
an intersection rate of sliotly below 3% (2.91/6). 'Mis is 
clearly a low rate and suggests that there is significant spatial variation in the 
location of disorder incidents and assault crimes during an evening. A much 
higher intersection rate was expected as it was believed that incidents could be 
precursors to crimes later in the evening, and that an examination of the spatial 
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interaction of the event types would show a correlation. Ibis result demonstrates 
a very different outcome to the one expected and offers the opportunity to 
develop different hypothesis to explain the test outcome. 
It may be that the attendance of the police at incidents in the early evening acts 
to difFuse the volatile nature of incidents and actually prevents the possibility of 
more serious events occurring in the same location later in the evening. Officers 
may be able to take the heat out of a difficult situation and commend the parties 
to a more peaceful resolution, or may threaten more serious authoritarian action 
if they are called on to return, and therefore the threat of arrest prevents further 
disorder. Once the police have attended a location the public know they arc 
aware of the local problems and the perpetrators will be wary of attracting 
further police attention and more serious consequences. They will probably 
understand that if the local police have been unable to resolve a situation 
peacefully then they may resort to fwmer measures. 
Another possibility is that the police made an arrest (or number of arrests) at the 
early evening incident which removed a troublemaker from the scene and 
prevented the occurrence of a crime later in the evening. Arrests for disorder 
and assault tend to have a processing time at police stations measured in hours 
not minutes. The lack of cross reference between the incident and crime 
databases prevents the fiirther exploration of this hypothesis. Even when arrests 
are not made, the incident may be serious enough that the local police 
management may decide that the area needs to more heavily policed and an 
immediate increase in police patrols and surveillance deters criminals from 
committing crimes in that location. Officers who attend the initial incident may 
take on this responsibility and remain in the area during the evening on the look 
out for more trouble. Active police patrolling for a specific problem may reduce 
the likelihood of a recurrence. 
A less positive possibility must also be considered. It is possible that the 
individuals responsible for the committing of the crimes may be mobile and 
committing the crimes at different locations from the incidents, moving on to 
different sites throughout remainder of the evening. 
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The reason for the distinct separation in the animation is most likely a 
combination of the hypotheses in the previous two paragraphs. Wben the police 
are called on to deal with incidents they have a wide variety of sanctions and 
courses of action at their disposal. A desire to resolve the event at the fwst time 
of being called will mean that whatever the course of action, one police aim will 
be to avoid being called to the location again. The actions of the officer will 
rcflect this and following a course of behaviour which will require another 
attendance on later occasions is unlikely. 
It should be bome in mind that by narrowing the search criteria down to a 
distinct small temporal band for both incidents and crimes and requiring a 
correlation for a particular day, a large number of both data types were excluded 
from the analysis. This analysis is hampered by the lack of data and is reduced to 
using two data series which only cover a 90 day period. It is also vulnerable to 
the vagaries and complexities of crime distribution. It is also possible that 
problems build up over a longer time frame than a few hours before, and 
incidents a number of days before could be precursors of criminal activity. '1here 
is also the possibility of weekend to weekend crime, whcre incidents that happen 
one weekend indicate that the same location (for example a night-club) could be 
a 'flashpoine on the next weekend. 
To exttac fizffier information about the nature of incidents and crime data, 
more data is required. It will be especially interesting if more data becomes 
available to learn more about the suspects in incidents and crimes, and to 
accurately link the incidents which arc the source call to recorded critnes. 
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5.8. CONCLUSION 
This chapter has attempted to explore the temporal dimensions of crime and 
incident data using standard time series analysis techniques. The study area of 
Mansfield division in North Nottinghamshire was used as a test location for the 
techniques due to its extreme disorder and rowdyism problems identified in 
section 5.3 on page 110. With the two series in place, a number of processes 
identified both a weekend peak in crimes and incidents, mid a difference in the 
temporal distribution of incidents and crimes throughout he day. 
When the ratio of crimes to incidents is plotted on a map it becomes clear that 
the geographical distribution adds an extra complication to the temporal pattern. 
'Mere is wide variety in both the ratio, and the distribution. Ibis is the main 
revelation within this chapter. Few of the one kilometre grid cells in Figure 5-31 
on page 144, or Figure 5-33 on page 146 display close to the expected ratio of 
values. 
The attempt at correlating precursor incidents with reactive crimes had an 
extremely low intersection rate, and this is very interesting in both a temporal 
and spatial context. A number of hypothesis are proposed for this rcsultý 
including the possibility that police involvement in the early stages of a dispute 
or incident in the early evening acts to prevent more serious transgressions of 
the law later in the evening. Ibis could be either by arresting and removing an 
individual from the scene, or by diffusing the tension in the area. It is felt that 
the technique is worth retaining until a larger data sample covering a longer time 
period becomes available. 
The wide distribution in incidents and crimes both spatially and temporally is all 
the more interesting when it is reiterated that the two data sets are not wholly 
independent. Without an appropriate cross-referencing procedure, identification 
of linked incidents was not possible. 
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The temporal and spatial analyses carried out during the chapter have revealed 
some of the complexity and difficulties in comparing recorded crime and 
incidents. More analysis with larger data sets may uncover additional aspects to 
this complicated relationship hitherto unrecorded and enable the predictive 
methodologies to be advanced. 
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6. Identifying repeat 
victinu'sation 
The importance of repeat victimisation for crime prevention was highlighted in 
Chapter 2 (Previous work). Ibis chapter's introduction describes the key 
literature that formed the background to this study, and identifies the areas of 
attention which were identified. The inclusion of georefercnced data in police 
crime records has created the possibility for rapid repeat location identification 
using the analytical power of a GIS. A methodology for this process is presented 
and a program structure defined. 
The result of a burglary repeat victimisation study on a test area is then analysed. 
'Ais study of burglary suggests that a standard GIS package, searching 
georeferenced crime locations can dramatically improve the time and accuracy of 
identifying repeats. The study employed two year's worth of data and the analysis 
raises issues regarding definitions of repeat victin-ýisation. 
Ihis chapter therefore aims to use georeferenced crime data to identify repeat 
victimisation, apply the methodology to a study area, compare the time-course 
findings with previous work, and to examine the data in more depth in an 
attempt o identify 'true' repeats. 
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6.1. INTRODUCTION 
The crime prevention bencfits of accurately identifying repeat victimisation arc 
undeniable. Chapter Two (Predous work) outlined the general background to the 
subjects of crime prevention and repeat victimisation and the gains that could be 
accrued if a system of rapidly identifying repeats were developed. It also 
described the manifest problems of idenOýing repeat victimisation locations 
from text-based police crime records. 
Until recently most attempts at identi6jing repeat victimisation locations have 
focused on searching address fields in police records. Problems with inaccurate 
data entry and variation in address format make this method fraught with 
difficulty and time consuming to correct. The use of British Crime Survey results 
has highlighted the deficiencies in police crime records, and while the under- 
reporting of crime to the police is well documented (Hough and Lcwis, 1989; 
Mayhew et aL, 1993), it remains a reality that the police recorded crime data is still 
one of the best sources of information on local crime distribution in this 
country. Computerised systems for recording police crime data have been set up 
within forces but usually the extraction of data pertinent to the geographical 
crime distribution and the identification of repeat victims is not a priority. A 
number of examples of this problem exis% and are quoted here to emphasis the 
technical background to the problem. For example Pi lingworth etal, 1995): 
All ofidal sourres of crime infomation an mislea&n 
, 
g. Tby unftorm4fdl 
to bi 
, 
gb, # 
, 
gbt dje Went to wbicb crime tiaimi. Zation ir concentnited on
panicular in&dduals and households. (p. 360) 
Pohce recordig ystems, in the autborý apenence, bate been more or less 
,g or The inadequate in iaent! §iý ,g repeated dcfimi! ýadon of The same dwe&h 
samepeople. (p. 360) 
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Other authors echo this point In Huddersfield, David Anderson and his 
colleagues in the Huddersfield Criminology Group struggled for over four 
months to convert their data into an SPSS readable format 
The ksson of our a%pedence aith CIS [Crime Informadon Sjstex]Jor the 
firvjed, andpa&cuhvtyjor its evabiation, is that there is no eay wy of 
porfion of qeat daimisadons ailb ag 
,g change in the pm measunn 
preddon. (P-9) 
The pmbkm of identi 
. 
bilg repeats in pohce records ir immense. 05.10) 
(Andenon et aL, 1995) 
The Anderson study was not a specific geographical one. The geographical 
nature of the work was limited to the confining of search parameters to a certain 
divisional area, and the identification of repeat victims from a database of home 
addresses. Ibis caused more problems as changes in beat boundaries during the 
course of the study limited the period over which repeats could be realistically 
calculated, and brought the repeat victimisation identification and study time 
down to a maximum of eleven months. Finally at the basic data level difficulties 
occurred with the manipulation techniques applied to the ASCII text data: 
For instance, montb fiel& Ave conwfedfivm a0banumeric to numeric, 
,g01, and so on. 
It was onA laer Mat w reabsed bow aitb JAN becomin 
een Black and Decker tools bad been stokn. The process ly whieb DEC 
bad been contafed to 12 bad also contated ibese tools to Black and 12ker 
to ols. Ch. 6) 
With problems such as this, David Anderson and his colleagues are to be 
credited with having the will power to continue at alll Uke other studies, they 
were rewarded with time course results that correlated with other work, and are 
discussed shortly. In a more recent study Uohnson et aZ, 1997) the researchers 
had to write their own software to search for repeat victimisations. A Fortran 
program was constructed which combined a grid reference and address text- 
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based search. Manual checking of the data for ambiguous results was a neccssary 
final step. 
These examples how the problems of trying to identify a unique location from a 
number of text fields within a crime data system If search criteria are also tied to 
beat boundaries or other forms of containment then the problems of identifying 
repeats increase. Many of these problems arise due to the variety of ways in 
which a single address can be entered onto a database. As an example, the 
following fictional address could be entered legitimately onto a database in a 
variety of ways: 
9 56 EasthiH Avenue 
o 56, East HiH Avenue 
o 56 Easthfll Ave. 
These three occurrences of a single address would be recognised as different 
addresses by many computer-sorting processes. The problem is exaggerated 
when crimes are recorded on a computer by a number of different operators. 
Each operator may have a different understanding of Easthill Avenue, and will 
enter the data in a different format. Less experienced operators may also find 
difficulty in interpreting the handwriting of the police officers and enter a 
different concoction of words altogether. These problems arise when crime 
recording systems do not have modem gazcttecrs and in-built error checking 
routines that can confim an address does exist, and can suggest corrections 
where necessary. 
The difficulties multiply as the number of possible fields for an address 
increases. For example, Nottinghamshire Constabulary's Crime Recording 
Interim System (CRIS) has separate fields for. building name, building number, 
floor number, sub unit number, sub unit name, sub street name, street name, 
and so on. With such a variety of options it is hardly surprising that different 
operators on different shifts are occasionally likely to record a complex address 
in different fields from that of their colleagues. Nottinghamshire Constabulary 
has attempted to get round this problem by improving the address field data 
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entry dialog on CRIS. 'Ibc system will only accept addresses that it rccognises, 
and then places the correct house number, street and postcodc in the 
appropriate fields. 'Ibis system can still fail, as it does not yet automatically enter 
flat numbers in shared buildings, or business addresses in small industrial estates 
that change regularly. Nevertheless this is a considerable improvement over a 
free-text entry system. Nottinghamshire Constabulary has gone to considerable 
effort and expense to improve CRIS, an option not available to all forces. 
For a number of reasons studies into repeat victimisation tend to focus on 
burglary. While the type of crime is one which the public and police arc keen to 
prevent and is often a police divisional and force priority, the underlying reason 
is often a more pragmatic one. It is relatively easy to spot burglary repeat 
victimisation as the location is often easier to identify than the victim. For the 
database search, the property, i. e. the location, becomes the victim. Anderson 
and his colleagues encountered definition problems trying to detect repeat 
victimisations outside the field of burglary (Anderson etaL, 1995): 
A central conarn of Ibepmject is tbepretrntion eribo ýyandfrvm motor 
trbicks. Quankffing mpeats bere is intuhsica4 more coi*hx, and ments a 
s§ 
, 
gbt d, 
'gession bVom tbeprobkms qr CIS identýfiadon of tehicle aime 
repeats are &wihed 
A trbick aime mpeat could be defined in at kast tbrre mys. 
AV trbidefivm The same cvVhzinant; 
AV trhiclefrom the same location iimipýtv ofits omwer, 
The same tebidefmm ag location emn aavss cbanges ýf oxwer. 
The problem therefore is to find a method of extracting repeat victimisation 
records accurately and quickly from a crime database which is known to have 
conflicts within the textual address fields. Initial accuracy is necessary to prevent 
a time consuming follow-up manual trawl through the data, and speed is 
important because the highest chance of a repeat is known to be in the first few 
weeks after an initial incident. On a practical level, all these factors must be 
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addressed if police forces arc to utilisc the information and it must be seen to be 
worth the investment in time and effort. 
6.1.1. The time course of repeat victimisation 
In the results of the repeat victin-ýisation analyses, most studies in the field drew 
similar conclusions. Anderson and his colleagues (1995) found that 40% of all 
repeats happen within a month of the preceding one, while Burquest (Burquest 
et aL, 1992) found an even greater figure of 79% of revictimisations occurring 
within one month for school burglaries in Merseyside. Ihe generally accepted 
pattern is of an initial high rate of repeat victimisation which decreases rapidly 
after the first six to eight weeks. 
Many of the studies in the literature cover shorter periods of between six months 
and a year. Longer study periods raise questions regarding the interpretation of 
repeat victimisation. Repeats, by dcfinition, have a relationship with the initial 
incident. 'Ibis might be because the same burglar returns to the location, or the 
burglar informs associates that the address is particularly vulnerable. At what 
point therefore do repeat incidents become unconnected with the initial 
occurrence? Is the burglary just another one, which happens to be at an address 
where a previous incident once took place? Polvi (Polvi et aZ, 1991) conducted a 
four year study (one of the longest studies in the literature) but failed to address 
this point, finding 'repeats' which occurred over three years from the initial 
incident. The drop in risk decreased in the Polvi data from an initial high until six 
months after the initial incident at which point the level of risk returned to the 
same as for the rest of the study area, demonstrating the absence of any elevated 
risk after 6 to 7 months. 'Ibis correlates with general findings from other studies 
(Anderson et al, 1995; Burquest et aL, 1992, Farrell and Pease, 1993; Hope, 1995; 
Polvi et aL, 1990; Spelman, 1995). 
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6.2. IDENTIFYING A REPEAT WITH 
GEOREFERENCED CO-ORDINATES 
It was decided to use MapBasic, the programming language for MapInfo, to 
identify repeats. 'Mis was mainly because the georefcrenced crime data was 
already in MapInfo -and the program could be applied seamlessly to this data. It 
would be feasible to create the program in another application, such as Excel or 
Access, if MapInfo were not accessible. 1he program is caUed RLFinder (Repeat 
Location Finder) and has been written. by the author. A flow diagram showing 
the program structure is given in Figure 6-1 on page 163. Ibc program 
incorporates a considerable degree of error checking including. 
9 Checks to see if a table is open 
o Confinnation that the table has at least two colutTms 
o Fnsures the x and y co-ordinates coluffms are entered, and that these 
colunms have numerical values in either float or integer fonnat 
* Creates a copy of the original table and works on the copy. Ibis 
preserves the original table. 
The program sorts the table using the Easting and Northing columns as the sort 
criteria. If a unique row is discovered it is marked for deletion. In MapBasic the 
row is not deleted until the table is saved, though it is n=ked as deleted. 'Ibis 
means that the next row can be back-checked with a deleted row to see if they 
are identical. 11iis unusual feature of MapBasic and MapInfo is the key to the 
operation of the program. 
'Ihe full code of the program is available on the accompanying CD-ROM. Tie 
uncompiled program text is called RLFINDER. MB and a compiled version of the 
routine can also be found on the CD, titled RLPINDER. MBX. 
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The following tables use small example data sets to show the input and output 
data to the process. 
Table 6-1 Example burglary data set with Easting and Northing values hown. 
CrImeNo FORCEmajor FROMdate TOdate FROMInve TO(Ime Postcode Easting Northinj 
464 9 19960720 199W721 1700 NG22NL 457164 338668 
loml 28 199M705 199M706 1730 em NG2 IJT 45M7 3386M 
873 9 19960731 19960801 lom 810 NG22NL 457121 338649 
1032 7 19960726 19960726 130 130 NG22LW 457089 338653 
2078 9 19960629 19960ml 1300 7M NG22HU 457266 338882 
5659 28 199mlis 199MI 16 19M IOM NG22FW 457W2 338245 
5690 28 199MI28 199MI29 M30 730 NG2 2FT 457369 3385Q 
6494 28 19970201 19970203 15M 16M NG2 2FT 457364 338494 
6549 28 19961107 19961107 1745 1950 NG2 2FT 457369 338548 
2173 28 19960728 19960729 2030 600 NG22HU 457266 338882 
6634 9 19960610 19960610 23M 2300 NG22FS 457195 338328 
6935 28 19M716 IGM716 1000 1600 NG22FB 45M7 338307 
5119 28 19970311 19970311 150 150 NG22FW 457267 338525 
7392 9 19960526 19960526 348 348 NG2 I LG 457319 338149 
12111 7 19960627 19960527 1145 1145 NG2 IJT 457297 338M 
Table 6-1 shows 15 values from an example burglary data set, with values for the 
crime number, Force crime classification (FORCEMAJOR), date and time 
variables, the postcodc of the burgled pren-ýiscs and the AddrcssPoint Easting 
and Northing. Once the program has been run, the repeated values can be 
identified (red in Table 6-2) and retained. 
Table 6-2 Data set sorted by Easting and Northing with repeat locations identified in blue. 
CrimeNo FORCEmajor FROMdate TOdate FROMtkne TOthne Postcode Easting Northing 
1032 7 19M726 19M726 130 130 NG22LW 457OB9 338653 
873 9 19M731 19960801 19M 810 NG22NL 457121 338649 
464 9 1996072D 19960721 1700 946 NG22NL 457164 3WM 
6634 9 19960610 19MICI Z300 2300 NG22FS 457195 338328 
6m 28 19M716 19960716 1000 1600 NG22FB 457237 338307 
2078 a 19960629 19960701 1300 700 NG22HU 457266 338882 
2173 28 19960728 19960729 2030 600 NG22HU 457260 338882 
5119 28 19970311 19970311 150 150 NG22FW 457267 338525 
10701 22 19960706 19980706 1730 830 NG2 IJT 457297 338633 
12111 7 19960527 19960527 1145 1145 NG2 UT 457297 338633 
7392 9 199MS26 19960526 348 348 NG2 I LG 457319 338149 
6494 28 19970201 1997(X203 1500 1600 NG22FT 457364 338494 
5690 28 19970128 19970129 2030 730 NG22FT 467369 338M 
6649 28 19961107 19961107 1745 1950 NG22FT 457369 338648 
5659 28 1997011S 199M116 19M 1000 NG22FW 457W2 338245 
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I 1, Rtw prcgmm I 
Is there an open table? )- NO 
YES 
Are there at least two columns NO 
available for the X and Y coords? 
YES 
Ask for Easting (x) and 
Northing (y) columns 
Save table as a temporary table -9- 
1 
to preserve the original data___ 
I 
Sort table by Easting and Northing 
columns using MapBasic SQL quer. 
I_IvjAuv LUUF 
T 
ýGet raw from temp table 
Are Easting and Northing YES identical to pre%4ous row? 
NO 
Are Easting and Northing YES identical to ne)d raw? 
NO 
Delete row 
No Was that the last row? 
YES 
Save surviving rows as new table 
and provide a summary for the user 
Figure 6-1 Flow diagram of Winder program structure. 
Close program 
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6.3. REPEAT VICTIMISATION IN WEST 
BRIDGFORD 
'Mis study specifically brought the focus to one of the station areas within Trent 
division 
- 
West Bridgford. West Bridgford division is the home of the local 
police divisional HQ, an area of vaned inner-city and suburban housing and also 
the home of Nottingham Forest Football Club and Trent Bndgc Cricket 
Ground. 
Figure 6-2 Quiet mixed council and privately owned estate in Clifton. 
The nTiad of imallpassageways andpahs behmen the cul de-sacsprmides amPle GPjvrfmM0fOr bUT&" to 
aa ess the rwr ofproper Ves mndeteaed 
The division is an ideal choice of area for this type of study for a number of 
reasons. The West Bridgford divisional area borders the Nottingham Central 
Business District (CBD) and stretches from the poor inner-city council housing 
areas of Meadows to the mixed council and privately owned housing in ClIfton 
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(Figure 6-2). The region also includes the leafy affluent suburbs of South West 
Bridgford (Figure 6-3). Each of these different types of housing and social mLx is 
within a few miles of each other and they are often uneasy neighbours. Although 
the inner-city regions are short of space, Nottingham has resisted the urge to 
construct large numbers of tower blocks in West Bridgford division. 'Mis has an 
advantage for spatial studies as the identification of each property in two 
dimensions IS made easier and individual burgled premises are easily identified as 
separate from their neighbours. 
Figure 6-3 Leafy suburbs in the South of West Bridgford. 
The Somtba; id Gntrd West BfitkOrd area is wnmýdffab# more aflluent than the neigbbounng re ions of
Meadows and Cdfzon.. 
The RLFinder program finds every location where more than one crime report 
has been recorded by selecting A records where there was at least one other 
record with an identical geographical location. For this particular example, repeat 
burgianes were chosen, but any other chme type could have been. The nature of 
these locations tended to be domestic properties with a few small light industrial 
estates also in the study area. 'Me Nottinghamshire CRIS aims to attach to the 
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incident a grid reference as close as possible to the aime loca6on, not the grid 
location of the victim's home address (if they are different). Crimes that often 
happen in the strect, such as assaults and personal robberies, arc allocated the 
grid reference (via Addrcss-Point) of the nearest building known to the system. 
Address-Point is aimed primarily at identifying households. The use of this type 
of data means that the police have difficulty recording the location of any 
offences which occur outside these 'known' locations, such as in the street or on 
waste ground. The one metre accuracy tends to place offences which occur in 
the street, in the kitchen (or at least the centre) of the nearest houscl 
At the time this study was completed (1997), Nottinghamshire Constabulary 
were in the process of changing from the Postcodc Address File (PAIý to 
Address-Point data and some addresses in the county were still referenced in the 
crime data with PAF 100 metre resolution georeferences. It was therefore 
unfortunately necessary to check the data found by the GIS to remove 
erroneous records where the PAF grid reference was the same, but the address 
referred to different properties. It was heartening to discover that out of the 
dozen errors detected,, only two were related to errors in the Addrcss-Point data, 
the remainder being due to the resolution of the more inaccurate PAR 
6.3.1. Correcting for edge effects in the study time 
period 
The data examined covered the whole of the 2 year time period, and a minor 
correction for edge effects was therefore necessary. In some studies which have 
looked at burglary figures, the researchers have been able to examine only a 
limited number of months data (see for example Anderson and colleagues, 1995, 
who examined 11 months of data for their study). If, for example, burglaries 
repeat uniformly within one month, the events that happen at the very beginning 
and very end of the study time period are at a statistical disadvantage. Events at 
the beginning are denied the possibility of being repeats to crimes that happened 
just before data recording commenced. For example, if a study time of one 
calendar year is used, events in the first week ofJanuary are denied the possibility 
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of being a repeat of an incident in December because the December incidents 
are not included. Similarly crime events towards the end of the time fi-ame are 
denied possible repeats in the next period. The current study, looking at crime 
figures over a two year period, showed that for the majority of the data set the 
greatest repeat time between burglary events to be 26 weeks (Figure 6-4). 
30 
25 
20 
15 
10 
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0 
Figure 6-4 One year time-course of repeat burglary crime: April 1995 to April 1997. 
Within the two year period (104 weeks), there were only 78 weeks where a repeat 
burglary half a year later would be included in the data available. If a repeat time 
of only two weeks is being recorded, there are clearly more weeks of data 
available which can contribute to the total. 'Me correction used here is the same 
as employed elsewhere (Anderson et aL, 1995, p. 4-ý, and prevents the time- 
course graph declining artificially (Equation 6-1). The effect of this correction 
can be seen in Figure 6-4. 
(aq) 1(77 
- 
0) 
Equation 6-1 
where: a is the number of events, 
,8 is the number of weeks repeat time, 
77 is the total number of weeks in the survey (104) 
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There are problems with this formula related to the longer time frarnc used in 
this study which leads to ovcr-compcnsation in the final months. Ibc correction 
is more useful when restricted to shorter time scales. The effects of this over- 
compensation become evident as the x-axis values increase (Figure: 64). 
Although the number of actual events drops below five, the number of incidents 
after correction with the formula is noticeably higher. This cffcct becomes even 
more pronounced when extended to the full two years of the study. 
6.3.2. Results of the RLFinder program 
Table 6-3 shows the distribution of victimisation for all burglaries across the 
West Bridgford study area from the beginning of April 1995 to the beginning of 
April 1997. It shows that there were a total of 1,987 burglaries recorded for West 
Bridgford during the time of the examination. These burglaries were committed 
against 1600 properties. Over 68% of these properties were never victims of 
burglary again during the study period. just over seventy percent (71.6%) of the 
remaining properties were burgled one further time leaving 70 out of the 1600 
properties victimised more than twice. Whilst these 70 properties account for 
only 3.5% of the number of victimised properties, they account for 14.3% of the 
number of burglary events. As in other studies Uohnson et aL, 1997), burglaries 
Table 6-3 Distribution of West Bridgford burglary victimisation: April 1995 to April 1997. 
Times burgled Properties affected Incidents Incidents (*/o) 
1 1356 1356 68.2 
2 174 348 175 
3 39 117 5.9 
4 11 44 2.2 
5 8 40 2.0 
6 7 42 2.1 
7 2 14 0.7 
8 2 16 0.8 
9 0 0 0.0 
10 10 0.5 
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which did not have a clear event date and could have occurred over a number of 
days, such as a weekend, were allocated the average of the starting and ending 
date. When the repeat time course graph is examined (Migurc 64) it can be seen 
that the time between burglaries tends to agree with other published work in that 
the greatest risk of a repeat is the time immediately after a burglary. I lowcvcr 
this study found that the influence of the initial repeat period was lower than in 
other studies. Anderson and his colleagues (1995) found that 40% of all repeats 
happen within a month of the preceding one, while Burquest (Burqucst et aL, 
1992) found an even greater figure of 79% of revictirnisations occurring within 
one month for school burglaries in Merseyside. These compare with a much less 
dramatic figure in this study of 27.8% for the first month (up to and including 30 
days) for repeats occurring within a year, or 23.3% if repeats up to two years 
apart are included. 
There could be a number of reasons for this difference. Anderson (Anderson et 
al, 1995) examined domestic burglaries exclusively while Burqucst (Burqucst d 
aL, 1992) was looking only at school burglaries. Ihis study did not differentiatc 
between types of burglary and examined all burglaries, domestic or otherwise. 
When the GIS was employed to select locations which had been revictin-ýiscd 
twice or more frequently it was found that over 80% of the prcmises were non- 
residential. These included sports centres, schools and building sites. Police 
experience would suggest that thefts from building sites are inclined to have an 
extremely high reporting rate and that these crimes also tend to be reported as 
burglaries. 'Ibeft of tools from sites are reported by site foremen as the tools are 
often the financial liability of the contractors or have to be accounted for at a 
later stage. The loss of such tools is also reported preferentially as a burglary, as a 
theft might cast suspicion on work colleagues. Similarly schools and sports 
centres tend to have set guidelines for reporting burglaries and report a higher 
percentage of crimes that come to light. 
The usefulness of georeferenced data to identify repeat victimisation is 
dependent on a number of factors. The problems already identified with the 
PAP would suggest that a database of crime data georefercnced with only PAP 
co-ordinates could be used only as an initial search tool. A manual search of the 
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address data would still be necessary to remove erroneously juxtaposed crime 
events. Address-Point data, or sin-ýIar unique address references would appear to 
be a substantial improvement on the PAF and would suggest that the 
identification of repeat victimisations within police data can now be greatly 
enhanced. 
The use of georeferenccd data would come into its own if die definition of 
repeat victimisation was enlarged to include larger geographical areas. Vehicle 
crimes such as theft from motor vehicles and theft of vehicles tend to occur in 
the street. Identifying a particular point on a street where a vehicle crime 
occurred from police recorded crime data is nearly impossible. Ilic few studies 
that have identified repeat vehicle crimes have had difficulty in describing a 
repeat vehicle crime. 
Areas such as street comers where a number of roads meet and are poorly-lit 
make parked vehicles an easy target. The crime reports for these events could 
show a number of different streets and would not be detected as a repeat by 
text-based search engines. The plotting of the georeferenced crime data within a 
GIS would enable the operator to identify the street comer as a possible source 
of the trouble. Although this is a case study of burglaries, motor vehicle crimes 
occurring at a street junction would be recorded as occurring at a nearby 
property and hence the power of a GIS is required to extract from the database 
all those vehicle incidents within some distance of the junction. Ibis is one 
future direction for this type of work and enters the territory of 'hotspot' 
analysis. 
Standard GIS procedures have been used in this study to locate repeat 
victimisation as an altemative to a macro written in a standard database language 
to identify locations that share identical georefcrmced co-ordinates. The 
advantages of using a GIS over a standard database package are the ability to 
plot graphically the locations selected on a map for visualisation of the problen-4 
combined with the ability to select repeats around a particular geographical 
feature, such as a road junction or town cmtre. 
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If a local authority wished to invest crime prevention resources in a geographical 
area such as a run-down estate, a text-based system would have immense 
difficulty in identifying repeats in that area alone. Such areas tend not to fall into 
particular police boundaries and a non-georeferenced search would either 
produce locations outside the desired search area, or worse, miss out locations 
within the estate. 'Ibis is not a problem when a GIS is used as the user can more 
precisely defme the area of the estate. The GIS can then be tasked to detect 
repeats in the specific streets of the estate and only those streets. It can also 
select the correct streets without fear of selecting crimes from identically named 
streets in other areas of the city or town. 
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6.3.3. Visualisation of repeats 
A number of texts identify problems of integrating GIS and other technology 
into police forces (Hirschfield et al, 1995a; Maltz et al, 1991; Openshaw et aL, 
1990). The use of graphical displays for viewing crime data makes the 
infon-nation more understandable and therefore accessible to often less 
technologically experienced police officers. The graphics make it immediately 
obvious where the majority of incidents are taking place on the sub-division 
- 
The 
examples given here shows how such displays have been employed in a typical 
software application (Ratcliffe and McCullagh, 1998a). Figure 6-5 shows a detail 
of the study area, focussed on a busy road junction in the centre of the suburban 
area. 
Figure 6-5 Location of all burglaries near a busy road junction (detail of the study area). 
The purple crosses show the location of all burglary incidents over the two year 
penod. 'Me number of incidents at each location is not shown. If more than one 
incident happened at a location, only one cross is shown. The first step towards 
identifying repeat locations is to isolate the addresses that have been burgled 
more than once in the study period. Figure 6-6 shows the locations where a 
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repeat Victimisation occurred. The number of repeat-, is not shown, just the 
locations where the repeat events happened. Both images are portrayed over a 
raster 1: 10,000 Ordnance Survey map. There is a high incidence of burglary 
across the study area, and the accurate targeting of crime prevention resources is 
certainly a local priority. 
Figure 6-6 Location of repeat burglary incidents. 
The bhwe rr,, qon mere# *notes the mra near the buýqv madjuncfton. 
It then becomes apparent that the distribution of repeat burglaries is different to 
the distribution of all burglaries in Figure 6-5. This difference will be examined 
in the next chapter. A large number of repeats appear concentrated around a 
busy road junction, shown as the blue shaded region. It IS also noticeable that in 
some areas of the map repeat burglaries are almost unknown. Possible reasons 
for this are that the residents took it upon themselves to Improve their home 
security or other more complex social factors. 
Figure 6-7 shows the same detail of the study area and the same locations where 
repeat burglaries have occurred. This map shows the magnitude of repeat 
burglaries at each address over the two year period. The larger the circle, the 
more crimes have been reported to the police as occurring at the location. One 
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of the largest circles in the study (not shown in the figure) marks a council works 
depot that suffered 7 burglaries over the two years, and demonstrates the 
addressing problems discussed earlier. At the time of the study the depot was 
not included within the Nottinghamshire Constabulary address database and 
crimes at the location were assigned to the nearest property, a dwelling house in 
the same street. This gives the inaccurate indication of a high number of repeats 
at a domestic property. 
Figure 6-7 Magnitude of repeat burglary locations in the detail of the study region. 
Laqer dn-k syZe Miicaes agmaler nmmber of npean a the lo=on. 
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6.4. WHEN IS A REPEAT NOT A REPEAT? 
Many of the other studies referred to here cover shorter examinations of repeat 
victimisation, between six months and a year, compared with this study. Tie 
longer two year study period here raises questions regarding the interpretation of 
repeat victimisation. The concept of a 'repeat! is that there is a connection of 
some description with a previous event. With burglaries this can be because the 
same modus o yperand is employed, or the same criminal is responsible. 
Alternatively, the premises might be particularly vulnerable by default and this 
vulnerability is obvious to a number of different opportunist thieves. Ibis is 
often the case with end-of-terrace properties or houses which back onto railway 
lines, both of which offer easy access and escape routes to the criminal. Ibc 
question exists., therefore, as to when an event becomes unconnected from any 
previous incident. 
Regression curves have been fitted to repeat victimisation data and these tend to 
show a decrease in risk of repeat victimisation until the probability of risk rctums 
to a level similar to the rest of the study area after about six months (Polvi et aL, 
1991). Figure 64 on page 167 shows a logarithmic curve fitted to the West 
Bridgford data (shown in red). Ibis curve crosses the x-axis before a year has 
passed, suggesting a similar decline in risk. A legitimate question is whether 
repeats that occur a year or more after the initial incident truly be considered 
n peats, or are they new iniValevents, unrelated to the original (or previous) event? 
6.4.1. Similarities in burglary Modus Operand! 
In an attempt to explore this question the original data was re-cxamined. Ibrce 
variables were identified which might give some indication that a criminal or 
criminals committed the repeat incident with a similar modus operanS to the 
original event. Nottinghamshire Constabulary record the Point of Entry (POP 
where the burglar gained entry to the location (for example; upper first floor 
sliding window, or roof skylight), the Method of Entry (MOP employed (for 
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example; using a glass cutter, or bodily pressure), and the times between which 
the offence was committed. This data is only recorded for burglary incidents, 
and is not fully recorded on many crime sheets. 'Ibis means that this type of 
investigation is limited to burglary incidents and can not be applied to motor 
vehicle crimes unless the individual crime sheets are to be examined. Ibc 
existence of this data for burglaries enabled a crude index of crime similarity to 
be constructed. Repeat incidents were considered matched if they had an 
identical POE, if they had an identical MOEý or could be identificd as both 
being daytime (or night-time) burglaries. It soon became clear that errors or 
omissions in the data would seriously hamper the investigation. Table 64 shows 
the ratio of lost records. There were 631 incidents in the original repeat 
examination. Of these, 244 were 'originator' events, the first event at a property. 
Ibis left 387 repeat events to compare with a previous incident. 
Table 6-4 Quantity of records disregarded through incomplete data. 
Reason for data removal Number of records lost Records remaining 
STARTING POINT 387 
No date record 28 (7.21/6) 359 
No accurate time record 5 (1.31/6) 354 
No POE/MOE recoal 94 (24.3%) 260 
No time or POE/MOE record 24 (62%) 236 
The reporting process is a definite source of error in this type of data. The 
officer at the scene reports the burglary and returns to the station where they fill 
in a crime sheet. The crime sheets are then entered onto the database by a 
civilian opemtor and not the individual who visited the scene of the crime. The 
system therefore relies on the reporting officer accurately describing the burg&s 
method and point of entry (if known). Absence of this information on the crime 
sheet usually results in an empty relevant field. These were detected and 
removed from the data, as shown in Table 64. Nottinghamshire Constabulary 
has tried to remove this source of error by redesigning the crime recording 
sheets. However there is also the problem of interpretation of the burglary crime 
scene by the officer. With 169 different POE options to choose fiom, it is likely 
that different officers will interpret and record the same POE differently from 
time to time. Other causes of the lost information come from communication 
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problems within the force. If officers from another station record a crime, the 
details are telephoned or faxed through to the station responsible for the burgled 
location. If the officers are in a hurry, or the handwrifing on the fax is not of a 
sufficient quality, some information can be lost. 
COMPARISON OFREPEATBURGLARYINCIDENTS 
Initial analysis showed that from the 236 complete records in the data, 113 
exhibited a match between occurrence and repeat in terms of either time of day, 
MOE or POE. It is assumed in this section that where a match exists, there is a 
reasonable probability that the repeat was directly related to the previous 
incident. If no match was found, as in 123 of the cases, this could suggest hat 
the repeat was independent of the occurrence, and the apparent relationship 
between incident and repeat may not exist. A possible hypothesis to explain the 
lack of synchronicity is that the longer the repeat interval the higher the 
probability that a repeat is not a genuine repeat but a fresh incident. 
Table 6-5 Ratio of similarity between matched and total 'repeats' over time. 
Months between repeats Ratio of sitnilarity 
1 0.75 
2 0.61 
3 059 
4 0.60 
5 056 
6 0.45 
There may be a number of reasons for a repeat not being a repeat beyond the 
criminal being a different individual. The environmental factors, which 
highlighted the property as vulnerable, may have changed through improved 
crime prevention measures or different policing patterns. Ibis environmental 
change might be reflected in a different woAs operand. An attempt o investigate 
this possibility is shown in Table 6-5, where the ratio of matched repeats to total 
repeats for 30 day periods were calculated up to a six month limit The similarity 
index ranges from 0 to 1.0, where a value of 1.0 indicates that all repeats have at 
least one aspect of commonality with their predecessors. In this data set the 
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number of repetition burglaries becomes too small to be reliable beyond six 
months. However over the six month period there is a fairly steady decline in the 
proportion of matched repeats. Ibis suggests that as lag-time increases the 
number of genuine repeats detected within the data declines. It must be borne in 
mind that this is an analysis based on a six month subset of the 236 'cleansed' 
repeat burglaries which occurred during the study time, and caution should be 
exercised when drawing conclusions based on the results of such a small study. 
6.4.2. Testing the hypothesis further 
A hypothesis from the previous section could be that the similarity between the 
repeat burglary and a previous incident decreases with time between the events. 
In support of this hypothesis, the analysis presented in the previous section 
shows a decline over the six month period. 
The whole analysis was repeated in an attempt to see if the similarity decay 
phenomenon existed for larger data sets. Instead of using another sub-divisional 
area Eke West Bridgford, the exercise was repeated for two whole divisions of 
Nottinghamshire Constabulary. The process was applied to the burglary data 
from April 1995 to April 1997 for Beeston and Arnold divisions. 
For Arnold division, 3741 burglaries were detected by the RLFinder program, of 
which 2557 actual repeats comprised the eventual data set of repeats (without 
their initial 'prime? events). Of these, 2338 burglary repeats took place within a 
year of the prcvious incident. At Beeston division the program found 1880 
repeats of which there were 1254 actual repeats without their primer crime. 
From these, 1131 were found to have occurred within a year of the previous 
incident. As can be seen from these figures, a total of 3469 repeats for a year is a 
considerable improvement on less than 300 for a six month period. 
The similarity index was calculated for Bceston and Arnold and is plotted 
alongside the West Bridgford data in Figure 6-8. 
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Figure 6-8 Similarity index for burglary repeats over 6 months. 
The graph in Figure 6-8 shows that the West Bridgford data demonstrated the 
most noticeable decline in similarity as the time between burglary incidents 
increased. There is a similar but less dramatic decline in similarity for the Arnold 
divisional repeat burglaries and the Beeston data fluctuates around the 0.5 level. 
There are a number of possible explanations for the differences between the 
data from the three test sites. The causes of crime are considerably complex and 
the search for a simple relationship between repeat time and crime similarity may 
be hampered by outside factors. The areas are relatively close geographically, 
but are quite different socio-economically. 'Me architectural style, social fabric 
and economic prosperity of the regions are not only different between the police 
divisions but also show great diversity within their own boundaries. An example 
of the diversity between Arnold and Beeston division is shown in Figure 6-9. 
Ibis shows the deprivation index values for enumeration districts in Beeston and 
Arnold police divisions. The more deprived areas of Arnold are concentrated in 
the South West of the division, while in Beeston the deprived districts are 
dispersed throughout the division. It may be possible that the socio-economic 
structure of an area has as great an influence on the propensity to repeat 
victimisation as temporal factors. Ibis possibility is examined in the next 
chapter. 
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6.5. CONCLUSIONS 
Ibis study has shown the benefits of using a GIS to detect rcpcat victimisation. 
The accuracy and speed of analysis were greatly enhanced by using police crime 
data that included full Ordnance Survey geocoding directly from address data. 
This lead to great improvements in both overall processing time 
-and final 
accuracy of the detected repeats. Although the repeats detected formed less than 
a third of the total crime data set for the study station area on Trent Division, 
Nottinghamshire Constabulary, the rapid identification of these repeats from the 
total crime data set is important for effective crime prevention and management. 
From this limited data set it appeared that using the additional data commonly 
found in police records it was possible to make a fwst approximation as to the 
temporal extent of genuine repeat burglaries. This resulted in the creation of a 
similarity index, whereby similarities in method of entry, point of entry and time 
of day of repeats with their preceding incidents were recorded. On the evidence 
of a small study area, there was a decay effect with incidents losing similarity with 
their preceding events with greater time gaps. Further similar research applied to 
larger data sets at the divisional level showed a similar but more modest decline 
in similarity for Arnold division, but no decline in similarity for Bccston. It may 
be that other factors, such as the socio-economic fabric of the regions, play as 
important a part in the phenomenon of repeat victimisation. Ibis possibility is 
examined in the next chapter. 
The use of GIS to display the results of repeat victimisation searches can assist 
police and crime prevention authorities to assess the number of repeats at each 
location, and the combination of georeferenced address data and GIS has the 
potential to have a significant impact on police and local authority delivery of 
crime prevention resources. 
Visual interpretation of all burglary sites and repeat b4ary locations appears to 
suggest that repeat locations are differently distributed spatially from the general 
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mass of burglaries, and this aspect of the data set is examined in dic next 
diapter. 
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7. Burglary, victimisation and 
social depn*Vation 
While several researchers (and the previous chapter) have noted the time course 
of repeat incidents, there has been little research that addresses the spatial 
variation in repeat incidents. In an attempt to explore and understand the 
differences between locations that are vulnerable to repeat attacks, and those 
sites that are victimised only once, this chapter uses an areally weighted approach 
to measure the level of social deprivation in the immediate vicinity of burgled 
locations. The chapter will show that this approach is important in avoiding the 
distributional problems which can occur if point data is aggregated to 
enumeration district level. A two year study shows that locations which are in 
deprived areas are significantly more likely to be the victims of repeat burglaries 
than affluent areas. A number of hypotheses for this phenomenon arc discussed. 
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7.1. INTRODUCTION 
11ic introduction to the previous chapter demonstrated how important an 
understanding of repeat victimisation is in the delivery of effective crime 
prevention (from such examples as Ellingworth et aL, 1995; Farrell and Pease, 
1993; and Sampson and Phillips, 199ý. Research has shown that targeting 
prevention at repeat victimisation locations can reduce crime, though rapid 
identification of the locations is important as victimisation tends to occur soon 
after previous events (Chenery et aL, 1997). Greater comprehension of die 
mechanisms of repeat victimisation is often hampered by difficulty in the 
extraction of repeats from the mass of crime data available to researchers and 
the police (Anderson et aL, 1995; Read and Oldfield, 1995; Sampson and Phillips, 
1995), though as the previous chapter demonstrated, rapid retrieval of repeat 
locations is now possible with the aid of geographical information systems (GIS) 
(Ratcliffe and McCullagh, 1998a). 
Most research has focussed on burglaries and these studies have idcritified a 
time-course in burglary repeat victimisation showing that the greatest risk of a 
repeat is in the time immediately following a burglary (Anderson et aL, 1995; 
Burquest et aL, 1992; Polvi et aL, 1991). Ibis risk interval rapidly declines and 
after a few months returns to a hazard level similar to the general background 
rate. Ibis repeat time course has received much of the research attention, but 
although the links between the general pattern of crime and social factors have 
been a popular area of investigation, the relationship between social patterns and 
repeat victimisation has been largely ignored. 
Research linking general crime distribution and certain social conditions such as 
unemployment is common in the criminology literature (for a starting point scc: 
Elliott and Eflingworth, 1996; Farrington, 1996; Hakim, 1982; Rcilly and Witt, 
1992). Relationships between deprivation and certain types of property and 
violent crime have also been identified (Herbertý 1976; Mayhew et aL, 1993). 'Me 
link between crime and the social structure of an areal unit has received attention 
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in Liverpool where both crime risk and proximity to underprivileged areas were 
examined (Hirschfield et aL, 1995), along with a principal component analysis of 
social deprivation and crime distribution (Hirschfield and Bowers, 1997). Ukc 
similar census-based studies this work aggregated crime locations by 
enumeration district and used the cnumemtion district boundary as the areal 
limit of examination. For a more detailed treatment of the available research on 
the link between crime and social factors, see chapter 2 (Previous work). Work 
completed in the previous chapter identified a possible spatial pattern after a 
visual interpretation of all burglary sites and repeat burglary locations. The 
apparent non-random pattern of repeats around a busy road junction appcamd 
to suggest that repeat locations are differently distributed spatially from the 
general mass of burglaries. 'Ibis aspect of the data set is examined in the current 
chapter, with the analysis extended to include the context of social deprivation. 
Ibis chapter also aims to improve the spatial interpretation of areal data around 
crime event locations and seeks a determination of the deprivation index value in 
the immediate vicinity of repeat victimisation sites. Locations linked by repeat 
domestic burglary victimisation are compared with points victimised by a lone 
burglary event against a background of social deprivation, to identify any 
differences in social fabric of the areas immediately surrounding the burgled 
premises. The emphasis in this study is on the individual location and not the 
number of incidents that have occurred at a particular site. In this way, it may be 
possible to elicit information about the vulnerability of buildings based upon the 
social deprivation context of the immediate area surrounding these insecure 
premises. 
The existence of any relationship will be measured using an areally weiditcd 
spatial averaging method combining point data (crime locations) and the 
Department of the Environment (now Department of the avironmcnt, 
Transport and Regions) Index of Local Conditions (ILC, @Crown copyright) 
derived from census data associated with enumeration district boundaries. After 
demonstrating the technique on a small test area, using crime and ILC data from 
a suburban area south of Nottingham, the study is extended to a more 
heterogeneous area, enlarging the study region from the single suburban area to 
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an entire police division with a broad rural/urban mix encompassing a wider 
variety of deprived and affluent areas. 
7.1.1. The Vicinity program methodology 
The purpose of the Vicinity program is to allow point data to be associated with 
an areal variable based on surrounding polygon data. Assigning a value to point 
data based on aggregation of census variables within polygons is a technique 
used when the count of points within the boundary is required for later 
comparison or mapping with associated census variables. The technique does 
not account for the proximity of a point to the edge of a boundary and the 
possibility that it could be extremely close to, and influenced by, another polygon 
within the boundary set. An extreme example of this problem would be a point 
internal to, but at the end of, a peninsula of one polygon, almost surrounded by 
a different polygon with significantly different census characteristics. The 
position of a point within a polygon becomes an important factor when 
calculating the data value to be assigned to the point on the basis of an 
aggregation of areal data surrounding the point. Ibis is demonstrated in Figure 
7- 1 a, where four fictitious enumeration districts contain a single crime point. The 
point (shown as the red dot) would be associated with the bottom right polygon, 
even though the left two polygons are close to the point. 'Ibis is the peninsula 
effect 
Figure 7-1 Peninsula effect and the possibility of error due to inaccurate georeferencing. 
There also exists the possibility that a georeferenced point is not cntirely 
accurate. Gatrell identified possible errors that can occur in the supposedly 100 
metre accurate Postcode Address File (PAF). He also showed considerable 
errors can exist when the 100 metre resolution points are plotted in relation to 
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dicir cimmerition districts (( ; -'ardl, 1989). '1111S typc ()t inx-clinicy is 
demonstratCd Itl Figure 7- Ib where a (ill-Ict-cio p )lilt (smilc (1111111crol, 11 district 
background) is shown widiiii its arca (d . crror. 'Ilic ýTcy circIc show, thc rcýj-)ti 
widun which the actual location ()f the 1)()itlt tilight bc. In tIlc (. X: Illll)l(. 1111" 
-ill()ws for die possibility ()f the tnic 1()C-, Itl()n cNistill'ir III tlIrcc (filict-clit ; IrCIs. I 
Figure 7-2 Vicinity-type extraction of weighted variable from surrounding polygons. 
In dils study die ()vcrlay capabilities (& ,. I (; IS -are used to is( )Iatc 
,I rqý( )n i& areal 
data SUMOUnding apoint and extract the IIItCrp()1atCd Value (43 %. 11-1,11)IC b3-', Cd (41 
its areally weighted contribution. Figure 7-2 shows I ficirional ward sliow, my Ii 
(--numeration districts -in(] a single burglary kcati()n, identified 1)), the black 
diamond, together wid-i a circle ()f size suf - ficient to reflect I(wal influcticcs 4, n the 
burglary, and possible uncertainties in Its I(watt(m. 'Ilic circle includus 
(, numeration districts odier than the (mc that contains the burglary. III I sIniplc 
agý,, rcgation process die. p(mit would be placed in die bottom right p(dygim, and 
any contribution froin die variables ()f whur ticighbmiring, rcýý()ns would bc 1()st. 
An altmative -approach is to use dic ability ()f -, I ( ; IS to cmract 111 p(dygim 
fragments widiti-i a circle of sorne signific'mit radius cciarcd (ý, n the crime. 'Ilic 
parts of mutneration districts lying widlin dic circle are Isolated using I 
overlay ()pcration and -a weighted -average social deprivation III(](-. \ (-Alculmcd 
using die values f0r each C111.117nerati(m district weighted prop(wtionally t(ý the 
area that each district occupies in the circle as a whole. 'Ilic fitial valtic ()t Ili(- 
variable for this 1()c-, itt()ti is based ()n the arcally wot4acd avcraiy )I* the scp, iratc 
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polygons within the circle (Figure 7-2), here called the "VidnitY' value (11 and 
calculated as: 
J=n 
I: x, a, (r) 
j=l 
J=n 1: aj (r) 
J=l 
Equation 7-1 
where Vj is the Vidniy calculation of a variable at a point i, with a number of 
regions 0) within radius r of i, and a, (r) represents the area of a region within r of 
i. When used with crime locations and the ILC, we arc able to calculate a 
deprivation index centred on the burglary location instead of using the location's 
single enumeration district social deprivation value. 
VICINHYPROGRAM STRUCTURE 
The Vicinity program uses the ability of MapInfo to alter and extract 
geographical regions from within polygons. The Vicinity program was written in 
MapBasic and automates a task which could be completed manually within 
MapInfo. The automation procedure is necessary when more than a handful of 
points are considered. Figure 7-3 shows the flow diagram of the program 
structure. Much of the program is of a robust construction with crror-chccking 
to permit the program to be used beyond crime analysis, and by less experienced 
users. 
The program creates a separate table of circles after asking the user what size 
radius circles they wish to create. The choice of circle radius is an interesting 
question and is examined later in this chapter. The command line for this 
operation is: 
Update circleTable Set obj=CreateCircle 
(circleTable. Easting, circleTable. Northing, radius) 
As can be seen from this code, MapInfo is able to create geographical objects 
such as circles (command CreateGirle) and it is this type of opcration which 
makes MapInfo an ideal tool for this type of progmn. 'Ibc progmm is then abic 
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to enter the main loop of the program, the code of which is presented here 
(Table 7-1). Within this code, there are a number of purely geographical 
operations taking place. Each circle, centred on a crime location and with a set 
radius is used as the template for a'cookic-cuttc? operation (as in Figure 7-2). 
Table 7-1 Key lines of code from Vicinity program main loop. 
Line Code Explanation 
I for rowNum=l to totalRows Loop through each point cimle 
2 select * from areaData Select die whole polygon study 
area 
3 Set Target On Make die selection die target for 
die 'cookie-cutteeoperation 
4 select circieTable. obj From Pick the next circle... 
circleTable Where RowID=rowNum 
5 objects Intersect Into Target Data 'Cookie-cue intothe study area Vicinity_ýtarget-Vicinity_ýtarget 
6 objects Conbine Data Combine regions into one using Vicinity_ýtarget=wtavg(Vicinity_ýtarg 
" " 
weighted average method et, Area(obj, sq mi )) 
7 tempValue 
- 
Extract die new combined value Selection. COL(areaVarCol) 
8 Update circleTable Set NewValue 
- 
Save die value and associate it tempValue where RowID-rowNum with the relevant circle 
9 Rollback table areaData Restore die area data table ready 
for next operation 
10 Next rowNum Next point circle 
The area table has to be set as the MapInfo target for this operation Oine 3) and 
then extraction of the polygon sections is performed. Once each circle is selected 
Oine 4) the'cookie-cue Oine ý is combined Oine 6) and the new value saved Oine 
8). The whole program structure is summarised in Figure 7-3. 
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Start program Close program 
Are there two open tables? NO (for point and area data) 
YES 
Ask for Point 
data table 
(--ýre there at least two coilumns -)- NO available for the X and Y coords? 
Ask for Easting (x) and 
Northing (y) columns 
Ask for Area 
data table 
a nj rica umeric I colu 
Ask for the target vaanable,, and On orrc check that it is al mn 
k user for the F -d : -Ired 
circle radius 
Create a Maplnfo table of 
circles centred on the points 
Set whole area table 
as a cookie cutter target 
[-Get 
circle from circle table 
T 
FlExtract all regions in circle 
Are any parts of the circle "" YE 
outside the study area? 
I 
NO ord value, but generate warning 
e vai-lu-e] message 
NO - Was that the last circle? 
-0 
hted averages as new table 
de a summary for the u-Ser 
Figure 7-3 Flow diagram of Vicinity program structure. 
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7.1.2. The West Bridgford study 
The program was originally tested on a single sub-divisional area to examine if 
there were any significant differences in the distribution of repeat burglary 
locations when compared to non-repeat locations. West Bridgford was the 
original study area from the work completed in the previous chapter, and was 
chosen as the pilot regnion for the Vidnit q analysis. 
Figure 7-4 West Bridgford unique burglary locations (April 1995 to April 1997). 
Klometres 
Figure 7-5 West Bridgford repeat burglary locations (April 1995 to April 1997). 
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The West Bridgford study area does not demonstrate as great a heterogeneity of 
deprivation index values as the whole of Trent division, but does show a 
variation in the index of local condition values in its mainly affluent suburbs. 
West Bridgford division 
M8 to less fm 12.1 
(3 4 to less fM 8 
Deprivation Index 0 to less Man 4 
-4 to less Men 0 
Source; Index of Local Condftiom -77 
to less fm 
-4 
Bassetlaw 
Mansfield 
Trent 
Amold, 
Carlton 
West Bridgford 
, _, 
j 0w 
Kil~nm 
Figure 7-6 The deprivation index values across West Bridgford police area. 
, 
gb the xea ispredomihady, afivent, there or a number of enmmerafton 4smaj which xr depnved (siwwn Althom 
typoshim values). 
The MapBasic RLFinder program was used to isolate those locations which were 
the target of more than one burglary in the period April 1995 to April 1997. The 
remaining locations were preserved as 'once-only' burglary locations (unique). 
From the original burglary data 843 premises were identified a: being 'unique' 
burglary sites (Figure 7-4), and 89 locations were the sites of 'repeat' micidents 
(Figure 7-5). The Vicinity program was run on the West Bridgford unique and 
repeat data. Three different buffer sizes were employed (200 metre, 350 metre 
and 500 metre radii) to identify if there was any significant differences in the 
results at different scales. Table 7-2 shows the results of the six vicinity runs for 
West Bridgford. 'Me repeat locations appear to display higher values for social 
deprivation (a positive value indicates greater deprivation) at all scales examined. 
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Table 7-2 Mean values for six West Bridgford Vicinity calculations. 
200m buffer 350m buffer 500m buffer 
Repeat locations 
-1.869 -1.980 -2.051 
Unique locations 
-3.060 -3.080 -3.069 
To examine if this difference was statistically significant, the Vicinity values for 
each location were compared in SPSS using a Mann-Whitney U test The Mann- 
Whitney U is a non-parametric test to explore the null hypothesis that two 
independent samples come from the same population. Non-paramaric tests arc 
used throughout this chapter as there is no evidence that the sample data come 
from normally distributed populations. 'Ihe U value is the number of times a 
value in the one group precedes a value in a second group, when values are 
sorted in ascending order. A value of z can be computed from the Mann- 
Whitney which, for sufficiently large sample sizes, is approximately normally 
distributed. The test results presented represent a 2-tailed test to decide whether 
the null hypothesis should be rejected. The value of p is the probability of 
obtaining results as extreme as the one observed, in either direction, when the 
null hypothesis is true. If the probability is small (. 05 or less is often used), the 
null hypothesis is rejected. Table 7-3 shows that differences between die 
distribution of the vicinity values for the unique and repeat burglary locations are 
significant to at least the 0.005 level at all scales examined. The null hypothesis 
can therefore be rejected. Repeat burglary locations are in significantly more 
deprived areas than unique burglary sites across West Bridgford. 
Table 7-3 West Bridgford Vicinity Mann-Whitney U test results. 
Unique (n=843) Repeat (n=89) Atann-VAiitney U test 
Radius Mcan rank Mcan rank Uzp 
200 metfe 458.15 545.56 30477 
-2.9134 0.0036 
350 metre 457.20 554-61 29672 
-3.247 0.0012 
500 metre 456.07 56526 28724 
-3.639 0.0003 
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7.2. VICINITY STUDY OF TRENT DIVISION 
The results from the West Bridgford study appeared to show a significant 
process takýng place. However conclusions based on the results of a small study 
such as this should be treated with caution. The results, whilst very significant, 
were based on small data sets with 843 unique and 89 repeat cases. It would be 
preferable to extend the study both to increase the numbers in the data sets and 
to use a more heterogeneous area. 'Mis was done by extending the study to 
include repeat and unique burglary locations across the whole of Trent division 
to include affluent suburbs, council estates and rural villages. 
Domestic burglary data was drawn from the force computeriscd crime recording 
system and covered the period April 1995 to April 1997. From this source data 
3549 separate locations were identified as being the victim of a lone burglary 
during the study time, and 519 locations were identified as having at least one 
repeat incident. Men mapped to the relevant Trent police division boundaries, 
499 enumeration districts have boundaries within the study area. 'Ibis data set 
includes the values from West Bridgford used in the previous study. 
The question arose as to how big the integrating Vicinity circle should be for this 
type of analysis. The choice of radius for the analysis was considered relative to 
the average size of the enumeration districts in the study area. An upper limit 
could be a circle with a radius of about 750 mares as this would approximate the 
same area as the average enumeration district within Trent Division. Any larger 
and the process would begin to average too many areas and the individual 
characteristics of the enumeration districts would be lost. 
There is a considerable variation in the size of enumeration districts in the 
Division owing to its mixed rural and urban nature. A smaller value would be 
essential in urban areas to reduce avera&g of arcally small enumeration district 
values, with possibly very different deprivation characteristics. The radius chosen 
must also be sufficiently large to ensure that any misplacement of the crime 
location due to standard recording difficulties is adequately allowed for, perhaps 
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up to a distance of 100 metrcs. In addition in urban areas the radius needs to be 
large enough to allow for the peninsula location problem described previously. 
The process is designed to provide a reasonably continuous distribution of 
deprivation index values based on the values in the vicinity of the test location. 
Five different radii of 0,100s 200,350 and 500 mctrcs (Tablc 74 shows 
summary statistics) were examined to see if distance affected the outcome of the 
analysis. 
Table 7-4 Summary statistics of ViciW analysis. 
Buffer Unique Unique Unique Unique Repeat Repeat Repeat Repeat 
min. max. mean std. min. max. mean Std. 
dcv. dev. 
0 
-7.51 12.09 -1.77 4.07 -7.51 12.09 0.24 4.64 metres 
100 
-7.51 12.09 -1.83 3.81 -7.51 12.08 0.17 4.39 metres 
200 
-7.51 12.09 -1.86 3.64 -7.51 11.62 0.03 4.12 metres 
350 
-7.21 11.93 -1.93 3.40 -7. ý4 11.39 -0.21 3.78 metres 
500 
-6.88 11.35 -1.99 3.19 -6.91 10.87 -0.42 3.50 metres 
Note tha the analykas was condmaedxvng a113549 umpe and5l. 9 roed buglaysles. 
The 0 metres buffer returns the exact deprivation value for the polygon in which 
the crime lies, and was included to test whether the radii based Vidniy solution 
was generating vastly different and possibly unreasonable values. As expected 
the data extremes are reduced by the weighted averaging process compared with 
the exact values for a zero metre buffer, and are eroded steadily as radius 
increases (rable 74). At each of the chosen radius levels there is a noticeable 
difference in the mean calculations for the Vidnity results, with the mean levels 
for the repeat victimisation locations (repeats) appearing to be more positive (Lc. 
deprived) than for unique locations for all analysis scalcs. 
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7.2.1. Choice of Radius 
The question remains as to which radius should be chosen to represent 
deprivation scores at a given crime location. A Kruskal-Wallis 11 test of all the 
unique burglary locations showed that there was no significant difference 
between radii choices in terms of calculated deprivation value. The chi-square 
value (X) of 2.46 (approximation to the Kruskal-Wallis I-D calculated from the 
five radius distributions based on the entire burglary data, with four degrees of 
freedotrý and with p=0.65, did not allow rejection of the null hypothesis of 
similarity between the deprivation statistics for diffcrent radiL Interestingly, when 
the test was repeated without the 0 metre radius data the calculated value of X' 
dropped to 0.85 with p=0.84. Ibis indicated that the homogenising effect of 
the radius controlled areal weighted average calculation of deprivation generated 
very similar data sets to each other for different radiiý but were marginally 
different from the 0 metre radius set. The reason for this difference lies in the 
spatial nature of the data which has at least as much importance as the statistical 
parameters of the data. Occam! s Razor would suggest he 0 metre set should be 
preferred over the 100-500 metre circle sets, but the need to avoid the 
distributional problems of point locations mentioned earlier demands the 
acceptance of a spatially averaged smallest reasonable non zero radius tested 
- 
in 
this case at 100m. 
7.2.2. Separation of Unique and Repeat Burglary 
Distributions 
The spatial distribution of the unique burglary locations, and those at which two 
or more burglaries have been committed widiin the two year data sct across the 
division is shown in Figure 7-7. Figure 7-7a shows the distribution of the 3549 
unique burglary locations, and Figure 7-7b shows the distribution of the 519 sites 
which were burgled more than once between April 1995 and April 1997. Ibc 
blue square delimits the area of magnification. As can be seen from these images, 
the majority of burglaries are concentrated in the areas of Trent division which 
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border Nottingham city, and in the market town of Newark in the North of the 
division. 
Table 7-5 Descriptive statistics of 5 different radii Mann-Whitney Utests. 
Group n Alean Rank Surn of Ranks 
0 metre Unique 3549 1969-75 6990656.00 
100 metre Unique 3549 1966.04 6977462-50 
200 metic Unique 3549 1965.59 6975886.00 
350 metre Unique 3549 1965.30 6974840-00 
500 metre Unique 3549 1965.85 6976817.00 
0 metfe Repeats 519 2477.24 1285690.00 
100 metre Repeats 519 2502.67 1298883.50 
200 metre Repeats 519 2505.70 1300460.00 
350 metre Repeats 519 2507.72 1301506.00 
500 metre Repeats 519 2503.91 1299529.00 
A Mann Whitney U test was used to determine whether the population of the 
unique and repeat sets were significantly different (Figure 7-7). The descriptive 
statistics of the tests at all five radii can be found in Table 7-5. The analysis of 
the 100 metre data showed that the mean rank of the repeat victimisation 
locations of 2502.7 is consistently greater that the equivalent mean rank for the 
unique 'burgled once only locations of 1966.0. The calculated Mann-Wbitncy U 
of 6777987 approximated to az of 
-9.722 (rable 7-6 on page 199) which 
indicated that the null hypothesis of similarity could be rejected with 
considerable certainty (p--0.000). These values arc similar to the values of the 0, 
200P 350 and 500 metre analysis (Table 7-6). It is concluded from this that die 
weighted deprivation index for the area in the immediate vicinity of Trent 
division repeat victimisation locations indicates significantly higher levels of 
deprivation than in the vicinity of unique burglary events. 
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Ibis analysis shows evaernely significantly different means of the deprivation 
value for the unique and repeat locations. 'Ibc next section goes on to examine 
the frequency distributions of the data sets in an attempt to elicit a greater level 
of information from the data. 
Table 7-6 Mann-Whitney U test statistics for Trent Vicinity analysis. 
0 metre 100 metre 200 metre 350 metm 500 metre 
Mann-ViWtney U 691181 677987 676411 675365 677342 
z 
-9.195 -9.722 -9.786 -9.827 -9.748 
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) st; 0.000 FZO. 000 $--0.000 f--0.000 FZ0.000 
7.2.3. Vicinity frequency distributions 
The differences between the data sets is reinforced when the histograms of the 
Vidnity distance weighted deprivation indices are displayed. Figure 7-8 shows the 
histogram of both unique and repeat burglary sites for Trent division, classified 
by deprivation index. While the histograms in Figure 7-8 only show the 
frequency distribution of the 100 metre vicinity buffer, the distributions for the 
200.1 350, and 500 metre radii were almost identical. The unique burglary 
histogram (blue) in Figure 7-8a shows a negatively skewed curve with many 
occurrences in the more affluent areas on the left side. The repeat burglary 
histogram (purple) in Figure 7-8b (difference vertical scale) exhibits the same 
initial peak in the more affluent regions, but maintains an almost uniform 
frequency as the level of deprivation increases. 
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Figure 7-8 Histograms of Trent division unique (a) and repeat (b) burglary locations, categorised 
by deprivation index. The 100 metre Vicinity value is used. 
A2 test was employed to examine the null hypothesis that the differences in the 
frequency distributions in Figure 7-8 between the unique burglary and repeat 
burglary analyses were not significant, and a test statistic of 163.64 (with 15 
degrees of freedom) was calculated. This involved collapsing two of the lower 
classes into one class, and also the top 5 classes into one, owing to low 
observed/expected numbers in those parts of the histograms (Ebdon, 1996). A 
restriction in this type of X' test is that there should not be many categories for 
which the expected frequency is small. One rule that has been suggested is that if 
the number of categories Is greater than 5 (as we have here), no more than 20% 
of the expected frequencies should be less than five, and none should be less 
than 1 (Ebdon, 1996). 'Me effect of this transformation of the data can be seen 
in Figure 7-9 where the histograms show the actual frequency distributions 
which were used in the X2test. 
As the test statistic is greater than the tabled critical value of 37.7 at a significance 
level of 0.001, the null hypothesis is comprehensively rejected. 'Me differmces in 
the frequency distributions are significant and a measure of a real difference in 
the distributions of the two groups. 
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Figure 7-9 Compressed histograms of Trent division unique (a) and repeat (b) burglary locations, 
categorised by deprivation index. 
'Mere is therefore a significant difference in the distribution of repeat and unique 
burglaries in terms of enumeration district deprivation score within Trent 
Division. It would appear that the occurrence of repeat victimisation is found 
much more extensively in enumeration districts with a high deprivation index. 
'Me question remains as to which of the two distributions, unique or repeat 
burglary sites, more closely matches the distribution of the number of 
households by deprivation index. If the Vicinity values for unique burglary are 
more closely correlated to the household distribution, then this implies that the 
repeat locations are differently distributed and must be considered biased 
towards either affluent or deprived areas. 
HOUSEHOLDSAND THEDEPRIVATIONINDEX 
The number of households in the Trent division area was calculated from the 
comma separated values files provided with the Map9l software package. 'Ibis 
information was mapped to the enumeration district boundaries, and when 
compared to the deprivation index it was possible to construct a histogram 
showing the number of households in each category of deprivation index across 
Trent division. This is shown *in Figure 7-10. 
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Figure 7-10 shows the distribution of households by deprivation index for the 
Trent Division. There is a notable visual similarity between this histogram and 
the distribution of unique burglary locations in Figure 7-8a on page 200, and 
Figure 7-9a on page 201. Wbereas the fit between these two histograms is not 
exact it appears that the underlying model may well be similar, and quite 
different from that of repeat burglaries in Figure 7-8b. 
7.2.4. Regression lines 
A series of regression models were employed to test the significance of a linear 
regression fitted to the unique and repeat Vicinity models, and to look for 
significant differences between the slopes of the various regression lines. 'I'he 
data sets were derived from the enumeration districts (EDs) containing unique, 
repeat, and combined locations respectively. 'Ib ere was a considerable difference 
in the number of enumeration districts included in the three data sets from a low 
of 235 for the data set of EDs containing the location of at least one repeat 
burglary, through 439 for EDs where either at least one unique or one repeat (or 
both) took place, to 488 EDs that were found from the census information to 
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include at least one household. Some domestic burglaries in police crime records 
occurred in ElDs with no households or resident population 
- 
due either to 
locational errors in the crime database, or perhaps to the 1991 census data not 
containing new housing developments. Burglary per household was the 
independent variable, with deprivation index the predicted variablc. 
A unique and repeat burglary rate was calculated for all three data sets as the 
percentage of houses burgled in each ED during the 2 year crime data set 
window. The results of linear regressions between the unique and repeat 
burglaries and deprivation index are given in Table 7-7, vAiere b,, is the intcrcept, 
b, the slope coefficient and t the result of a significance test. For both unique 
and repeat burglary rates, the fast null hypothesis tested is that the slope is not 
significantly different from zero (ho: *b, = 0). The second null hypothesis is that 
the unique burglary rate (slope) cocfficient is not significantly diffcrcnt from flic 
repeat rate N: Ub, = Rb). 
Table 7-7 The relationship between the slope of a variety of linear regressions. I 
Significmxe of slope, Valid EDs In = 4881 Unique EDs In = 4391 Repeat Ms In = 2331 
unique sud repeat 
slope differences 
Unique [bo: Ub, =Oj 
Pw Ubi=Rbil 
Repe2t Pv Rbi=01 
[bo: Rbl=Ubil 
bo bi t bo bi t ho bi 
-Z71 0.15 2.70* -3.87 0.34 5.8r -3.61 0.38 4.94- 
3.30- 7.26" 6.10" 
-Z83 1.16 7.82" -3.30 1.39 9.83- -3.54 1.46 7.35- 
272.3" 3ZO3" 24.77" 
Shoomfor &ferrnt ppes of buq4VY, Win& bMgL&y raes ca4wlaedpff howebold toprrda the Kidof cakmLod 
atpitwion index. Sigqwna of t in&caed ly *p<0.0 1, "p<0.00 1. 
All the regressions were significant to at least the p=0.01 level, and all the 
regression slope cocfficicnts were significantly different from zero. All slopes 
showed a positive correlation between the number of crime events and an 
increase in deprivation index. In addition the slopes of the unique crime 
I These results were gmerated using the regression vine estimdon fimction of SPS& 
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regression were always significantly different (the rejection of the null hypotheses 
of Ub, = Rb, and Rb, = Ub), and flattcr than thosc for rcpcat burglary 
regressions for the same ED data set (shown by a lower value of b, for each of 
the three data sets). The first set, valid EDs in Table 7-7, showed the lowest 
slopes of the three sets because of the inclusion of many F-Ds where households 
existed, but showed either no burglary at all (47 cases), or aitcmadvely no repeat 
burglary (253 cases). As negative burglary is not a viable concept the linear 
regression, although still very significant, is in this case biased by an overlarge set 
of zero burglary entries, leading to a lower regression slope parameter for both 
unique and repeat cases than might otherwise be expected. 
It is clear that the values of the regression slopes have stabiliscd once EDs with 
no buroaries have been omitted, as seen in the unique and repeat sets in Table 
7-7. These two sets show great consistency and scp=bdity of slope value. The 
slope of the regression for repeat victimisation occurrences is about four times 
steeper than that for unique events Crable 7-7 and Figure 7-11). Ibc increase in 
deprivation index as unique burglary numbers increase is dcrmitc but much less 
rapid. The slope values in Table 7-7 would indicate that althoudi unique 
occurrences of burglary arc widespread throughout Trent Division, there is a 
defmite but limited relationship to increasing social deprivation. Increasing 
numbers of repeat victimisation cases, on the other hand, arc clearly indicative of 
rapidly increasing social deprivation. Area deprivation values increase slowly with 
a rise in the unique event rate, but increase rapidly with rising rcpcat 
victimisation. 
The intercept values in Table 7-7 arc very similar especially for die more 
"reliabIc" unique and repeat ED trials. The unique trial contains die complete 
data set for unique and repeat burglary locations without the bias prob1crn 
caused in the valid ED set and can therefore be used to demonstrate the rate of 
increase as Ms become more socially deprived. I'lic extent of the data cloud 
and associated linear regression for each data set is plotted in Figure 7-11. 
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Figure 7-11 Data clouds and linear regression lines for unique (a) and repeat (b) burglary rates. 
As the bug(ay rate inarases the rrpea Vididy values how a mrr npid inarase in depnvauon indk%- value, 
lndcafiýg that housebohis which are vulnerable to npear tkinisanon tmd Ao be m mm d"ted mas. 
Both lines intercept the deprivation (y) axis within less than one depnva6on 
index unit of each other for zero burglaries. 'Mis indicates that in all cases more 
affluent (negatively deprived) EDs are those tendmg strongly to have low 
burglary rates. At a burglary rate of zero the regression Imes are less than one 
unit apart at a value of about 
-3.5. Once a 3% unique rate of burglary (found at 
the lower end of the unique data cloud) has been reached the expected 
deprivation score for a given EID will be 
-2.88 (still affluent), whereas the same 
3% rate for repeat ViCtimisation (towards the high extreme of the repeat data 
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cloud) would indicate an ED with a deprivation index of 0.87 (more deprived 
than the national non-n). 
7.2.5. Correlations 
The correlations between the data sets were tested using a Spearman's flio 
correlation test. Spearman's rho is a rank-order correlation coefficient which 
measures association at the ordinal level. 'Ibis is a non-parametric version of the 
Pearson correlation which uses the ranks of the data rather than the actual values 
to calculate correlation coefficients. 
Table 7-8 Correlation matrix for three variables in the UNIQUE burglary EDs (n-439). 
Deprivation Unique rate Repeat rate 
index 
Coffelation 1.000 
. 
123* 
. 
268* Deprivation Coefficient 
index 
Sig. (2-taRed) 
. 
010 
. 
000 
Coffelation 
. 
123* 1.000 
. 
309* 
Unique rate Coefficient 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
. 
010 
. 
000 
Correlation 
. 
268* 
. 
3090 1.000 
Repeat rate Coefficient 
Sig. (2-tailed) 
. 
000 
. 
000 
* comlaýOn is ir, ýnificmt x 1&. 0 1 41ei (2-kik4. 
Table 7-8 displays correlation coefficients and 2-tailcd significance values. 'Ibc 
significance level is the probability of obtaining results as extreme as the onc 
observed when there is no correlation. If the correlation displays a significancc 
level of less than 0.05 then the correlation is considered to be significant and the 
two variables are linearly related. If the correlation has a level of sigpiftcancc 
which is relatively large (for example, 0.50) then the correlation is not significant 
and the two variables are not linearly related. 
Table 7-8 shows a significant linear relationship betwccn all of the thrcc variabics 
(deprivation index, the unique burglary rate, and flie repeat burglary rate) for A 
of the 439 enurneration districts containing a burglary. Each of the variables 
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demonstrates a positive correlation. Thc results from this test can be interpreted 
alongside the results hown in Table 7-7, and these results fi-om the original data 
appears to suggest that aldiough there is a correlation between die unique and 
repeat rates of burglary and the deprivation index, the linear regressions arc 
significantly different from each other. 
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7.3. DISCUSSION 
By focussing on the locations of incidents this study has determined that die 
social deprivation in the vicinity of unique burglary sites and repeat burglary sites 
is significantly different. There is a significant difference in the means of die 
distributions, and also in the frequency distributions. The joint pattern of 
household and unique burglary locations compared against the deprivation index 
is very clear and shows a significant but slight increase in the rise of burglary risk 
as the level of deprivation increases (Figure 7-11a). The sites where repeat 
victimisation has occurred show a marked difference (Figure 7-11b). As social 
deprivation increases, the relative possibility of being a victim of repeat 
burglaries increases dramatically. Ihc question arises as to why the occurrences 
of burglary repeat victimisation arc concentrated in the regions of greater social 
deprivation. 
There are a number of possible hypotheses to explain this. The availability (or 
not) of crime prevention resources is one such explanation for this 
phenomenon. It has been recognised for a number of years that crime 
prevention programs can help to reduce the occurrence of burglaries and repeat 
incidents (Kennedy and Witch, 1997; Spelman, 1995), though the availability of 
crime prevention programs is a finite resource. If more deprived areas have 
higher crime rates (as is often the case), then the available money and assets to 
conduct preventative work after an initial burglary may be spread between many 
more locations, or may not be available at all. D)cal authorities in deprived areas 
have a limited amount of capital and crime prevention is only one of a number 
of necessary expenditures. In more affluent areas, the lack of resources ccntrally 
may prompt household owners themselves to invest in crime prevention 
measures after an initial burglary, an option not financially available to more 
indigent residents. Ibis understandable self-interest in protecting the home can 
be seen in any affluent suburban street by comparing the number of houses with 
burglary alarm boxes to the number of houses with alarms in a poorer inner-city 
area. 
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Style of policing could also be a factor in the results seen in this chapter. Recent 
work has highlighted the effect that policing style can have on the crime lcvcl in 
an area. There is evidence to suggest that police response to incidcnts and 
general policing style is affected by the level of crime in the area (Minger, 1997). 
officers who police busy areas tend to be diverted to the more serious calls and 
may ignore minor legal infringements which would otherwise be dealt with more 
rigorously in a less crime-ridden district. Constant attendance at serious incidents 
leads the officers in busy areas to conclude that they are in a crimc-ridden area 
and may lead to a belief that a high burglary rate, and a high level of repeat 
victimisation, is an inevitability in a deprived area. Ibis fccling of crime as 
inevitable can be passed on to the local population who may likcwisc feel that 
the additional cost and effort of crime prevention measures may be worthless. 
In more affluent areas, police officers may perceive a lower crime rate and 
consequently have more time to perform routine patrolling. They may cvcn be 
able to target actively their patrol routes to keep an eye on recently burgled 
premises. The author has some personal experience of this. Prior to entering 
academia the author worked for 10 years in both Tower Hamlets and Central 
London as a police officer. Central London exhibited a low burglary rate and 
each incident was actively pursued by the local force with follow-up visits, crime 
prevention advice and increased patrolling. During the late 1980s and early 1990s 
Tower Hamlets was the most deprived district in the UK (Environment, 1995) 
and the burglaries rate was huge. The sole crime: prevention officer only attcnded 
those locations where the reporting officer felt any bencfit would be achieved, 
and the sheer volume of criminal activity in the area meant that additional patrols 
were usually only ever increased for violent and drug-gang related incidents. 
Burglary was seen as inevitable. 
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7.4. CONCLUSION 
Ibis chapter aimed to examine the differences between locations burgled once, 
and repeat victimisation burglaries, in the context of social deprivation. It has 
been shown that there is a significant difference between the social deprivation 
index of areas in the immediate vicinity of oncc-only burglcd premises and die 
deprivation index in the vicinity of repeat victimisation sites. Locations which 
were subjected to repeated attacks during the two year study were in significantly 
more deprived areas than the unique burglary premises. There was a marginal 
difference in the measure of deprivation index at the burglary sitcs and in the 
immediate vicinity of the site, and to prevent the effect of pcninsularisation the 
study has stressed the benefit of employing a Vidnity approach. This type of 
analysis uses an areally weighted average to reduce the cffcct and is designed to 
produce a reasonably continuous distribution of the target variable. As a result of 
the tests a radius of 100 metrcs is suggested for urban areas. 
A number of hypotheses are suggested for the cause of increased repeat 
victitnisation in deprived areas, and these include the lack of crime prevention 
resources in deprived arm, the possibility of more affluent residents being able 
to afford to take responsibility for preventative measures, and the diffcrcncc in 
policing styles between affluent and deprived areas. Any one or more of these 
reasons may be the cause, or as is more likely, the cause of this phenomenon is a 
combination of many factors. 
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0 Hotspot analy, sis 
The thesis now proceeds to investigate the area of hotspot analysis. This is a 
growing field of interest within crime analysis and there are a number of reasons 
why hotspot analysis is important to policing. These reasons include the value in 
accurately aggregating both high volume and repeated locations of crime to 
make the information more comprehensible to patrol officers, and the ability to 
identify areas for crime prevention activity. 
Before this type of analysis can become useful, the accurate identification of 
hotspots is essential and this chapter examines the available software and 
algorithms before presenting a new method for the idcntification of crime 
hotspots. 
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8.1. INTRODUCTION 
1herc are a number of areas where hotspot analysis can be of use to the police 
service. The ability to aggregate high volume crime and present patrolling 
officers with a simplified map emphasising the important areas to police is useful 
in preventing 'information overload'. The use of simple hotspot maps also 
allows the police to share sensitive crime location information with outside 
parties such as the local council (who are interested in crime prevention) without 
compromising the confidentiality of the data and revealing individual locations. 
Ibis chapter evaluates the current software and algotithms for hotspot mapping, 
and presents anew method based on a local statistical algorithm. 
Recent years have seen an increase in police workload due to a more diverse role 
(public order, community education, traffic management) and an expansion in 
administration (for example the additional responsibilities under the Police and 
Criminal Evidence Act 1984). Ibis has not been matched by an increase in 
police numbers Norgan and Newbum, 1997). These factors have combined to 
mean that the available time an officer has for routine patrolling has been 
diminished. It is vital therefore that the best use is made of the time available and 
that the officer is familiar with the most likely sites on his beat for criminal 
activity; usually the areas of highest incident concentration. It is commonly the 
duty of a local intelligence officer or management infon-nation unit to 
disseminate this type of information to operational officers. Burglary and motor 
vehicle crime arc often highlighted as they tend to be both national and local 
priorities due to their high volume nature, yet a long list of crime locations and 
times on an office wall is unlikely to impart much wisdom to even the keenest 
probationer. This is common practice in Nottinghamshire, as can be seen from 
Figure 8-1 which shows a whiteboard used at Clifton police station (photograph 
taken February 1998 
-and shown at this resolution to make the sensitive 
information deliberately illegible) to update the next shift with the most recent 
incidents. It is the only visual medium used at the station for information 
dissemination, with all other briefings being in a written form or read to the 
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oncoming shift by the duty Sergeant. Iliese briefings usually follow a standard 
format where the new shift are informed of. all burglaries and motor vehicle 
'or i ci crimes occurring since the shift were last on duty, details of any mal in dents, 
suspicious people or vehicles to identify, properties to pay particular attention to, 
and any other business. Attempting to extract an accurate picture of crime 
distribution from this mass of information is extremely difficult. 
. 
- 
'. 
. 
Ia 
- 
If you walk into most police stations 
in Great Britain today you are l1kcly 
to see maps of one form or another. 
It IS obviously important for officers 
to know where they are, and so from 
the moment they arrive at a station 
they are usually given a street map of 
the station area with which they 
familianse themselves. 'llits fits in 
with the current mode of policing in 
Adm 
Bntaýi which is geographical in 
nature, from the county constabulary 
down to the single beat. The 
Figure 8-1 Whiteboard used for information 
knowledge of where past crimes 
dissemination at Clifton Police Station (Feb 98) have been committed is an important 
part of identifying higher risk areas in the hope of preventing future incidents 
and so a map is an excellent medium for this information, assuming that police 
officers are familiar with the map in the first place. The reallsation that a map is 
an ideal visual medium for crime distribution is not a new one. 
Traditional crime mapping has involved sticking pins 'into a map to show the 
location of crime incidents. Ibis has a number of positive attributes for the 
police: it is simple, accurate, easily understood, not prone to error (mless the 
pins fall out) and anyone can do the pinning. 'Mere are a number of problems 
with this. Wben the map is full there is often too much information, and when 
you take away the pins and start again (for example at the beginning of a month) 
there is too little information. Too many different crime types present a mass of 
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colours and confuse the viewer, and numerous crimes at one location also 
present difficulties. It is not an ideal solution. 
In response to this a number of forces are investigating dic use of digital 
mapping systems to display crime information. Ibis is now possible as many 
forces include geographical data such as grid references with their recorded 
crime and incident information. The use of georefcrcnccd data in digital 
mapping packages and Geographical Information Systems (GIS) has vastly 
simplified the process of mapping crime incident data. In this manner the user at 
the police station can see the locations of every incident. A number of authors 
have been involved in creating these types of crime-based mapping systems 
(Berry and Jones, 1995; Grescoe, 1996; Hirschfield et aL, 1995; Project, 1997). 
High volume crimes such as burglary and motor vehicle crime can often swamp 
a graphical display yet these are amongst the most important types of crime to 
map. Ibesc crimes arc often force and divisional crime prevention and dctccfion 
priorities yet tend to be so abundant that it is difficult for officers to get an idea 
of the incident distribution. 1hernatic mapping is one solution to coping with 
the mass of data. Most proprietary GIS programs include the ability to map 
point data such as crime information. 'Ibis can cause different descriptions of 
the data due to both the aggregation method and the modifiable areal unit 
problem (MAUP), which is discussed later in this chapter in section 8.12 
8.1.1. Thematic mapping 
There are a number of different ways of creating thcn-utic maps by aggregating 
data. The simplest technique is to count events occurring in a predefincd area 
where the number of incidents within a polygon (such an a police beat) arc 
counted. For example, programs such as MapInfo (a commercial GIS and 
mapping package) offer a number of prc-programmcd techniques for 
aggregating area data. Ibematic classifications include different display variations 
of the count per polygon calculation. Thesc include; equal ranges, quandic, 
standard deviation and natural break method. Each of these methods can 
produce different cartographic outputs. Ibis can be sccn in Figure 8-2 which 
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shows the same data for West Bridgford using four of the automatic thematic 
map options available in MapInfo. All recorded critne for West Bridgford for the 
period April 1995 to April 1997 is shown aggregated by beat (a), and by 500 
metre squares (b, c and d). As can be seen from these four images, different 
choices of aggregation method in the creation of a thematic map can affect the 
visual outcome. 
I U 
/1 
p 
" 
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- 
I 
Figure 8-2 Four different thematic interpretations of the same data. 
Wurr 8-2 (a) sbows all reconied mmefor Fiji BmkjWfmm April 1995 w Apal 1997, qgrgaed typohCe Fý 
bear, (b) sbows the same aata using the equal count metbog (c) the n"al byrak metbod, and (d) the caregones 
broken domm into standard detiavons. 
The differences between (a) and the grid square images (b, c& d) is a simple 
example of the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem, which is explained in greater 
detail in the next section. With image (a), a viewer might be fooled into thinking 
that a high level of crime extends right across the top right police beat. I lowever 
reference to the other images show that the high level of crime is concentrated 
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to the extreme West of the police beat, and that the Eastem section of dic bcat 
is almost aime frce. 
8.1.2. The Modifiable Areal Unit Problem 
The modifiable areal unit problem (NMUP) is a potential source of error that 
can affect spatial studies which utifise aggreptc data sources (Unwin, 1996). 
Geographical data is often aggregated in order to present the results of a study in 
a more useful context, and spatial objects such as enumeration districts or police 
beat boundaries are examples of the type of aggregating zones used to show 
results of some spatial phenomena. These zones are often arbitrary in nature and 
different areal units can be just as meaningful in displaying the same base level 
data. For example, it could be argued that enumeration districts containing 
comparable numbers of houses are better sources of aggregation than police 
beats (which are often based on parish boundaries) when displaying burglary 
rates. Large amounts of source data require a careful choice of aggregating zones 
to display the spatial variation of the data in a comprehensible manner. It is this 
variation in acceptable areal solution that generates the term 'modifiablcý. Only 
recently has this problem been addressed in the area of spatial crime analysis, 
where 'the areal units (zonal objects) used in many geographical studies = 
arbitrary, modifiable, and subject to the whims and fancies of whoever is doing, 
or did, the aggregating! (Openshaw, 1984 p. 3). 
As the study area for crime incident locations has effectively infmite resolution, 
there exists a potentially infinite number of different options for aggregating the 
data. Numerous administrative boundaries exists, such as enumeration districts, 
wards, counties, health authority areas, etc. Within modern GIS, it is an 
elementary task to automatically generate a huge variety of non-overlapping 
boundaries. Regular, often square, grids arc common, though polygons havc 
been used in other studies of crime distribution Ofirschficid et aL, 1997). Ibc 
number of different combinations of areal unit available to aggrcgatc data is 
staggering. Opcnshaw (1984) calculated that if one was to attempt to aggregate 
1,000 objects into 20 groups, you would be faced with 10" different solution 
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combinations. Although there are a large number of different spatial objects and 
ways in which a large geographical area can be sub-dividcd, the choiccs of arcal 
units tend to be dominated by what is available rather than what is best. Policc 
crime data is often mapped to beats, even when the information is passed to 
outside agencies such as ncighbourhood watches or local councils who mijit 
benefit from more relevant boundary structures. 
The MAUP consists of both a scale and an aggregation problem, and die 
concept of the ecological fallacy should also be considered 03ailcy and Gatrcll, 
1995). 1he scale problem is relatively well known. It is the variation which can 
occur when data from one scale of areal units is aggregated into more or less 
areal units. For example, much of the variation in enumeration districts changes 
or is lost when the data is aggregated to the ward or county level. The 
aggregation problem is less well known and becomes apparent when faced with 
the variety of different possible areal units for aggregation. Althouji 
geographical studies tend towards aggregating units which have a geographical 
boundary, it is possible to aggregate spatial units which are spatially distinct. 
Aggregating neighbours improves the problem to a small degree but does not 
get round the quantity of variation in possibilities which remains. 
The ecological fallacy problem occurs when inference is made about individuals 
based on the results of a study which has aggregated data into areal units. 
Whether this problem may or may not exist depends on the data and the choice 
of aggregation method and areal unit A simple example of this problem is to 
consider two hypothetical enumeration districts with the same population 
demographics. Every economically active worker in EDI has an annual income 
of L10,000 while every worker in ED2 has an income of L50,000. If these two 
enumeration districts were aggregated into one ward, then the mean income of 
the economically active occupants of the ward is L30,000. It would however be 
an ecological fallacy to suggest from this that most workers in the ward had an 
income of about L30,000. 
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grapbicalfact S(Afe that the rrsidr Srxpwiahrtuqý mill always 
depend on the areal units that are beig studed Ppensbaw, 1984,, A37) 
A temporary local solution is possible where an agency, such as Nottindiamshirc 
Constabulary, agrees on a standard spatial unit on which to base every 
geographical analysis. Ibis would only be of bencfit to the police, as outside 
agencies would need to agree either to copy the chosen police boundary or else 
risk finding police data incompatible with their own 'internal' boundary solution. 
It would also be a short term measure as boundary changes are needed from 
time to time to reflect the changing population pattern and the adaptation in 
techniques and methods of policing. Such a boundary change took place within 
Nottinghamshire Constabulary during the course of this thesis, and is detailed in 
chapter 3 (Data sources and software). 
Further work on the MAUP is necessary, however at present for the purposes of 
this thesis the most promising empirical solution is to examine geographical 
phenomena at a variety of scales and spatial units. In this way, spatial patterns 
which truly exist should be manifcst at a variety of spatial rcsolutions. 
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area. Alternatively, the analysis technique can be programmed to take account of 
edge cffccts. If this were done, the test circle B in Figure 8-3 would allow for the 
fact that it can only 'see' a quarter of the study region. Mile the cxamplc of a 
circle over a comer is easy to calculate (25%) it becomes much more complex to 
calculate the area of the circle within the test area when you cithcr move in from 
the edge, or have an irregularly shaped study region. Under these circumstances 
it is easier to either reduce the study area or increase the range of the cvcnt 
selection beyond the study region. 
The null hypothesis in this type of analysis is the contention that events arc 
distributed randomly across the study area according to a uniform probability 
distribution. Ibis theoretical concept of complete spatial randon-mcss is unlikely 
to be observed in crime data and therefore any departure from this concept will 
display either regularity or clustering. 'Ibc next stagc is to examine methods of 
calculating the measure of regularity or clustering. 
A simple spatial analysis might place a gtid over the study area and count the 
number of ctimcs in each square. Ibis is a standard point counting technique 
which is often done irt geographical applications. 1hc problems widi this arc 
described in an earlier section and shown in Figure 8-2 on page 215. 
However instead of doing this, a more advanced technique is to place a moving 
window, such as a circle, over the study area, and this is callcd dic 'moving 
window' technique. 
8.2.2. Moving window technique 
The 'moving window' technique employs a moveable sub-region (usually a 
circle) over the entire study area to measure dependence in subsets of die study 
area and is particularly suited to hotspot detection (Bailey and Gatrcll, 1995). A 
two-dimensional grid lattice which covers the entire study area with a rectangular 
grid of intersecting lines is defined and at each grid intersection circles arc placed 
over the study area. Points falling within the circle are retrieved from the data to 
compute a spatial pattern test statistic. Ibis process is seen in Figure 84, where 
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(a) shows a fictitious street network with the location of burgled premises shown 
as red dots. The moving window analysis approach is to superimpose a grid ovor 
the whole study area (b) and then at each grid intersection overlay a circle (or 
circles) of a predetermined radius (c) 
- 
commonly referred to as a 'bandwidth'. 
'Me crimes (points) falling within the circle are extracted and some form of 
algorithm is applied to extract a value. 'this could be a simple count of the 
number of crimes in the circle, a density calculation based on the number of 
incidents and the area of the circle, or some more complex algorithm such as a 
kernel estimation, which will be discussed in a later section. 
a 
dil 40 
0 
40 
lb 
do 40 
Figure 8-4 Moving window spatial analysis process. 
This technique produces a more spatially smooth estimate of the variation than 
can be obtained with a fixed quadrat system such as the choropleth mapping 
technique. In addition to this the use of a moving window where windows 
overlap can help defeat much of the MAUP (Bailey and Gatrell, 199.5; 
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Opcnshaw, 1984, Unwin, 1996). It is Aso a local method in a crime analysis 
environment where global methods are difficult to justify. Given the 'distance- 
to-travel' limitations of many offenders (Bradbury, 1981; Brown, 1982) local 
methods are more desirable than global methods which relate crime locations 
right across the study area and can interpolate values into areas void of criminal 
activity. 
In each of the density calculations however, no account is taken of the relative 
location of events within the search window. Density calculations can be a useful 
tool,, though an improvement is the ability to calculate an intensity measure. One 
technique for this is called kernel estimation. 
8.2.3. Kernel estimation 
Ibis practice replaces the simple counting mechanism already described widi a 
cmoving three-dimensional function (the kemeD which wcijits events widiin its 
sphere of influence according to their distance from the point at which the 
intensity is being estimated' (Gatrell et aL, 1996 p. 259). 
ke=l 
Figure 8-5 Kernel estimation of a point pattern. 
Sounr Gatirli etA, 19Y6. 
The three-dimensional function scans within the search circle and not only 
detects points within the search region but measures their influence and 
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calculates their contribution to the intensity of the search relative to their 
proximity to the centre of the search circle. The closer an event IS to the ceritre 
of the circle, the greater its contribution to the intensity reading. Options for 
displaying the results include the use of a contouring program to show the 
results as an intensity surface, or to select the locations and circle sizes with the 
highest readings. Figure 8-5 shows this process where k represents any kernel 
weighting function which decays away from the centre or the search location at 
location s. 7Me bandwidth -c can be adjusted to vary the range of influence of the 
search circle. Figure 8-6 shows the equivalent figure for the sequence in, Pigure 
8-4 and completes the picture. 
Figure 8-6 An inverse distance weighted function (kernel) applied to crime locations. 
,Z()= 
1] A2) 
rs d<r 
r2 Equation 8-1 
The choice of suitable algorithm for the search parameter has, according to 
Gatrell et al (1996), little bearing on the resulting *intensity estimate. Later in this 
chapter a local surface generation program written by the author called SPAM 
(Spatial Pattern Analysis Machine) will be described. Ibe algorithm used by 
SPAM is a quartic kernel algorithm from the Gatrell et aZ (1996) paper as shown 
in Equation 8-1, where s represents the centre of the search circle, T the 
bandwidth and dis the distance of each point (i) within the bandwidth (T) from 
the centre of the search area (s). The calculation of the intensity X, (s) is therefore 
the summation of the intensity of those values which have a smaller distance 
from s than d, where the intensity is weighted, with values at the centre weighted 
by 3/7CC2 
, 
dropping smoothly to a value of zero at the maximum distance T. , [his 
has been suggested as a reasonable choice and useful in a variety of typical 
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applications (Bailey and Gatrell, 1995 p. 85). 'the function shows a weighting that 
favours points close to the centre of the circle and decays smoothly towards the 
perimeter. 
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Figure 8-7 Guartic kernel and linear weightings. 
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Much of the work into these spatial analysis methods has been driven by the 
field of medical epidemiology and the desire to detect clusters m rare diseases 
(Besag and Newell, 1991; Gatrell et aZ, 1996). One of the more mfluential 
attempts have been the Geographical Analysis Machines designed by Stan 
Openshaw and his colleagues at the University of 1-teds (Openshaw and 
Charlton, 1987; Openshaw et aZ, 1998). 
8.2.4. GAM Mark I 
The GAM Mark I was designed to be an automated process by which point data, 
fed mto a computer as co-ordinate values, could be searched automatically by 
various algorithms to detect clusters (Besag and Newell, 1991; Openshaw and 
Charlton, 1987). GAM was introduced originally to investigate the number of 
leukaemia cases around power stations in the north-east of England in the early 
1980's-The new technique was developed because the authors felt that with; 
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the detelvpment of GIS tecbnolog and the itut gmuth in rpad4- 
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., 
y, adopt a AUnkend iiew of ahat is botb possibk and 
sdenfific. (Opensbaw and Cbar&on, 1987, p. 336). 
The following description of how the GAA1 works is surnmarised from 
Openshaw and Chariton (1987). A two-dimensional grid lattice is dcrmcd such 
that it covers the entire study area with a rectangular grid of intersecting lines. A 
minimum and maximum circle size is also dcrmcd, along with a radL-d size 
increment. At each grid intersection a circle is placed over the study area and the 
data retrieved to compute a spatial pattern test statistic. Each intcrsection is 
visited and the test statistic for the current circle size is calculated for the whole 
grid. The GAM then changed to the next circle size and repeated the whole test 
It continues in this way until every grid intersection has been visited by each of 
the chosen circle sizes. For the particular epidemiological study for which the 
GAM was designed, the test statistic has to consider the background population 
density. The GAM generates a number of randomly generated values, based on 
the underlying population-at-risk density, and a Monte Carlo procedure for 
significance testing is employed to detect clusters to a significancc level of 0.01. 
Among the important features of GAM is the lack of a need for a prior 
hypothesis. The program allows for the trawling of data for interesting features, 
removing the need for the operator to consider a possible line of enquiry and 
then test for it. 
lbough the GAM has been crificised for some of the stafisfical assumpfions 
(Besag and Newell, 1991), it still remains one of the main innovations in recent 
spatial an ysts. 
A recent attempt to implement the GANI for crime analysis has bccn made by 
the research team at the University of Liverpool. Thcy reprogrammed the GANI 
as part of a larger project into creating a proji'ler to investigate crime and urban 
deprivation (Hirschfield et aL, 1997). The profilcr is a software package that 
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combines a number of databases into an analytical systcm. In the latc 1980's dic 
GAM, while conceptually simp1c, was computationally, intensive and runs could 
take days. It was originally run on an Amdahl 5680 computer. Thc Liverpool 
group took advantage of improvements in computer technology and GIS and 
ran their package on a Pentium PC with 32Mb of RAM. In an attempt to 
address the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP), the analysis was repeated 
for many different sized circles as it was believed that real clusters would bc 
apparent at the same location at every spatial scale. Ibc profilcr is a morc 
complex operation and includes a number of socio-cconon* data sets which 
may not be available to all researchers or police officers. 
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8.3. EVALUATION OF CURRENT CRIME-SPECIFIC 
HOTSPOT PROGRAMS 
Two popular methods for displaying crime hotspots involve using a program 
called STAC, and Vertical Mapper 
- 
an add-on program for Maplnfo. The 
program for investigating the Spatial and Temporal Analysis of Cru'ne (STAC) 
has been designed by the Illinois Crirnmal justice Information Authority based 
in Chicago, and is popular amongst US crime analysts. A third option, recently 
available, will also be discussed in this section. 
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Figure 8-8 Central division non-residential burglaries (April 95 to April 97). 
Ibroughout this section of the chapter an example data set is used drawn from 
non-residential burglaries in Nottingham Central division over the period April 
1995 to April 1997. Central division contains the Central Business District 
(CBD) for Nottingham and has a high concentr-ation of shops and offices. In the 
two year period there were 2524 non-residential burglanies. These are shown in 
Figure 8-8 which also displays one of the limitations of point mapping with a 
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standard GIS. Although the image does show exactly where the crimes occurred, 
there is a problem of overlapping points. Crime events which occur close to 
each other will merge into one as the graphical resolution deteriorates. A second 
problem with this type of display is the visualisation of repeat Victimisation. 
Although the GIS is creating a symbol for each crime incident, whenever there is 
repeat Victimisation the subsequent symbols are placed in exactly the same place 
as the preceding points. One symbol can indicate either one crime or a number 
of incidents. Ibis is the case in the non-residential burglary picture of Central 
division where the highest number of incidents at one location over the two year 
period was 29. 'Mis repeat victimisation effect is shown in Figure 8-9 where the 
number of reported burglaries occumng at each location is indicated by the 
symbol size. 
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Figure 8-9 Non-residential burglaries. Symbol size indicates number of reported crimes. 
For clarity and confidentiality the following ffnages only indicate the crime 
locations without the underlying city structure. Although this emphasis allows a 
clearer view of the crime locations and the hotspot structures, the sites of the 
non-residential crime events are related to the urban structure. Figure 8-10 
shows a simplification of the landuse pattem of Central division for reference. 
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Central division has a central shopping district (purple shading) surrounded by 
offices and public facilities. To the immediate west of the city centre is an 
affluent area of expensive housing known as The Park (dark blue shading in 
Figure 8-10). The rest of the division is made up of poorer housing to the north- 
west (Radford) and student accommodation in the south-west (lAmton). 
E-: ýý] Central retail area Less affluent residential 
Retail/industrial parks Public facilities 
Offices and shops Public areas 
Affluent residential Nottingham castle 
Figure 8-10 Sirnplified lancluse in Central division. 
The area categones are a&m goons of the landuse in the arms based on the wayono AwAse varaaedfimm OS 
1. 
-25000 raster imqges. The PuMcfacikes categary inclm*s hospitals, courts andpmbic "sportfadkties Pmblic 
areas incluikspo*s, p1q)Tgfields and cemeterms 
8.3.1. STAC 
STAC is freely available from the Illinois Criminal justice Information Authority 
and is a suite of DOS based routines designed, amongst other things, to detect 
clusters in co-ordinate georeferenced crime data. 'Me program employs a 
moving window approach with a selectable circle bandwidth. It is a little dated 
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now (current issue is version 4.0) and does pose some problems in getting a 
comprehensible output. The program takes in point data as a comma delimited 
values file. A number of basic program functions arc adjustable throuji a 
modifiable parameters file. Ibcse parameters include the ability to change the 
grid upon which the analysis takes place and to window a portion of the study 
area. The search algorithm can work in either rectangular or triangular search 
mode, and the user can set the minimum number of points which, comprise a 
hotspot. Most importantly, while the user can set the search radius of the circles, 
the user can not set the resolution of the lattice. Ibc textual output is a set of 
mean centres for the hotspots, in one file, and a list of co-ordinatcs for a 
MapInfo Boundary File. MapInfo stopped using this fonnat a number of 
versions ago, and have even stopped writing conversion routines into their 
current version. It was necessary to generate a pair of modern I%faplnfo 
interchange files to import the result of the STAC analysis. 
In the Hot Spot Area search mode a moving window approach is employed over 
the user-defined grid. Each circle is then ranked according to the number of 
crime locations within it and the top 25 circles are retained. Any of these 25 
circles that overlap are combined to form 'Hot Clusters' and for each I lot 
Cluster a standard deviational ellipse is calculated. Ibis ellipse is termed aI lot 
Spot Area and is the final display medium for the crime hotspots OCJIA, 1996). 
Although STAC is able to defmc a limit to the size of a hotspot, the hotspots arc 
always displayed as standard deviational ellipses, a shape which generally bears 
little resemblance to the underlying crime morphology. 
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Figure 8-11 Central division non-residential burglaries for April 1995 to April 1997, with STAC hot 
spot areas. 
STAC, gmeraed 'hot duskn'are sbojm as blue 6ýses 
Figure 8-11 is an example of the type of output which STAC produces. 'Me co- 
ordinates of every non-residential burglary on Nottinghamshire Constabulary's 
Central division from April 1995 to April 1997 (2524 recorded crimes) were used 
to generate the hotspots outlined in blue. As can be seen from this image, the 
program has identified three hotspots: two small hotspots to the North and 
West of the city ccntre, and a main hotspot which covers the whole of the city 
centre. 
8.3.2. Vertical Mapper 
Vertical MapperTm for MapInfog is a software package which allows for the 
analysis and display of continuously varying data (Northwood Gcoscience, 
1998), and is essentially a raster manipulation package for Mapinfo. Vertical 
Mapper is able to perform basic surface modelling and DEM construction which 
can create a surface of criminal activity. This feature has been used for crime 
mapping in the London Borough of Brent (BCMP, 1998) though while a surface 
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covering the whole area is created, this surface does not impose limits on the size 
of hotspots and presents a gradual increment from areas of no criminal activity 
to crime hotspots. An example of this type of image from the Brent Crime 
Mapping Project was shown in an earlier chapter (I Previous work). "Ilic 
equivalent analysis for the Central division non-rcsidcnU burglary analysis is 
presented in Figure 8-12 and Figure 8-13. 
In the first diagram (Figure 8-12) the triangulation interpolated hotspots are 
shown with the corresponding crime locations which were used to generate 
them. The second diagram (Figure 8-13) shows the same hotspot surface 
without the crime locations. Ibis clearer image shows that the hotspots are part 
of a smoothed surface which more closely follows the pattern of crimes. The 
generated surface follows the flow of the crime patterns more accurately than 
the standard deviational ellipses produced by STAC. 'Mcsc hotspots are not 
delimited in any way, and placing a limit on the extent of a hotspot from die 
total surface would be entirely subjective. 
It must also be understood that Vertical Mapper is neither inexpensive nor easy 
to use. The program does not guide the user throuji the process and it does not 
clearly state the best way to achieve the desired output. A reasonable degree of 
user experience is expected. 
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Figure 8-12 Central division non-residential burglaries (shown as black dots) with Vertical 
Mapper hotspot surface 
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Figure 8-13 Central division non-residential burglary hotspot surface only (generated by Vertical 
Mapper) 
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8.3.3. Spatial Crime Analysis System (SCAS) 
The Spatial Crime Analysis System (SCAS) was made available during 1998. Ilic 
program (an add-on for Arc: View) was offered frecly over the Intctnct by flic 
Crime Mapping Research Center, a department of the US Department of justicc 
(http: //www. usdoj. gov/criminal/gis/scashomc. htm). Tic software package is 
based around Environmental Systems Research Institute's (ES" ArcView 3.0 
GIS using the programming interface language Avenue. Ibc ArcView Spatial 
Analyst extension was also used to develop the spatial crime analysis modules 
(Nulph et aL, 1997). 
Ibc software offers two options for 'hotspot' analysis; surfacc-derivcd hotspots 
and standard deviational ellipscs. 'Ibesc arc esscntiafly the same options provided 
by Vertical Mapper and STAC. Ibc surfacc-derived hotspots arc generated using 
ArcVicw Spatial Analyst and builds a surface of incident density for the chosen 
crime incidents. A kernel fimction creates the density surface. Once the surface 
has been generated the operator can use a slider bar to adjust the visibility 
threshold so that only the more 'intense' areas of the crime map arc shown. This 
is the same as adding a threshold to Figure 8-12 and Figure 8-13, and only 
displaying those areas which have a higher value. A screen capture of an example 
screen is shown in Figure 8-14 (source: Nulph et al, 1997). 
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Figure 8-14 Screen capture from SCAS surface generated hotspot routine. 
The standard deviation ellipse routine is actually cruder than STAC and simply 
generates a global standard deviational ellipse based on all the available crime 
data in the current query. Geometric and statistical properties of standard 
deviational ellipses can be found in a variety of texts (for example Ebdon, 1996). 
The value of a single global standard deviational ellipse to spatial Crime analysis 
and hotspot analysis is not made clear by the authors of SCAS, though they do 
say; 
Regions based on standard demation are often used in crime analysis in 
pre&dive modelsfor serial crimes; ýf an analý, st has determined that a series 
of crimes was Aely committed ýy a sin 
, 
gle peryon or gmup, known crime 
Agaions can be used to heo predid where and for what purpose law 
enforrement peryonnel can be &plqyed (Goakeb et aZ, 1994; quoted in: 
Nuoh et aZ, 1997). 
A screen capture from the technical reference paper for SCAS is shown in 
Figure 8-15. 
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Figure 8-15 Screen capture from SCAS standard deviational ellipse routine. 
When this approach is applied to the Central division non-residential burglary 
data (the example data used throughout this section) the following output is the 
result (Figure 8-16). As can be seen from this diagram, the standard deviational 
ellipse is too crude to elicit any useful information and is a retrograde step from 
using STAG 
SCAS has now been withdrawn from the CMRC web site. 
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Figure 8-16 Global standard cleviational ellipse applied to Central division non-residential burglary 
data. 
8.3.4. Evaluation 
Evaluation of the various options is dependent on the time available for the 
analysis, the capabilities of the user, and the type of output required. In a 
previous review of STAC and GAM, the GAM was seen as more favourable 
than the STAC system to the academic user concerned with data quality, 
statistical significance and methodology. The STAC might be more useful to the 
police as it provides a simpler graphical output (Hirschfield et aL, 1997). For both 
the police and the academic user, the GAM is currently unavailable, though 
Openshaw and colleagues are in the process of making the GAM available 
through the Internet (Openshaw et aZ, 1998). 
STAC is a simple system to use and the output is fairly comprehensible to most 
users. However it does suffer from a number of limitations. It is a DOS-based 
program and is less easy to use than a more modem Windows-based system. 
Ibis is especially the case when opening files. The parameters file has to be 
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opened in either the internal program or in a text editor to change the settings 
between runs, and the output for the standard dcviational ellipse is not in a 
format used by any current system and has to be adapted in a text editor every 
time it is run. However the most damming criticism of STAC is probably that 
the standard deviational ellipse hotspots do not follow accurately the pattern of 
crime, and that STAC suffcrs from the MAUR A qucstion that should be asked 
is how useful the program would be to the police if the output varies with the 
choice of search area? 
The use of Vertical Mapper in creating surface generated hotspots is an 
imaginative application of the surface modelling software, and a use that 
Northwood Geosciencc (the owners of Vertical Mapper) had probably not 
considered. It is a better choice of system than STAC in a number of ways. 'Ibc 
program is Windows-based and simple procedures in the user interface such as 
opening files and dialog boxes arc easy to a-eatc and would be expected from a 
modem system. The mechanics of actually developing a crime density surFacc 
arc however not so easy. There are a number of different interpolation options 
with which the user is presented with, and each option contains a barrage of 
adjustable features and possibilities. Ibis means that die user of this type of 
system should have a good background in digital clcvafion and terrain modelling 
to understand the implications of each option in order to choose the correct 
one. 'Ibc Brent Crime Mapping Project has been one of the main users of 
Vertical Mapper for crime mapping (BCMP, 1997; BCMP, 1998), though 
moving to version 2-0 from version 1.5 caused them some problems. Ilic loss of 
their GIS manager (Spencer Chaincy) to another local authority meant that they 
have been unable to achieve the same results as before. They fccl that this is 
because Mr. Chainey's background was in GIS whilst theirs is in crime, and die 
Vertical Mapper interpolation functions require a thorough knowledge of GIS 
and terrain modelling (PC Mark Patrick 
- 
personal communication). 
The final point to consider with the use of Vertical Mapper is the quality of flic 
derived surfaces themselves. Ibc derived surfaces cover dic wbolc study area so 
the user is able to see the distribution of crime density across dic wbole rcgion. 
Ibis is certainly advantageous when compared widi the STAC system as dic user 
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is able to see what is happening outside the main hotspot ccntrcs and examine 
the process across the whole area. The shape of the hotspots also follows better 
the crime density and more reasonably mimics the underlying surface of dic 
urban crime geometry. What STAC can do, which is unavailable in Vertical 
Mapper, is to express a limit to the size of a hotspot. Mile the composition of 
the STAC hotspots; might be flawed by both the shape of the hotspot and the 
use of a standard deviation as the limiting factor, the imposing of limits does 
allow for a simple binary classification of hotspots (hot and not). 
SCAS is similar to both STAC and Vertical Mapper. Designed for ArcVicw as 
Vertical Mapper is designed for MapInfo, it provides much of the same 
functionality and has the same flaws. Ibc SCAS standard dcviational ellipse 
routine is of limited value, and if standard dcviational clliPscs arc required, the 
STAC system produces more reasonable llipscs for crime hotspots. 
So while each system is able to contribute a useful aspect owards the mapping 
of crime hotspots (Vertical Mapper's global surface which follows the crime 
density, STACs hotspot limits), no one systcm provides the sought-aftcr 
solution of a statistically supportable binary classification of hotspots which 
follow the underlying eometry of the crime distribution. 
In an attempt to provide a simple classification of hotspots which arc not limited 
to rigid geometric shapes this study suggests employing both a moving window 
approach and a Local Indicator of Spatial Association (USA) statistic for 
classification purposes. 'Ibis two stage process is described in the following 
sections, starting with the program written by the author to gencratc the moving 
window surface: SPAM. 
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In this study an adaptation of the GAM has been programmed in Visual C++, 
and for case of reference has been called the Spatial Point Analysis Nfachinc 
(SPANý. Ihe system is designed to read in crime data described as co-ordinate 
values from a text Me. From this file, the maximum and minimum values are 
calculated, along with basic statistical information about the data set (mean 
position, standard distance and standard dcviational ellipse). These calculations 
are useful for summarising the data set and describing the variation across the 
whole region, but do not contribute usefully to any search for variation within 
the data set and the identification of any clusters or 'hotspots'. The scarrJi 
procedure employed by SPAM is a simplified variation on the GAM as Ole 
underlying aim is to improve the ability of the police to identiý areas of crime 
concentration., and therefore the underlying population is less important and not 
included in the calculation. While including the population density may have 
academic value to some researchers, the police focus their resources on areas of 
high crime irrespective of the population density variation. 
SPAM uses a moving window approach which allows the user to adjust the 
dimensions of the grid. The user can also adjust the resolution of the grid mesh 
so that finer or coarser grids are gmerated. On execution, the program performs 
the analysis. The great advantage of Visual C++ is that the program has all the 
user functionality of a Uly-fiinctioning Windows program whilst retaining the 
speed of calculation of aC routine. 
As the program does not consider population density, it confines itself to visiting 
each intersection on the fine mesh grid and overlaying a number of circles. Thc 
intensity of crime events is calculated for every circle and then the program 
moves onto the next grid intersection. The original GANI and the variation 
employed by the Ilverpool team both used a sinýplc count to sum the number of 
incidents found within the search circle. This system is satisfactory when 
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population density IS also a factor, however this was felt to be less useful for 
policing purposes. The main policing priority is to focus resources into the areas 
with most crime intensity irrespective of the population density. If a fine mesh is 
placed over a collection of points, a sum of the points in each circle will often 
register the same value for a number of circles if the circles arc closely 
overlapping. 
,A 
Figure 8-17 shows an example where 
V irc four c  les each encompass the same 
five events. Although the circles are in 
diffcrent places, they will each re i gister 
(D the same number of 'hits', even though 
0 the events are most centrally located 
within the thicker test circle. Even 
Figure 8-17 An example study area showing 
four test circles engulfing five spatial events. 
though the leftmost circle (dotted) only 
just contains the points, the total point 
count is equal to the thick circle. A more informative approach is to measure the 
intensity of the crime locations relative to their proximity to the centre of the 
cirCle by kemel estimation. 
SPAM uses a moving window approach with an overlay of 0.8r, intensity values 
being calculated using the quartic kernel estimation equation (Equation 8-1 on 
page 223). 'Ais process generates the crime intensity surface, which can be seen 
in Figure 8-18 (Figure 8-19 without the crime points for clarity) for the example 
data used throughout this chapter (Central division non-residential burglaries). 
'Me generated surface is similar to the one produced by Vertical Mapper, except 
that the cell values indicate a measure of intensity based on an inverse distance 
weighted estimation. 
Ibis surface differs from other surfaces such as the Vertical Mapper output in a 
number of ways. The process does not aim, to interpolate a smooth surface and 
if there are areas with no crime incidence sandwiched between high crime 
regions then the no cnme area will show a sharp drop in value reflecting the lack 
of criminal activity. 'Me intensity value for each grid location is a measure of the 
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intensity of the local crime locations. 'Mis can mean that a gnid site with five 
nearby locations Will register a greater value than a site with seven more remote 
crime events. Figure 8-18 and Figure 8-19 show the hotspot intensity raster for 
the Central non-residential burglaries. For clarity the legend in these images has 
replaced the intensity values for the map classifications with a simpler 'most 
intense hotspots' and 'least intense hotspots' classification. It should be noted 
that the MAUP does apply and a different choice of category ranges would 
display slightly different cartographic products. 
Once the intensity surface has been generated it then has to undergo analysis 
with a local statistical technique before a binary classification of hotspots is 
feasible. This is achieved through the use of local spatial statistical techniques, 
called Local Indicators of Spatial Association (LISA). 
Two executable versions of SPAM are available on the CD-ROM accompanying 
this thesis, called SPAM VLEXE and SPAM VI-LEXE. Version 1.1 contains an 
improved user interface. There is also a help file for the first version (version 1) 
and two sample data sets (57. TXT and 144. TXT). All of these programs can bc 
found in the SPAM folder of the CD-ROM. 
Figure 8-18 SPAM hotspots generated for Central division non-residential burglaries. 
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Figure 8-19 SPAM hotspots without crime locations. 
EvALuATnvGSPAM 
Im SPAM is the first stage in a two stage process aimed at generating a si pie 
binary classification of hotspots. As a stand-alone surface generation program it 
has a number of advantages for creating crime surfaces. The process does not 
assume a continuous smooth surface unlike a global modelling package. Points 
beyond the limit of the search circle are not included in the calculations and have 
no bearing on the intensity value. Ibis system recognises that there can be sharp 
distinctions in the crime level between two adjacent parts of a city and the 
intensity calculation reflects this. By using an intensity algorithm the process is 
also able to recognise the influence of distance within the search circle. A 
measure of the proximity of points to the centre of the search circle is an 
additional dimension to the surface and a feature which would not be apparent if 
the process used a simple count of points within the search circle. 
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8.5. LOCAL INDICATORS OF SPATIAL 
AsSOCIATION 
The increase in large spatial data sets which can be analysed within a GIS has 
created a need for techniques which specificafly address the spatial nature of the 
data. Exploratory Spatial Data Analysis (ESDA) techniques arc now available 
which can identify the spatial association and autocorrelation in georeferenced 
data sets. it is now recognised that local patterns of influmcc can be used to 
describe the spatial independence of data. Although global techniques have been 
available for some time, it is clear that the need to assess global spatial 
autocorrelation may provide only a limited set of spatial association results and 
may contribute little to the understanding of the data (Getis and Ord, 1996). 
Local statistical methods have been developed which can assess the spatial 
association of a variable within a specified distance of a single point. Ihis class of 
statistic has been growing rapidly in acceptance and many practitioners feel they 
offer an improvement in understanding the spatial nature of locality (Unwin, 
1996). These types of statistic differ from procedures which arc applied globally, 
such as Moran's I and Geary's c which are tested on the complete study area 
under examination. According to David Unwin (1996), Moran's I and Gearys c 
can be thought of as a more advanced subset of a larger traditional set of global 
statistical methods which include nearest neighbour analysis and k-functions. All 
of these statistical methods can be considered as giobal in that they require 
analysis of all or most of the data set and have a null hypothesis that the spatial 
autocorrelation of a variable is at or near zero. They therefore attempt to 
characterise the patterning across the entire study region. Unwin (1996) 
identified three severe limitations in the application of global methods. Firstly, 
they rely on the assumption that the pattem being tested exhibits stationarity 
over space. Ibis suggestion that the pattern, and therefore the process that 
created the variable, is stable is often unreasonable in geography where true areas 
of spatial homogeneity are rare. An additional factor is that the global mcthods 
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are vulnerable to edge effects in the calculation, and finally die cxpcctafions arc 
often affected by the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (BAcy and Gatrell, 1995; 
Openshaw, 1984). 
A distinction has been drawn betweengeneral andfocused tests (Bcsag and Newell, 
1991; Ord and Getis, 1995), where general tests examine overall patterns across 
the study area and focused tests concentrate on smaller subset areas of the study 
area. The latter type of tests have been used when there has been a previous 
hypothesis about a particular location, such as the location of a nuclear 
installation as in the example from Besag and Newell (1991). The class of local 
statistical tests is referred to by the term LISA 
- 
Local Indicators of Spatial 
Association (Anselin, 1995). 
LISA statistics allow for the decomposition of global statistics and provide an 
additional tool in exploratory spatial data analysis (ESDA). 'Ibcy can measure 
dependence in one area of the study region and are particularly adept at: (1) 
indicating regions of spatial non-singularity, and (2) identiýýing the existence of 
local spatial clustering around an individual location, orhotspots' (Anselin, 1995; 
Getis and Ord, 1996). 
8.5.1. Definition 
Anselin (1995, p-94) suggests that; 
a local indicator of spatial association (LHA) is my statisfic That 
safisfies tbefolloging requirrments. - 
the LTSAfor eacb observafiongites an in&cation of the went of si 
, 
gnificant 
spafial dustefing qrsimilar values amund Mat obsenution; 
the sum ofLHAsfor all obsenadons is pmporfional to a global inScator of 
ipadal ssodadon. 
More forrnally, Getis and Ord (1996, p. 262) dcfmc a LISA statistic of the form; 
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Equation 8-2 wyyy 
where the value of r at location i is being detcnnined, vi represents the spatial 
association between the target site i and other sites j, and I mpresents the 
association of values of a random variable at site i with values at odicr sitcs. If 
both v. and yj are elements of matrices X and Y then different methods of 
constructing the Y matrix will determine the LISA statistic which is employed. 
Getis and Ord (1996) go on to say that Moran's I statistics can be calculated 
when 1, is structured as a measure of covariance like the Pearson product- 
moment statistic, and is of the form (X, - Y)(Xj - 1), and statistics based on the 
squared difference - (Xi _ XJ)2 - can produce Geary-typc statistics such as c,, K,, 
and K. (Getis and Ord, 1996, p. 262). 
Gi AND Gi* S TA TIS TICS 
Although all LISA stafistics assess the local association amongst the data, the Gj 
and Gj* family of statistics evaluate associafion by measuring addifive qualifies, 
and in doing so can compare local averages to global averages. In this manner 
they are ideal for defining hotspots and placing a spatial limit on those hotspots. 
The statistics Gi and Gi, also written as G, (d) and Gj*(q), introduced by Gctis and 
Ord (1992) for the study of local patterns in spatial data, wcrc cxtcndcd and rc- 
written in 1995 to redefine Gj as a standard variatc and to allow for non-binary 
classifications of the distance: d (Ord and Gctis, 1995). The initial cquation from 
1992 is dcfined Wow: 
G, (d) 
lw,, (d)x, 
j*i 
zi xi 
Equation 8-3 
Although the above equation is more comprehensible and intuitive, the 
following equations and description are taken from G ctis and Ord (1996). 
An area is subdivided into n regions, i=1,2,..., n, where each region is identified 
with a point of known Cartesian co-ordinatcs. Each i has an associated value xj 
taken from a variable X. When the focus falls on one particular site i, the values 
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at the remaining observations are denoted as x,, In a study area of 6 regions (for 
example) the third site i=3 has a value x,, and the remaining locations 0) havc 
the values x x, x x, and x,. 
The null hypothesis is that there is no association between the value recorded at 
site i of variable Y., that is xj and the surrounding values of X, the other wducs of 
x, up to and including a distance d from i. Stated a different way, the null 
hypothesis is that the sum of values at all thcj sites up to a radius d from location 
i is not more than one would expect by chance given all the values in the study 
region, including those values beyond distance d 
The null hypothesis appropriate for the G, ýd) statistics require that x, be cxcluded 
from the summation., while the null hypothesis for the statistic Gj'(a) require that 
the value at i is included and is summed along with thej values within the 
distance dif location i. The statistics are fonnally dermed as follows: 
G, (d) 
I: 
jw,, (d)x, -W, 7Q) i#i Equation 8-4 W2 
s(i)([((n-I)S,, )- 
, 
]1(n 
I w. (d)xj 
- 
W, *Y* 
G, * (d) 
= 
4,1/2'2 allj Equation B-5 
s* ([(nSj, ) 
- 
W, *'] 1(n 
- 
1)) 
where wfaq is a spatial weights vector with values for all links within d of i. Ibc 
sum of the weights is defined: 
w, (d), j=i Equation 8-6 
and: 
=W, +w Equation 8-7 
=Ejwl'j#i if Equation 8-8 
and: 
Zj W2, allj 
IV Equation 8-9 
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The mean and variance (s) calculations are: 
Y(i) = 
1j, xi j#i Equation 8- 10 
allj Equation 8-11 
n 
Sol =I- [Y(i)r, j #i Equation 8-12 (n 1) 
Y*2 
, 
allj Equation B-13 
n 
8.5.2. Characteristics of the statistic 
ADVANTAGES 
An effect of the use of this statistic to identify the existence of local spatial 
clustering around an individual ocation is that it can be used to idcnfify distances 
beyond which no discemible association exists. Within the analysis of crime 
hotspots this is a particularly interesting fcature with uscful bencfits. A numbcr 
of packages are able to produce maps of hotspots but either suffer from the 
creation of unrealistic hotspot shapes (such as hotspots as standard dcviational 
ellipses in STAC) or create a map by creating a surface of crime concentration 
without limits to the high crime locations (as in Vertical Mapper). Neither 
process is particularly justifiable statistically, nor able to set a limit on die sizc of 
a hotspot. 
LIMITATIONS 
In most geographical applications is it unlikely that the underlying distribution of 
the variable will be normally distributed. Both Gj and G, * are however 
asymptotically normally distributed as d increases (Ord and Gctis, 1995). Getis 
and Ord claim therefore that when the number of ncighbours is large, 
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approximate normality of the statistics can be assured (1996). They suggest that a 
conservative choice of dwould be such that the nurnbcr of ncighbours (j) is at 
least 30. They go on to say: 
mben  is reladtvý smaI4 asfew as ei, & neýbboun could be wed mitbout 
senous inferenfid ermr unkrs The un&-r4ing &stribufion ir irg skesed 
(ý. 265) 
8.5.3. Statistical significance 
When the test is performed using either the Gi or the G, * statistic, there is always 
the problem of overlap. 1his is caused when selected sites of i are close together, 
as is usually the case when the test is performed on every location in the study 
area (easily done with a computer program). It is also a factor when the choices 
of distance dare large. It is understandable therefore that sites near each other 
will display similar values of the spatial statistic, as the search areas of each site i 
will overlap to some degree. Ibis overlap means that nearby values of i will have 
correlating values ofj, and the greater the overlap, the greater the correlation 
between the spatial statistic. 'Ibis autocorrelation between local statistics' values 
means that they lack independence and it is necessary to use a procedure to 
sanction the results. Ord and Getis (1995) suggest a Bonferroni test and have 
produced a table of standard values for a variety of percentiles for the largest Gi 
or Gj* of n values. The table is reproduced in Appendix C. 
When the Gj* statistic is applied, the result is a simple binary classification of 
areas into 'hot or noe. Ihe next two diagrams show the process applied to 
Central division burglary data, which has been used as the example data 
throughout his chapter. The 99.9% confidence level was selected for the binary 
surface after a number of surfaces were constructed from different confidence 
levels. These different surfaces can be seen in Figure 8-20. Ibc cffcct of 
increased statistical rigour is to generate a lower number of small isolated 
hotspots. The main hotspot areas are not significandy reduced in size, indicat: ing 
that these areas are still hotspots at a variety of statistical levels. From thcsc 
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different surfaces it was decided that the 99.9% surface gave the most compact 
hotspot rendering based on visual interpretation and also generatcd the least 
number of small isolated point-centred hotspots (hotpoints). A more detailed 
examination of the structure of hotspot areas can be found in the next chapter. 
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Figure 8-20 Hotspot surface generated by Getis and Ord Gj'statistic at varying confidence levels. 
The second diagram (Figure 8-21) shows the hotspot area when a 99.9% 
confidence level has been selected and where the crime locations have been 
changed to simple black crosses to enable the hotspot areas to be view more 
clearly. More of the underlying hotspots surface can be seen though the crosses 
do not give any indication of the number of crimes at each location. 'Mis type of 
hotspot has a number of advantages over other hotspot processes. It Is simple to 
understand, follows the architecture of the crime points that generated the 
hotspots, and is statistically supportable. 
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Figure B-21 Hotspots at 99.9% level with black crosses marking the burglary locations. 
For reference the image of crime location density from earlier in the chapter is 
reproduced in Figure 8-22, and this aids comparison with the hotspot surface. 
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Figure 8-22 Non-residential burglaries. Symbol size indicates number of reported crimes. 
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8.6. CONCLUSION 
Ibis chapter has aimed to identify the need for crime mapping and then to 
distinguish the best method from the current available systems. Ibc need for 
some sort of crime mapping and analysis system in police stations is made 
evident in the first section of this chapter. The mass of available data may 
swamp police officers who can suffer fi-om 'information overload'. Sub- 
divisional stations like West Bridgford endure over a thousand motor vehiclc 
offences each year and the use of whiteboard lists, or the reading out of each 
location on parade is probably counter-productive in that it wastes time and 
resources without achieving the desired result of clearly informing the officers 
where the crime problems are. 1herc is therefore a rccognised need for a crime 
mapping system within the police service. Simple point mapping techniques 
, vithin a GIS are not well equipped to indicate density of points as overlapping 
symbols are difficult to distinguish and multiple incidents happening at one 
location are shown on top of each other, appearing as a single symbol. 
The next question addressed has been the type of technique and systcm. Tic use 
of thematic mapping has been seen to be flawed in that it is susceptible to the 
Modifiable Areal Unit Problem RJAUP), a problem which can affcct many 
geographical studies. Ibc GAM Mark I was an attempt to solve the MAUP, 
though it is computationally intensive and currently unavailable to users outside 
Leeds University. It does however employ a moving window approach in an 
effort to avoid many of the Modifiable Areal Unit problems, and a numb, cr of 
authors recommend this approach in spatial analysis. 
The current crimc-specific spatial analysis programs includc STAC, SCAS and 
the use of Vertical Mapper. The use of derived surfaces using interpolation is 
useful in that the surface covers the whole study area and the complac process 
can be visualised, however the output does not place any limitations on thc size 
of hotspots. Local limitations can be itnposcd by the user by adjusting the 
display threshold, though no guide is available as to where the threshold should 
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be and this is generally considered to be an exercise for the user. Ilic STAC 
system uses a moving window approach and does set a limit on the size of 
hotspots, however the use of one standard deviation seems an arbitrary choice of 
limit with no statistical significance, and the elliptical output rarely mimics the 
distribution of the crime data it was derived from. 
The solution suggested by this thesis is of a two stage system employing both a 
moving window approach and the use of a local statistical technique to limit the 
size of the hotspots. A moving window method using a quartic kernel estimation 
can produce a surface of crime intensity and then a Getis and Ord Gi statistic can 
be employed to place statistically justifiable limits on the extent of the most 
crime ridden areas. It is suggested in this chapter that this two-fold approach 
achieves the best of all the available options in that the hotspots arc statistically 
valid, show a statistically valid surface, and the hotspots are closely related to the 
original data and follow the original data's distribution, mimicking the 
architecture of the crime incidents. 
It is proposed here that this approaches a definitive answer to the question of 
how to identify crime hotspots. The technique uses the moving window to avoid 
many of the problems associated with the MAUP, is statistically valid and the 
output is reasonable and appears intuitively correct when viewed with the crime 
locations. Ibis approach has been employed in a study of police crime hotspot 
perception and details of this study are contained in the next chapter. 
Two important questions arise from this. Even when the process outlined here is 
applied (as it is in the SPAM program) no guide is available for the selection of 
1) a suitable bandwidth, and 2) the maximum search limit for the G, and Gf 
statistic. These questions are addressed in the next chapter, in the context of a 
study of the accuracy of police perception of high volume crime. 
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9. Hotspots and police 
perception 
The previous chapter outlined a technique for describing clime hotspots that 
follow the morphology of the underlying crime distribution and which are 
limited in area by a statistical test This chapter will examine these hotspots in 
depth by looking at their creation and composition. This is done through the 
example of a study of police perception of hotspots; a study that raises questions 
about police information dissemination and crime recording practices. 
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9.1. INTRODUCTION 
The previous chapter identified a methodology for the accurate idcntification of 
crime hotspots based on a two-fold approach using a surface generation routine 
followed by the use of LISA statistics to delineate statistically significant hig1i 
crime areas. Ibis process goes beyond die possibilities available from die 
currently available software: STAC, SCAS and Vertical Mapper. Ibc use of these 
more limited range of software packages has been restricted to the creation of 
crime hotspots purely for the purpose of mapping crime incidence. 'Me previous 
lack of a workable methodology for the accurate recognition of crime hotspots 
has meant that few applications of crime hotspot generation have been proposed 
beyond simple general mapping. The accurate targeting of crime prevention 
resources is one of the few alternative utilisations suggested (Ratcliffe and 
McCullagh, submitted), although there are a number of potential application 
areas. In addition to the detection of hotspots, the technique promoted in the 
previous chapter allows the identification of 'coldspots' 
- 
those areas devoid of 
significant criminal activity. The identification of these areas may be useful to 
local council authorities and -academic researchers. Potential applications of 
hotspot detection include the targeting of aime prevention resources, die 
improvement of information to the public, more accurate pricing of insurance 
premiums, and the assessment of police information dissemination strategies. 
'Me targeting of crime prevention materials, effort and resources can be 
considered as an extension to the crime mapping scenario. AG IS user may wish 
to overlay and compare the crime hotspots with the local authority boundaries 
or a map of housing occupancy and ownership, however the basic crime 
hotspots remain used essentially as a direct visual comparison. The pricing of 
insurance premiums would require the integration of two discrete datascts, both 
of which are jealously guarded by their owners. Insurance companies and the 
police service both rightly see their data as valuable property, both in a 
commercial sense and also in their role as guardian of confidential personal 
information. Wbile a comparison of crime and incident data would be both 
interesting and intellectually stimulating, the latter data is unavailable to the 
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author and this type of study falls outside the remit of this thesis. The final 
application suggested, that of assessing police information dissemination 
strategies, is possible and is the focus of this chapter. 
The integration of information technology R into police services has been 
discussed elsewhere in this thesis. A force wide introduction of a mapping 
system is a considerable expense for a police service and similar expenditures 
elsewhere in most constabularies would normally undergo an evaluation process. 
So how does one evaluate the success of a mapping system or assess the 
potential for such a system? It would be a simple procedure to compare the 
number of crimes before and after the installation of a crime mapping system, 
except that fluctuations in the rate of recorded crime arc rarely the result of 
changes in policing style alone and are under the sway of a complex mix of 
factors (for examples of different socio-economic links with crime see Allen, 
1996; Bottomley and Coleman, 1976; Cohen and Felson, 1979; Elliott and 
Ellingworth, 1996). 
Crime rate fluctuations occur both before and after the introduction of a 
mapping system. A reduction in crime rate is not necessarily related to the effect 
of introducing a mapping system, so it is unreasonable to consider post- 
introduction patterns to be a direct consequence of the mapping process. A 
mapping system is designed to disseminate intelligence and a more realistic 
indicator might be to assess the knowledge of the officers the system is designed 
to inform. A similar assessment might also be of merit to appraise the necessity 
and potential configuration of a system prior to procurement. 
One justification for introducing a crime mapping system into a police force is 
often built on the hypothesis that police officers and related crime prcvcndon 
agencies are not fully conversant with local crime hotspots. As such the 
introduction of a system is- viewed as a mechanism to improve the local 
awareness of police officers and thereby refme their crime detecting abilities. It is 
possible however that police officers through their day-to-day activities receive 
enough information to formulate a realistic impression of the distribution of 
criminal activity and that a crime mapping system may be an unnecessary 
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expenditure. Police officers form this image of their working area from a variety 
of sources. A mental picture is created through a combination of formal 
bricfings, informal discussions with colleagues and by assessing the nature and 
type of work the officer is required to attend, including the reporting of criminal 
incidents (Klinger, 1997; Reiner, 1997). Criminal activity is usually recorded by 
police officers when visiting the crime scene, over the telephone for minor 
offences, or in a minority of cases by detecting the crime themselves (Bottomicy 
and Coleman, 1976). Although an officer will not visit the scene of each incidentý 
informal meetings with colleagues and listening to the radio can keep the officer 
updated with the most recent and relevant events. Work in the United States has 
shown how influential these informal meetings, during meal times, on the radio 
and at incidents, are in affecting a police officer's impression of their beat 
(Klinger, 1997). 
The question therefore arises of whether a police officer's impression of the 
extent of criminality on his beat is accuratc. Ibis chapter examines the 
hypothesis that police officers can construct an accurate perception of crime 
distribution from exposure to daily policing practices by comparing crime 
hotspots generated from the recorded crime data with the perceived local 
hotspots catalogued from surveys with police officers. 
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9.2. DERMNG DATA FOR THE PERCEIPTION 
STUDY 
The perception study conducted in this chapter rcquired the preparation of two 
data sets. The generation of accurate crime hotspots using the process dcscribed 
in the previous chapter, and a survey of police officers' estimations of dic 
locations of crime hotspots. 
9.2.1. Crime hotspots 
Hotspots were generated from Nottinghamshire Constabulary recorded crime 
data for the period April 1996 to April 1997. The study area covered three force 
sub-divisions; West Bridgford, the Meadows, and Clifton. 1hree crime types 
(residential burglary, non-residential burglary, and motor vehicle crime) were 
chosen for examination on the basis that they were: 
1. force and divisional crime prevention priorities, 
2. high volume crimes for the three sub-divisions, and 
have a high reporting rate. 
'Mis last point is worth clarifying. Not all crime is reported and the reasons for 
the non-reporting of crime have been well documented elsewhere (Bidcrman 
and Reiss., 1967; Coleman and Moynihan, 1996; Mayhew rt az, 1993). It should 
be noted that results from the British Crime Surveys show that the selected 
crime types have amongst the highest reporting rates (Mirriccs-Black d aZ, 1996). 
A moving window type analysis was used in the SPAM program in Chapter 8 
(Hotspot analysis). A critique and an marriple of the type of output from the 
SPAM program is shown in the previous chapter. A major remaining problem 
was raised in the previous chapter as to what might be a suitable circle radius 
(bandwidth). 
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SELECTION OFA SUITABLE BAIVDW7DTH 
If the grid size is a fimction of the circle size, the question arises of what size 
circle to choose. STAC user manuals suggest a search criteria of 220 metrcs 
based on Chicago city block sizes aCJIA, 1996). Suburban Nottingham does not 
conform to such a regular pattern, and so the question was addressed by asking 
the officers who completed the hotspot survey. Wbile more details of the survey 
follow this section, the relevance here is that officers were requested to mark 
their most important hotspots on each map with a shape that rcflccted their 
perception of the extent of the hotspot. Most shapes drawn in the survey were 
roughly circular, and for each shape a radius was calculated relative to the area of 
the shape. In this manner, an average radius for each crime type and sub- 
divisional area based on the officers' perceptions was calculated. Tlicsc were the 
radii used in the analysis. Table 9-1 shows the average radii recorded by die 
police officers in metres and the rounded average used for hotspot analysis. 
Table 9-1 Average hotspot radii recorded by police officers, with rounded figures used in analysis 
shown in brackets. 
Residential Non-rcsidential Motor vehicle 
burglary burglary crime 
West Bridgford 346(350) 175(175) 392(400) 
Clifton 207(200) 101(100) 99(100) 
Meadows 125(125) 141(150) 150(150) 
Table 9-1 shows a considerable variation in circle radius, especially between NVcst 
Bridgford and the two smaller sub-divisions of Meadows and Clifton. Clifton 
and the Meadows are similar sized sub-divisional station areas, and this is 
reflected in the similarly sized radiiý whereas XVcst Bridgford covers a 
considerably larger area. It is possible that the differences in radii are die result of 
the officers being given maps at different scales, or that the different road layout 
of suburban housing in West Bridgford is rcflected in the noticeably larger radii. 
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mownwG TnE GEris AND ORD G, * sTA TisTic 
The analysis proceeded to apply the second part of the process; using a G, * 
I 
statistic to delimit significant areas. Initial use of the LISA statistics described in 
the previous chapter found that any large regions of the study area widi no or 
little crime tended to force the value of Gj* up so that every area within range of 
a crime was considered significant in relation to the test statistic. Ibis is because 
the calculation made no use of the original boundary file and instead used die 
Minimum Bounding Rectangle (NIBR) of the tuget points. It was therefore Nt 
that a modification of the Gj*equation was necessary to combat this problem. 
In this study, the denominator has been modified to include only values greater 
than zero. The nature of urban crime is that much of a study area can escape the 
effects of crime due to simple geography. If a database of residential burglary is 
constructed, for example, parklands and the ccntral business district of a city 
would exhibit a negligible or zero crime level. It is extremely difficult to isolate 
residential only areas in these types of studies, and it is more practical to widen 
the study to include the whole region, including the zero crime areas. Ibis does, 
however, have the effect of reducing the value of the denominator and 
increasing the test statistic for every region. The inclusion of only those sites that 
have a positive value isolates the locations where crime occurs. This sccms 
intuitively more sensible as hotspots should stand out against a background of 
other crime areas, and not against an artificial low value background. This 
modification (shown in red) is reflected in the full equation (given in Getis and 
Ord, 1996); 
1: w. (d)x, 
- 
Wj-Y' 
Gj* (d) 
-- 
,j-7, 
allj, xj *0 Equation 9-1 (nS,, ) 
- 
Wj*'] /(11 
- 
1))" 
where wifd) is a spatial weights vector with values for all celIsj within distance d 
of target cell i, Wj* is the sum of the weights, Sj* is the sum of squared weights, 
and s* is the standard deviation of the data in the cells. Ibis modification to the 
original formula has the effect of comparing the hotspot areas with a 
background of only crime-affected locations. In this manner the test statistic is 
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not affected by the size of the MBR, and while it identifies fewer locations, those 
locations are the most concentrated hotspots of crime. 
At this point the other question rmsed by the previous chapter should n(AVbc 
addressed: what is a suitable search limit for the G etis and Ord statistic? 
DECIDING ONA SEARCHLIMITFOR THE G, * STATISTIC 
Figure 9-1 shows the effect of increwing bandwidth for the G, * statistic on 
residential burglary and motor vehicle crime in the Meadows (April 1996 - April 
1997). Although the area of significant hotspot activity increases as the search 
radius is enlarged, the ratio of crimes to search circle area decreases and this has 
the effect of diluting the intensity of the hotspots. 
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Figure 9-1 Total area of hotspots and crimes per unit area for Meadows crime hotspots (April 
1996 to April 1997). 
VerficaiNnes indcxe the ra&mr knit which mmsPm& to the Ovss-OWP4ml bemen hot9w total arw xd 
mmesPer Awt mra. For both grohs tks isfund bet#m 4 md 5 cc& ru&ms. 
Although the number of crimes represented in significant raster cells increases, 
the ratio of crimes to cells decreases, diluting the intensity of the hotspot, -,. 
Figure 9-1 shows there is no discernible natural break and the choice of a 
suitable threshold should be based on a combination factors. Firstly, the crossing 
point of the two curves could be used as a good indicator of the position of 
maximum miflormation transfer. Both residential and vehicle critne show this 
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crossing point lies in search radii of between 4 and 5 cells. Converting this to 
metres means that the search radii should lie in the range 100m to 150m to cover 
both types of crime. Secondly, the search limit should include sufficient cells to 
avoid problems of the skewed distributions identified in Getis and Ord (1996). 
They claim that when the number of ncighbours is large, approximatc normality 
of the statistics can be assured, and suggest hat a conservative choice of dwould 
be such that the number of neighbours, j, is at least 30.14owevcr, they also say 
that 'when n is small, as few as eight neighbours; could be used without serious 
inferential error unless the underlying distribution is very skewed. ' (p. 265). A 
search Emit of 3 times the basic cell size would producej = 29 for a Gj* statistic. 
Ihirdly, consideration must be given to the size of the circle used during the 
formation of the original intensity surface. 'Me cell size was set to 0.2 of the 
radius of the intensity integrating search circle, giving a cell size of 25m and 30m 
for burglary and vehicle crime respectively. A search radius for hotspots similar 
to that chosen originally for intensity surface mapping provides minimurn data 
distortion. Given the crossing point argument discussed above, the requirement 
for a conservatively large choice ofj, and the desire to minimise data distortion, 
this study used a limit of 5 times the cell size. Thus for Meadows residential 
burglary the limit was set to 125m, and for Meadows vehicle crime to 150m. 
'Ibis allowedj to be 81, and was also the same distance as the original circle radii. 
9.2.2. Survey data 
Crime hotspots generated from recorded crime data were compared with the 
perceived crime hotspots from a survey of 65 Nottinghamshire police officers. 
Ihe police officers were surveyed across the previously mentioned three sub- 
divisional stations of Nottinghamshire Constabulary, UK Each individual was 
presented with a number of maps of their patrol area and asked to indicate on 
these maps the locations of the crime hotspots for the three types of hiji 
volume crime: motor vehicle crime, residential burglary and non-residential. 
burglary. The instruction sheets and an example set of blank maps for one sub- 
division can be seen in Appendix E. Multiple entries were permitted, as wcrc nil 
returns if the officer felt that there were no areas of concentrated activity. 'llic 
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officers were also asked to ring the hotspot they felt was the most important, 
and this shape was used as the basis for the hotspot sizes as statcd earlier. 
Police officers are probably one of the few groups who could be relicd upon 
with some confidence to complete this type of survey. The geographical nature 
of policing, from county forces down to individual beats, means that an officer 
has to become intimately fan-dliar with his/her patrol area. On arrival at a new 
station, officers will more than likely be issued with a local street map to enable 
them to navigate and perform their duties effectively, and to build up a mental 
map of the area based on the street map. Reference to the street map becomes 
unnecessary after a short operational period. In this survey it was found that 
officers had no problems identifying locations from street maps, even when 
some officers had not needed to look at a street map for years. 11ic officcrs were 
able to visualise mentally each location and the surrounding environment. 
The survey was piloted at the Meadows station in February 1998 and extended 
to Clifton and West Bridgford officers in early March 1998. Readers from large 
metropolitan areas should bear in mind that these arc small police sub-divisions 
that do not have huge numbers of officers. The Meadows station, for example, 
has 29 officers assigned to it, of which 26 were surveyed. 
One important catrat of the research is the difference between the survey time 
period and the crime data analysed. The respondents were askcd to identify 
hotspots of crime based on the period from the end of August 1997 to the end 
of February 1998. Data for this period was unavailable so this study has 
therefore used crime data from the most recent period available, April 1996 to 
April 1997. A year's worth of data was used in an attempt to iron out any short 
term fluctuafions in the data and identify the long term hotspots as consistent 
problem areas, areas which it was hoped that the officers would identify in the 
survey. While the discrepancy in time ftwnes should be noted, it is fclt that the 
more defined hotspots are indicative of long term problems that persisted into 
the survey time period. This has been confirmed by discussion with officcrs 
from all three sub-divisional stations. 
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By surveying the officers in this manner it was hoped to show die areas where an 
officer felt there was a centre of intensive criminal activity for diffcrcnt crime 
types 
-a hotspot. 
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9.3. REsuLTs 
The estimated centroid of hotspot locations from the survey of police officers 
were digitised and compared with the computer generated hotspots using the 5 
cell bandwidths and a Gj* statistic which accepted locations with a significancc 
level of p=0.001. With a chosen fixed bandwidth it was possible to produce a 
simple binary classification and categorise the study areas into "hot and noe, 
regions. 
The maps on the following three pages show the results of this work. Figure 9-2 
shows the Meadows hotspots and survey estimates for residcntial burglary, non- 
residential burglary and vehicle crime. Figure 9-3 shows the same maps for 
Clifton, and Figure 9-4 shows the three crime and hotspot perception maps for 
West Bridgford. Note the change in scale between the three sub-divisions. 
The Clifton hotspot locations appear to be smaller and more numerous, while 
the hotspots for the Meadows and West Bridgford arc larger and Icss frequent. 
The shape and characteristics of crime hotspots will be discussed later in this 
diapter. 
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Figure 9-2 Meadows crime hotspots and police estimates. 
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Figure 9-3 Clifton crime hotspots and police estimates. 
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Figure 9-4 West Bridgford crime hotspots and police estimates. 
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'Ihe maps on the previous three pages give a good visual indication of the 
accuracy of the police guesses of the location of hotspots when visually 
compared to the hotspots derived from the crime data. A more accurate 
assessment is possible if the percentage of estimates falling within a crime 
hotspot area is calculated. Table 9-2 shows the number of discrete hotspots 
generated by the computer model, the number of police estimates for each crime 
type and sub-division, and the number of successful guesses which fall inside a 
hotspot both as a numbcr and as a perccntage. 
Table 9-2 Results from the hotspot analysis and police perception survey of three 
Nottinghamshire sub-divisions. 
Sub- Crime VAx Generated Police Correct % division botspots estimates guesses correct 
Residential bureary 6 38 25 65.8 
Clifton Non-residential burglary 19 28 12 42.9 
Motor vehicle crime 19 27 11 40.7 
Residential burglary 1 56 51 91.1 
Meadows Non-residential burglary 9 41 15 36.6 
Motor veWde crime 4 55 33 60.0 
Residential bufg1ary 1 53 33 623 
West N n-residential buteary 0 10 28 13 46.4 Bridgford 
Motor vehicle crime 2 47 23 48.9 
Table 9-2 shows that the level of accuracy for police estimates of hotspot 
locations is above 60% for residential burglary in all three areas, while the 
awareness of vehicle crime only just reaches 60% in one area (the Meadows) and 
does not reach 50% in the other locations. The general level of awareness of 
non-residential burglaries is below 50% for all areas. This is graphically shown in 
Figure 9-5. 
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Figure 9-5 Graph showing the success rate of police hotspot perception guesses. 
Table 9-2 and Figure 9-5 show that the officers working in the Southern area of 
Trent division at the sub-divisional stations of Clifton, the Meadows and West 
Bridgford have a fairly high working knowledge of the locations of the cnme 
hotspots for residential burglary. The Meadows officers in particular had an 
exceptional knowledge of residential burglary patterns on their 'beat'. This might 
be due to the fact that the area is small with a smaller population than Clifton 
and West Bridgford. In the Meadows there are a small number of 'known' 
burglars and the officers may be locating their estimates around the home 
addresses of these known burglars. Officers from all tile study areas had less 
success identifying the hotspots of vehicle and non-residential burgiary crime. 
9.3.1. Hotspot area sizes 
The three sub-divisions examined differ M area considerably. The total arms of 
the hotspots also vanes and this is a possible factor in the interpretation (or lack 
oo of the hotspots by the police officers. Table 9-3 shows the area of the 
different sub-divisions and the percentage of each area which is identified as a 
hotspot by the program. 'Me number of accurate guesses from the police 
perception survey is also shown. 
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Table 9-3 Relationship between sub-divisional reas, hotspot areas and proportion of accurate 
police estimates. 
Sub- HotsPot Hotspot area Sub- Crime qpe 
division total in sub- 
Correct Police 
division total area area division (1/6) estimates (0/0) (sq. hm) (sq. Ion) 
Residential 7.945 burgary 1.124 14.2 65.8 
Clifton Non-residential 
burglary 
Vehicle crime 
7.945 
7.945 
0.543 
0.528 
6.8 
6.6 
42.9 
40.7 
Residential 3.192 0394 12A 1 91 burglary . 
Meadows Non-residcntial 3.192 OL93 6 18 36 6 buteary . . 
Vehicle crime 3.192 0.797 25. o 60 
Residential 18.73 3.414 18.2 62.3 burglary 
West Non-residential Bridgfo butgIary 18.73 1.957 10.5 46A 
Vehicle crime 18.73 3.209 17.1 48.9 
A number of interesting features arise from Table 9-3. There is a considerable 
variation in the proportion of eadi sub-division whicli is covered by hotspots, 
ranging ft-om 6.6% (Clifton non-residential burglary) to 25% (Meadows vehicle 
crime). Although the Meadows residential burglary hotspot covers the smallest 
area (12.49/o) of all the residential hotspots (14.21/o and 18.2% for Clifton and 
West Bridgford), the Meadows officers had the highest success rate 
When the same Meadows officers were asked about non-residcntial burglary and 
had the largest target area to find (18.6% compared to 6.89/o and 10.50/4) their 
success rate was the lowest (26.6% compared to 42.9% for Clifton and 46.4% 
for West Bridgford). Ibis would suggest hat at the Meadows station the 
awareness of local officers for burglary only wends to residenti: -d burglarics and 
not to a knowledge of non-residential crime. 
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9.4. CHARACTERISTICS OF HOTSPOTS 
The following discussion of hotspot ch aractCris, tics uses the example of 
residential burglary hotspots in the Clifton area. As in the previous chapter it is 
useful to view hotspot images in the context of the landuse of the area and a 
simplified landuse map for Clifton is shown in I" igure 9-6. The residential 
burglary hotspot areas are concentrated within certain residential -area,; ()f the 
sub-division as would be expected. 
Figure 9-6 Simplified lancluse map of Clifton. 
There are a number of interesting features apparent in the hotspots generated by 
the process described 'in this chapter. The graphs in Figure 9-1 (on page 261) 
show the number of crimes per cell for each potential search limit. It is also 
possible to calculate a value for crimes per cell in each individual hotspot for a 
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predeten-nined search limit. In this manner a hierarchy of hotspot intensity c2n 
be constructed and each of the hotspot repons can be graded on a scale of 
importance. 'Ilie police and crime prevention authonties can then be made 
aware of both the statistically significant crime hotspots in the local area, and the 
intensity of each of the crime sites. An ability to determin gic in ea strate i rank' g of 
hotspots permits the allocation of crime prevention resources in a logical anti 
priontised way and can lend scientific support to the process of resource 
allocation. 
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Figure 9-7 Residential burglary hotspots for Clifton police sub-division (April 1996 to April 1997). 
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mmch sith chAges in a4l searrh fiml (b) m4ages a hotbed of inme shich vmxs and shrinks as tjw Mnh b4i Lf 
at#mvd )c) shows ajmn being arxed betxvm txv hotbe& when a mun starb lunt is rrjdmd 
Another interesting feature of hotspot areas is that some remain near a fixed size 
(hotpoints) growing little as the search limit for the LISA statistic inad, s cre se 
while others expand (hotbeds), change shape, and can coagulate with 
neighbouring hotspots. 'I'liese effects can be seen particularly well in the Chffi)n 
sub-division residential burglary data shown in Ftgure 9-7. The hotspotýs 
identified as a are hotpoints which were often found to be caused by repeat 
victimisation at the same location. This has the effect of increasing the number 
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of 'hits' at one single location. The lack of criminal activity in the surrounding 
area causes the area of the chotpoine to remain stationary as the scardi limit 
increases. The lack of events in the vicinity can be linked to a number of reasons. 
It might be that the premises are very large (such as a block of flats) and all 
crimes recorded at that location are geocoded with the same grid reference. It is 
also possible that one location is particularly vulnerable to crime and is a magnet 
to criminal activity. Either of these reasons would generate a large number of 
incidents at one location to the exclusion of surrounding areas. 
In comparison the areas denoted by b in Figure 9-7 show hotspot areas 
expanding as the search limit increases. This 'hotbed' of crime is noticeable in 
housing estates where crime is endemic and incidents are recorded at a large 
number of premises. The increase in search limit has the cffcct of including 
more incidents and increasing the area of the hotbed such that two smaller 
hotbeds combine into a larger hotbed as the search limit increases. Area c in 
Figure 9-7 demonstrates this by showing the joining of two separate hotspots 
when the five cell search limit is reached. 'Ihe different morphology of hotpoints 
and hotbeds can be idcntified from the graphical output of the hotspot 
generation procedure. 
9.4.1. Focus group work 
To interpret more accurately the results from the hotspot analysis and 
perception study, three focus groups - one at each station - were set up. 'Mis 
was done to improve the interpretation of the results. 'Ibcse sessions were run 
with minigroup, a term used to indicate groups sizes of 4-6 people, with the roic 
of modenitor being performed by the author (Greenbaum, 1993). Participant 
recruitment was left in the hands of the section inspectors due to their better 
knowledge of the available participants. Ibc inspectors were asked to idcntify 
individuals who had an extensive understanding and experience of the crimc 
problems of the area, and who would take an active interest in this type of 
research. 
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SESSIONFORMAT 
Each session had the same format in line with general focus group guidelines 
(Greenbaum, 1993 p-43). There was an initial num-up session where thc 
moderator was introduced (the participants knew each other already), and die 
participants were introduced to the moderator. A deab section followed which 
discussed the technical aspects of the survey including; the mapping technique, 
the survey methodology and the display of the results. Ibc important ky contents 
section was next, which gave the respondents a wide rein to interpret the results of 
the survey and explain possible causes for some of the findings. The session was 
then directed by the moderator into a discussion of the means by whid-I police 
officers receive infon-nation about crime and incidents on their area, and a 
discussion of crime in their area in general. 'Ibis was the longest section of each 
focus group. The group was wrapped up with a sumway, sedion where the 
participants were asked for any last thoughts, the moderator summariscd his 
notes, and checked with the group that his interpretation of the session was 
correct. A summary of the research objectives for the focus group part of the 
study in shown in Table 94. 
Table 9-4 Statement of focus group research objectives. 
'Ihe gener2l objective was to interpret the results from the liotspot analysis and survey 
conducted on Trent division. 
More specific questions: 
Did the participants feel that crime distribution had clianged significantly from last yc2r 
to this year? (this question was aimed at addressing die MiSM2tdI in survey 2nd crime 
data dates). 
Did the participants feel that die hotspots; indicated were an accurate representation of 
crime concentrations on their area? 
Could the participants explain why autocrime survey results appeared poorer dLui die 
burglary results? 
Ihe focus groups were conducted in the bricfmg moms of Clifton and dic 
Meadows police stations, and in the conference room of West Bridgford station. 
Table 9-5 outlines the focus group details. 
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Table 9-5 Mini-group details of the police focus groups. 
Station Meadows Clifton West Brt*dgfofd 
Date I Ith May 1998 15th Apal 1998 15th April 1998 
Time 9.30arn 
- 
10.20arn 10.55arn 
- 
11.45am 12.15pm 
- 
1ASpni 
Location Briefing room, Briefing room, Conference room, 
Meadows police Clifton police station West Bridgfonl 
station station. 
Participants 1x Inspector Ix Inspector Ix Inspector 
Ix Sergeant 1x Sergeant 3x PCs 
3x PCs 3x PCs 
Participants Inspector David Inspector Nigd Inspector David 
selected by Shaffflow Hallam Powell 
(sub-divisional (sub-divisional (sub-divisional 
commander) commander) conun2nder) 
FOCUS GROUP IATERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS 
Clifton officers felt that the temporal discrepancy between die crime data and 
the survey dates was not a problem. The main residential burglary area is dic 
Nobel Road area, and the adjoining private estate. The Nobel Road estate was 
built 20 years ago and stocked with problem residents from around dic city:, 
including residents from Hyson Green and Radford. Ihere are apparently 7 or 8 
problem families (and wended families) responsible for most, if not all, of the 
burglary crime. Examples from the officers included the case of one woman 
who was burgled 5 times by her next-door 'ncighbours'. She finally moved out 
and a relative of the burglars moved in. Non-residcntial burglaries arc focuscd on 
the local shops, council offices and library. 'Ibc Nottindiam Trcnt Univcrsity 
campus in Clifton was highlighted as a hotspot by the computer process but had 
no officer-generated predictive crosses at that location. It was fclt that xiy 
problems there were dealt with by the campus security "'for what dicy arc 
wordi". Motor vehicle crime was also seen as being committed by youdis from 
the Nobel Road area, who were not yet old enough to progress onto burglary. 
One problem which does not appear in the crime figures are the instances of 
stolen cars being found in the Nobel Road estate; cars that arc stolen from 
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elsewhere. Ibis was seen as the reason for so many crosses in the area for motor 
vehicle crime. 
West Bridgford officers also felt that the temporal discrepancy between die 
crime data and the survey dates was not a problem. Residcritial burglaries in die 
area are often caused by youths coming over the River Trent from Sneinton, St. 
Anne's and the Meadows area. They use either the road bridge, or if they am 
younger and have no vehicle access, the footbridges. The non-rcsidcntial 
burglaries are located in expected areas, as shops and leisure centrcs are focused 
in quite specific places. This knowledge does not explain the poor estimates of 
non-residential burglaries (46.4%). There are now fewer burglaries at schools in 
the area because the schools have installed large security fencing around their 
premises. The motor vehicle crime on the sub-division is concentrated in 
specific car parks. There was a perceived misconception that autoctimc was 
concentrated in the LadyBay area. The focus group participants fclt that this may 
be because the LadyBay area is seen as a high crime area, irrespective of the 
crime type. Officers were choosing this area for their vehicle crimc cstimatcs 
because it was a busy area for burglaries and other incidents. 
The Meadow officers identified the main burglary hotspots as the work of a 
small number of known individuals. This is rcflcctcd in the high success rate of 
their hotspots estimates (over 90%). One individual in qucstion had now left the 
area and was not (at the focus group time) seen as a cause of any cun-cnt 
burglary figures. The central group of burglaries occurred in the student 
accommodation of the old Meadows and were attributed by the officcrs to drug 
related crime. The high success rate for vehicle crime (60%) was attributed to a 
knowledge of the main activity near a local football ground. 'Ilie primary vchiclc 
crime hotspot was identified as the main Nottino= train station and this area 
is the preserve of the British Transport Police (BTP). Few officers chose this 
location for a hotspot estimate. The focus group felt that they would not expect 
to know about incidents happening there as Nottinghamshire Police and IrIll 
do not share jurisdictions or crime datL Ibis was even in light of the Ect that 
the hotspot was generated from Nottinghamshire pohcc crime data, and not 
British Transport Police data. 
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9.4.2. Seeing through the results 
Ihe initial interpretation of the hotspots generated by the SPANI program, and 
the estimates from the survey of officers identified that the computer calculated 
hotspots are located correctly and that there are definite reasons wily patticular 
hotspots were or were not detected. 
The focus group discussions went ffirther than this, and cxamincd the 
underlying causes of the results, and in Particular the low success rate of police 
identification of vehicle crime hotspots in relation to the residential burglary rate. 
Both of these crimes are high local priorities and yet the success rates in hotspot 
identification for vehicle crime never grew above 60%, and the success rates for 
residential burglary never dropped below 60% 
Before looking at the hotspot printout, Clifton officers felt that vehicle crime 
was sporadic and "all over the ground". Uttle enthusiasm was evident for 
tackling vehicle crime, and the emphasis of the officers was always placed on 
burglary. According to the officers the divisional intelligence unit rarely gives 
them intelligence targets to watch and when it does they are always burglary 
targets. Vehicle crime suspects were ignored as there are alwa "bdirr taý YS gett xe 
can do sometbing about'. Within the division there is an importance attached to 
burglary which is not the same for motor vehicle crime. To quote one PC: 
II Vebicle ciime is seen as an inedtabi§b? '. 
Ihe officers mentioned a previously operated system of placing crime locations 
on a map with pins. The usual problems with this type of crime mapping wcrc 
cited as the reasons for its eventual demise (see chapter 2). It was noted that one 
system ground to a halt once the individual who was enthusiastic about thc map 
was transferred to another station. 
At West Bridgford, crime infort-nation comes from the bricfmg computer, a local 
system for passing information from one shift to another. Few officus attclid 
vehicle crime calls (not just at West Bridgford, but across the division), and now 
with the division wide introduction of crime scene visitors, fewa officcrs 
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attend burglaries. Crime scene visitors arc police officers dedicated to the 
reporting of burglaries with special training in crime prevention, the needs of the 
crime scene officer (forensics) and with a good knowledge of the local burglars. 
Thesc officers are the first allocation choice when burglaries are to be reported. 
The focus group officers felt that if a burglary was attended and reported by a 
normal shift officer then it would appear on the computer and word of mouth 
might also spread details about the crime. Ibis is now less applicable because 
officers do not attend crimes as often. The briefirig computer also only 
highlights incidents over the last 24 hours. 
Motor vehicle crime is not seen as important as bu4ary, even dioudi it is a 
divisional and section objective. It was felt that motor vehicle crime was "all over 
the place" (even though the hotspot maps show this is not the case) and if the 
locations were read out on parade there was too much information. As the one 
PC said: "A fem locadonslou can irmember but ailb autoahweyouget sm-arlped nilh 
info"#afion ottrIoad " 
Ihere was also the feeling that motor vehiclc crime was becoming 
lldeahzina6sed'. Officers rarely attend the crime scene, and it was fclt that crimc 
prevention advice is rarely distributed. The officers thought that the victim is 
generally only interested in obtaining a crime report number which is nccdcd for 
the insurance claim. To quote one officer. 'We do not consider ximaime to be neaný 
as iVoitant as burgIxy. " 
At the Meadows station, information is passed from shift to shift by writing the 
information on a whiteboard. Ihis was fclt to be an acceptable means of 
information dissemination because the station area is small and the numbers of 
incidents are relatively few. The burglary and vchicle crime locations arc written 
onto the board and are available for a to see, though the Sergeant did say that 
"You can come on in the momii 
,g andfind 20 ivaoe7imer and only 2 
bxg4vies mhirb wr 
mueb easier to rexembe? '. Vehicle crime was again seen as a low priority. Ilic aime 
desk deal with most of the vehicle crime. Only if two specific criteria are met will 
an officer attend a vehicle crime incident if there is the presence or knowledge 
of a suspect, or the possibility of fingerprint evidence. 
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Further quotes include comments like: "Weg noboa#, getr burt or Mal ipel 0 it 
[motor trbicle crime], notRe fby do at a buqkUy'. With rcgard to b4arics, thc 
inspector felt that the use of Crime Scene Visitors meant that they "tako amy tl,, e 
ge base of the offiixr? ' regarding burglaries. knowled 
SUMAURY 
In summary, the focus groups produced similar results at all three stations. 
* Burglary is seen as a higher priority than vehicle crime. 
* Burglary is seen as a preventable crime whereas vehicle crime is seen as an 
inevitabflity. 
* Ihe use of burglary scene visitors to report burglaries was perceived to 
reduce the local crime knowledge of officcrs. 
+ Vehicle crime is perceived to be endemic to all areas of the division, thouji 
this is not the case when the hotspots are viewed in Figure 9-2, Fig= 9-3, 
and Figure 94. 
* Vehicle crime is seen as a lost cause and neither the police nor the public arc 
interested. 
4 Because vehicle crimes are rarely reported their locations are not known. 
4 The current means for disseminating the vehicle crime location information 
are not working (Meadows was the exception) as there is either too much 
infortnation or too litfle. 
9.4.3. Implications of this work for policing policy 
Ibis survey has raised a number of issues which are relevant to current policing 
policy. There are two aspects to the work which arc important: the accurate 
identification of problems (hotspots), and the passing of that information on to 
the patrolling officers who are responsible for combating local crime. Mic first 
issue of correctly identifying problems has come to the forc with thc 
introduction of the Crime and Disorder Bill 1998. Clauses 6 and 7 of this act of 
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government require the police to act in conjunction with local authoritics in 
drawing up a local action plan to combat crime problems, the first stagc of 
which is the publishing of a local crime audit by April 1999 01omc Office, 
1998). The importance of accurately identifying significant hotspots of crime can 
therefore be seen as important in the context of this government bill. 
The second aspect of the work is the dissen-ýination of this information to those 
charged with the responsibility for crime prevention. Although the police havc a 
relatively minor role in the detection of criminal activity and less than 20% of 
recorded crime comes to notice directly through the actions of the policc 
(Bottomley and Coleman, 1976), it should be a priority to improve the patrolling 
patterns of the police in order to get them in the right place and the right timc, 
more of the time. It is also impossible to calculate the amount of successful crime 
prevention which takes place by the simple act of a police officer or car 
patrolling down a road and deterring an imminent criminal act. 
Ihis study has shown that while officers have a good knowledge of the burgimy 
patterns, they are less successful with vehicle crime. The current dissemination 
methods of whiteboards and text on computers is generally not successful in 
imparting the areas of concern to officers. 
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9.5. CONCLUSIONS 
Ibis chapter has advanced the hotspot analysis from the previous chapter and 
demonstrated a use with a practical application. The selection of a suitable 
bandwidth for search circle size is an important part of the application process. 
The US STAC system suggests a bandwidth of 220 mares, but this is bascd on 
the street layout of Chicago. The analysis presented here suggests that a survey 
of the officers is the most effective means of calculating the extent of likely 
hotspots by asking the police officers themselves. The range of chosen radii 
values ranged between 100 metrcs and 400 mares. It is noticeable that the 
Chicago suggestion falls within this band. 
A minor modification to the Getis and Ord G, * statistic is suggested to remove 
the effect created by large blank areas of no crime in the study area, and this adds 
to the power of the statistic by including only those areas where crime is 
committed. Ihe choice of a suitable search limit for the LISA statistic is also 
important "No matter what the statistic, a key question that must be addressed 
in these operations is the definition of what is meant by local. " (Unwin, 1996 
p. 547) Cross-comparison of hotspot areas and crimes per cell indicates a cell 
range of between 4 and 5, which in the examples chosen closely matched the 
original bandwidth for the search circle. 
ibis combined system has been applied to three sub-divisions of 
Nottinghamshire Constabulary. It was noticeable that two additional types of 
hotspot were evident when the results from different search limits were 
combined. Figure 9-7 shows these hotpoints and hotbeds created by two 
different processes. The hotpoints are the results of a succession of incidents at a 
single location remote from nearby crimeswhile the hotbeds arc gmeratcd by a 
many randomly scattered crimes at different locations but near to each other. 
Focus mini-groups were used in an attempt to fiwffier analyse the results of dic 
hotspot analysis when compared with a police perception survcy of hotspot 
location. The results of the focus group work show that information about 
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vehicle crime incidents is not filtering down to the officcrs rcsponsibic for dic 
prevention of these crimes. It is impossible to tell if a crime mapping systcm 
could improve the situation, though it can be seen that the current intclligcncc 
dissemination systems in the stations are not entirely successful. 'I'hcsc rcsults 
could be interpreted as justification for trying a new graphical system. An 
identical repeat survey conducted six months or a year after the introduction of 
such a system could assess its impact 
The question was asked at the start of this chapter as to whether a police 
officer's impression of the extent of criminality on his beat is accurate. This 
chapter examined the hypothesis that police officers could construct an accurate 
perception of crime distribution from exposure to daily policing practices by 
comparing crime hotspots generated from the recorded crime data with tile 
perceived local hotspots catalogued from surveys with police officers. It would 
appear that this is the case for burglary crimes because the officers are interested 
in its prevention and detection, and there are not so many incidents that officcrs 
get information overload'. 'Acy are much less successful with vehicle crime. 
, Ais survey and analytical process could be used both as a reason and a method 
for introducing a mapping system designed to improve the awareness of vehicle 
crime incidents. 
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In 
JLV, o COnClUSl*On 
'Ibis chapter draws the thesis to a conclusion, reviews the thesis in relation to the 
aims stated in the introduction -and identifies directions for future research in dic 
-area of spatial and temporal crime analysis. 
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10.1. SUMMARY 
In the introduction to this thesis (Chapter 1) the stated intention was to 
investigate areas of concern in current crime management, and to examine where 
new spatial and temporal investigation techniques could improve the analysis of 
high volume crime at a local community level. Until recendy in most police 
services, the only spatial and temporal analysis of crime was conducted by 
statisticians at the force headquarters with little or no regard for any short term 
or localised patterns of crime. Ihe recent move within British policing towards a 
more decentralised, proactive style has shifted the analytical focus onto analysts 
and intelligence officers at the police divisional level. The intelligence officer at a 
divisional station is now expected to be the hub of the local intelligence 
gathering effort. However, for high volume crime, this has left an analytical void. 
Force level analysis techniques are neither appropriate nor subde enough to elicit 
any meaningful information at a local level from the mass of crime data 
generated within the police service. 
There was a broad range of possible directions the study could take. It was 
decided to focus on the immediate needs of the police service at a local level and 
in particular on the need for improved identification of repeat victimisation, and 
on more accurate methods of hOtSPOt analysis. These requircments arc rcflcctcd 
in the level of funding available (, C32 million initially from a C250m budget) for 
the current Home Office targeted policing initiative. 
Specific onclusions have been dravm in a summary at the cnd of each chapter. 
A brief outline of these findings is presented below. 
Any analysis of crime must be placed within the correct temporal context 
Iberefore the first two analytical chapters of this thesis advanced both a new 
method of selecting accurately temporally unspecific crimes within a search 
criteria, and identified distinct spatial and temporal variations in assault and 
disorder criminal activity in Mansfield. 'Ihc use of aoristic and probabilistic 
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aoristic search techniques (described in Chapter 4) corrects errors in temporal 
search techniques that occur when more simplistic search algorithms arc used 
virith non-specific crime data. Time series analysis techniques are used in Chapter 
5 to identify repetitive patterns in assaults and disorder activity. Ibis chapter has 
identified important geographical and temporal variations between crimes and 
incidents. 
1he use of georeferenced crime data analysed within a GIS has been proposed in 
this thesis as an improved method of identifying repeat vicfirnisation (Chaptcr 6: 
Identifying repeat victimisation), and a spatial analysis using this technique in 
Chapter 7 has revealed new aspects to the distribution of burglary crime with 
respect to local deprivation levels. 1he use of GIS and georefcrenccd crime data 
has been shown to dramatically improve the rapid detection of burglary repeat 
victimisation. The development of a new Vicinity-based aggregation method has 
been successful in preserving data integrity and avoiding minor crime location 
georeferencing errors, and it has identified an important pattern in the 
distribution of repeat victimisation locations in relation to the deprivation index 
of an area. The recognition that repeat victirnisation is concentrated in more 
deprived areas will be of benefit to crime prevention agencies. 
The development of hotspot analysis techniques is a growth area within crime 
analysis and is seen -as one of the positive ways in which spatial analysis can 
useffilly aggregate high volume crime data. Numerous techniques are available 
either as fireeware or commercially, though these techniques have limitations as 
shown in Chapter 8 (Hotspot analysis). A two stage proccss using a localiscd 
surface generation algorithm followed by a Local Indicator of Spatial Association 
(LISA) statistic is proposed in Chapter 8 as the best method available for 
detecting crime hotspots. It provides a hotspot detection program with a 
statistical confidence limit. It is to be hoped that dissemination of this technique 
may help to promote more advanced algorithms and processes into die ricld of 
crime mapping. The ubiquity of inferior methods can be seen with the 
dominance of STAC in a number of recent books (for example: LaVigne and 
Wartell, 1998; Weisburd and McEwen, 1998). 
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Ibis thesis reveals patterns in community level crime which havc not bccn 
recognised previously as traditional techniques in spatial and temporal 
investigation have lacked the analytical ability. A number of new techniques arc 
presented which are geared towards the needs of a crime analyst at a divisional 
police station, ati individual who has until now lacked the necessary analytical 
tools to perform the role effectively. 
Ihe current changes in British policing that are being mirrored elsewhere around 
the world are changing the way that intelligmce is gathered widiin die police 
service-This is likely to see continued development of local high volume analysis 
techniques as new possibilities are considered by police officers and academics. 
It is also likely that a revision of the place of crime mapping and analysis within 
the integrated crime management model (Amey et aZ, 1996) will prompt changes 
in focus and drive new techniques. 
10.1.1. Further work 
FuLl maig aflower is born to bbisb unseen, 
And waste itr sweetness on the desert dr. ' 
'Ibomas Grays words are perhaps indicative of the fate of theory and rcs=ch 
without a practical Application. It is essential to test the theories and applications 
presented here in a real world scenario. It was the intention of this research to 
include the development and testing of a mapping and analysis system in a 
number of stations of Nottinghamshire Constabulary. Ilowcvcr over a four year 
period a number of barriers were placed in the path of this aim and a dcgrcc of 
intransigence within certain departments of the force prevented implementation 
of a freely-officred, system. Ibis was unfortunate, as the development of such a 
system would have shown how well the theoretical side could havc been 
implemented. 
I Elegy Wiimm in a Country Churchyard (1750), Iho=s Gray, 1716-1771 
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Ibis thesis is not a panacea to all high volume crime problems as the subject is 
too vast and complex to attempt such a task. It is designed to be a contribution 
of ideas and techniques towards a greater understanding of the spatial and 
temporal aspects of crime at a particular level. Ibc research presented hcre has 
shown that large scale and long term analytical techniques are less appropriate at 
a divisional or community level and that specific methods of analysing crime and 
incidents are necessary if significant and subtle local patterns of crit-ninal 
behaviour are to be recognised. It has been shown that there are specific 
theoretical considerations which have to beand have been, answered. The next 
stage is to put this theory into practice. 
The logical next step would be the development of a functional mapping system 
inside a police service. The creation of a productive system is necessary to test 
the theories and practices which have been developed in this research, and it is 
imperative to implement a working system from the mosaic of theoretical 
techniques presented both here and in the work of other researchers in the field, 
to see if the theoretical ideas presented in the research are valid and will work in 
the real world. 
An additional benefit of a production system is that an existing system promotes 
fin-ther research in particular -areas. A lack of technical knowledge within thc 
police service can sometimes lead to a lack of imagination as to the possibilitics 
that a system can offer. The existence of a working system could stimulate 
interest in new developments. A potential developmental process could occur in 
three sLVm. 
phasg Ong Initial development of a basic system to stimulate interest and 
provide basic functionality. Ibis type of system would include basic crime 
selection queries, a number of pre-programmed search queries for commonly- 
performed tasks, a simplified 'press and prine facility which added automatically 
the force logo and confidentiality warnings to the hardcopy outputý and a 
simplified menu facility to enable usage by non-GIS experts. The purpose of 
such a system would be to achieve acceptance within the force. It is possible that 
this phase could be achieved within a period of 3 months. 
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Phase Two A more advanced second stage system would the full analytical 
processes described in this thesis, including an advanced repeat Victimisation 
identification option, improved temporal search facilities, aoristic histograms, 
graphical output, and automated linkage with an advanced hotspot dctcc6on 
process. Ihc purpose of this stage would be to show the possibilitics of what 
could be achieved. A development time of one year is not unreasonable for this 
phase of a system. 
Phase Three Ihis stage would include the practical application of on-going 
research activities and could initiate and drive research in locational crime 
analysis into the next decade. 
It would be hoped that a phase three sYstem would focus and drive the research 
work by identifying the potential future areas of research and dcvelopment. 
To achieve any of these stages, an initial (stage one) development application 
must be in place to drive understanding of further development. New areas of 
research after this could include: 
9 Examining the geographical relationship between the location of victim 
and the location of suspects, 
The introduction of suspect identification to assist with detection of 
other nearby incidents, 
The development of more detailed MO (modus q 
. 
peran&) analysis, 
eA recognised process of identifying linked incidents and crimes, 
* The impact of hotspots on policing strategy, 
* The implementation of aime mapping within an integratcd crimc 
management model. 
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10.1.2. Beyon crime 
In conclusion, it should be recognised that the processes and tcchniqucs 
presented in this thesis may have applications beyond the fields of policing and 
crime prevention. Ibis final section describes where each of the main thesis 
research areas may have application beyond the crime-specific areas described in 
the previous chapters. 
The aoristic temporal analysis process is a new yet conceptually simple approadi 
to the analysis of temporally unspecific data. The ideas and analytical technique 
presented here are a 'first pass' at a methodology and it must be undcrstood that 
the process is likely to undergo a number of riefinements and revisions bcforc a 
definitive framework is complete. Types of refinemcnt could includc a greater 
understanding of the impact of temporal scale. The analysis presented in chapter 
4 looked at the aoristic values on a day-to-day analysis, but a comprehension of 
the affect of an hourly or twice hourly analysis would be beneficial. 
ibis type of work has application beyond the limitations of the crime field herc 
and is relevant to many types of spatial work that contain a continuous tcrnporal 
element Langran (1989) recognised. the need for an understanding of this fourth 
temporal dimension in spatial studies lamenting the lack of frameworks that 
could cope with temporally continuous data. It is hoped the aoristic aspect of the 
thesis is a contribution in this direction. 
Chapter 6 (Burglary, victimisation and deprivation) introduced a technique for 
estimating a value for an area in the immediate vicinity of a point from the values 
of surrounding polygons. Although the application presented in this thesis 
referred to a crime or repeat victimisation location, the process is cqually 
applicable whenever the adraction of an local variable surrounding a point is 
required. Ibis type of process could be applied in situations where there is some 
doubt as to the accuracy of the point location. One area of application includes 
the field of epidemiology where a researcher might be interested in estimating 
the socio-economic factors in the area in the immediate vicinity of the victim of 
a rare disease. The search for contributory factors in the development of rare 
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diseases can often include an analysis of the immediate environmental and socio- 
economic conditions of the victims location. This process would allow a 
researcher to estimate a value for each victims location with more certainty in the 
knowledge that any errors in the effect of spatial inaccuracy of the victinýs 
location will be dramatically reduced by the local spatial weighting process that 
takes place within the analysis. 'Ibis allows the researcher to maintain the local 
focus of the experimentwhilst increasing confidence in the final result. 
Ibis process could also be applicable in other countries that lack the resolution 
of the Ordnance Survey AddressPoint data set and have to rely on geocoding 
products with a lower spatial precision. 
Another 
-area of applicafion is in the understanding of the spatial variadon in 
wildlife habitats. On rare occasions, the accuracy of the habitat map can cxcccd 
the accuracy of the wildlife field survey. 'Ibis can occur when vegetafion cover is 
accurately digitised from aerial photography or ground survey and the wildlife 
survey, such as a bird location survey, is generated from visual sightings recorded 
on a less accurate local map ýzvers et aL, in lit). In this situation, the accuracy of 
the wildlife locations point data file is an essential factor in the result of the 
experiment, and a process uch as employed by the Vicinity program can reduce 
the potential errors and allow for vagaries in the veracity of the point data file. 
The hotspot techniques presented in Chapters 8 and 9 describe a variety of 
different approaches to the problem of identifying clusters in point data sets. 
1hesc techniques have merit in any field that considers the lack of randomness 
in the density and spatial distribution of discrete locations. Ibc techniques that 
utilise SPAM and the further addition of the Getis and Ord G, * local statistical 
process will be of benefit to many practitioners wishing to include a rigorous 
statistical element to their spatial analysis. Development of the programming to 
simplify the process for GIS users and take the process beyond the realm of 
developers will be a necessary piece of further work. By doing so the technique 
will become more accessible to less experienced GIS users and add a statistical 
element to the spatial analysis work they perform that has until now be(n 
unavailable without considerable programming expertise. 
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Ibc most obvious application area for this type of local spatial statistics bcyond 
crime prevention and policing is again in the field of epidemiology. Much of die 
pioneering original work into the search for discrete clusters in spatial point data 
sets can be found in the literature surrounding the search for clusters in rare 
diseases (the literature is thoroughly reviewed by Gatrell and Dunn, 1995). 
Epidemiology differs in application from police work in one key factor. A police 
officer is concerned with absolute hotspots of crime, that is to say that cvcn if 
there are no people living in a hotspot area (such as an industrial estate), thc 
officer would still be concerned -about the level of crime. if an epidemiologist 
adopted the same approach then they would discover that most cases of rare 
diseases occur in the large metropolitan areas that have the highest population 
densities. Ibis ecological fallacy has lead to an appreciation in the medical field 
that the distribution of the population in an essential key in understanding the 
relative incidence rate of the disease in question. 
The difference between the desire to detect an absolute statistical concentration 
of points in the data set, and to detect a relative cluster of points in the data set 
taking into consideration the underlying population density is the key to 
understanding the fimdamental differences in analytical approach. 
Ihe dual tedmique of a SPAM application followed by the use of the Getis and 
Ord Gi* local statistical process is a unique methodology for the dctcction of 
local clusters in point data files, the Getis and Ord Gj . statistic only having bccn 
apphed previously to data in polygon format A degree of reprogramming to 
appreciate the underlying population geography would be necessary before flic 
whole process would be of use to epidemiologists, though this is not an 
unfathomable task and would open to epidemiologists the new branch of LISA 
statistics. 
Many of the techniques presented in this thesis are discrete techniques that could 
and perhaps hould be applied to a variety of data sets. This would enable bodi 
the checking of the veracity of the processes across different data structures, and 
may suggest fin-ther areas of apphcation and further areas in the development of 
the methodologies concerned. It is to be hoped that development of these 
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processes will advance the techniques into areas beyond the limited scope of 
crime prevention and policing. 
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Ap PEND rx A. 
- 
DATA AVAI LAB LE F RO M 
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE POLICE CRIME RECORDS 
Column Code Remarhs 
I Division Police division where crime committed 
2 Year 
3 CrimeNo Unique crime reference number 
4 HOmajor Home Office major classification 
5 HOminor Home Office minor classification 
6 FORCEmajor Notts Constabulary major classification 
7 FORCEminor Notts Constabulary minor classification 
8 FROMdate 
9 TOdate 
10 FROMtime 
II TOtime, 
12 Postcode 
13 ADDcode Notts Constabulary original gazetteer code 
14 STREETcode Notts Constabulary original gazetteer code 
Is DISTcode Notts Constabulary original gazetteer code 
16 GRIDcode OS National Grid reference 
17 Beat 
18 Station 
19 PREMcode Numerical code for type of premises 
20 PREMsub PREMcode sub-code 
21 MOEcode Numerical code for method of entry 
22 MOEsub MOEcode sub-code 
23 POEcode Numerical code for point of entry 
24 POEsub POEcode sub-code 
25 PROPdamaged Value of property damaged 
26 PROPstolen Value of property stolen 
27 Ethnicity Victim details 
28 Gender 
29 Age 
30 LookupVehicleCode Details of any vehicle Involved 
31 VEHindex Details of any vehicle Involved (/cont. )
32 VEHmodel 
33 VEHmake 
34 VEI-Itype 
35 VEI-Iclass 
36 VEHcolourl 
37 VEHcolour2 
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38 ORGtype Victim details (if an organisation) 
39 ORGname a 
40 ADDbldg Victim address details 
41 ADDnumber 
42 ADDfloorNo 
43 ADDsubUnitNo 
44 ADDsubUnitName 
45 ADDsubStreet 
46 ADDstreet 
47 ADIDdistrict 
48 ADDcity 
49 ADDtown 
Source: Nottinghamshire Constabulary Crime Recording Interim System. 
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APPENDix B: DATA AVAIIABLE FROM 
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE POLICE INCIDENT 
RECORDS 
Column Code Remarlis 
I DIVISION 
- 
CODE Divisional code of call origin 
2 GLOBAL_INC_N0 Force unique reference number 
3 REC-DATE Date of Incident 
4 REC_TIME Time of Incident 
5 INCIDENT GRADE Response grading (see chapter 3) 
6 CALL_SOURCE E. G. Ordinary phone call, QW system etc 
7 INCIDENT_TYPE Text field describing brief nature of the Incident 
8 REV INCIDENT TYPE Any subsequent revisions to above field 
9 LOCATION Beatcode 
10 GRIDREF Full OS grid reference 
11 XCOORD Extracted Easting 
12 YCOORD Extracted Northing 
13 INITIAL_RESULT Result of the Incident 
14 RESULT 
- 
CODE1 Any subsequent revision to above 
15 RESULT 
- 
CODE2 a 
16 RESULT 
- 
CODE3 a 
17 RESULT_CODE4 a 
18 RESULT 
- 
CODE5 0 
19 RESULT 
- 
CODE6 6 
20 LONG_TIMEý_OFýREC-TIME Incident date & time In format: I V011 1997 15: 38: 35 
21 CONCAT_DATE_TIME Incident date & time In format: I VOV97 15M 
22 IVIAJ_CATýNO Force Incident category (see chapter 3) 
23 DOW Day of the week 
24 TIME_OF_INC incident time In format: 1538 
Source: Nottinghamshire Constabulary Command and Control System. 
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APPENDIX C: STANDARD MEASURE OF GETIS AND 
ORD'S GISTATISTIC 
n 0.90 0.95 0.99 0.999 
1 12816 1.645 2.3238 3.0917 
2 1.6323 1.9546 2.5759 3.2944 
3 1.8183 2.1214 2.713 3.41 
4 1.9432 2.2342 2.8067 3.49 
5 2.0367 2.3189 2.8769 3.55 
6 2.1107 2.3865 2.9364 3.5875 
7 2.1718 2.4425 2.984 3.6286 
8 2.2239 2.49 3.0225 3.675 
9 2.2692 2.5319 3.0583 3.6927 
10 23091 2.5683 3.0888 3.7248 
11 23447 2.6015 3.1189 3.7475 
12 2.3767 2.6304 3.1443 3.7655 
13 2.406 2.6575 3.1708 3.7854 
14 2.4329 2.6827 3.1893 3.803 
15 2.4575 2.706 3-2091 3.8212 
16 2.4806 2.7274 3.2282 3.8367 
17 2.5018 2.7478 3.2455 3.8509 
18 2.5219 2.7656 3.2621 3.8659 
19 2.5413 2.7825 3.2784 3.8791 
20 2.5594 2.7993 3.2931 3.8909 
30 2.6964 2.9291 3.405 3.9885 
40 2.7913 3.0175 3.49 4.0551 
50 2.8631 3.0833 3.5488 4.1073 
60 2.9218 3.14 3.5906 4.1488 
100 3.0778 3.2889 3.7238 4.2659 
500 3.5375 3.7134 4.1075 4.62 
1000 3.7062 3.8855 4.2643 4.7667 
Source: Ord and Gefis (1995; p. 297) 
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APPENDix D: MAPBAsic SCRIPT FOR AORISTIC 
SQL SEARCHES 
------------------------------------------------------- RIGID SEARCHES 
------------------------------------------------------- 
//The script for a rigid selection of just those records 
//which are within the correct date criteria is simple. 
SELECT * from database where 
(database. FromDate >- search. FromDate) AND (database. ToDate 
search. ToDate) 
into resultl 
//If the query also incorporates a search for specific 
//time periods, then an additional selection is necessary 
//and becomes more complicated. 
//The following allows for the police officer or researcher 
//to, search for all incidents over a specific time period. 
//If the time criteria are on the same day, for example 
//2pm-6pm (1400-1800hrs) then a same day search is needed. 
If (search. FromTime <= search. ToTime) then 
SELECT * from resultl where 
((resultl. FromDate = resultl. ToDate) AND 
(resultl. FromTime >= search. FromTime) AND 
(resultl. ToTime <= search. ToTime) AND 
(resultl. ToTime >= resultl. FromTime)) 
into FinalResult 
End if 
//If however the time criteria are for an overnight search, 
//for example lOpm-6am (2200-0600hrs) then the script has 
//to reflect this overnight component. 
IF search. FromTime > search. ToTime then 
SELECT * from resultl where 
((resultl. ToDate 
- resultl. FromDate +1) AND 
(resultl. FromTime >= search. FromTime)AND 
(resultl. ToTime <-search. ToTime)) 
AND 
((resultl. ToDate 
- re3Ultl. FromDate) AND 
(resultl. FromTime <- 3earch. ToTime) AND 
(resultl. ToTime <= search. ToTime)) 
AND 
((resultl. ToDate= resultl. FromDate) AND 
(resultl. FromTime >= search. From: Time) AND 
(resultl. ToTime >- search. FromTime)) 
into FinalResult 
//FinalResult now contains all the records from a 
//rigid temporal date and time search criteria 
------------------------------------------------------- 
AORISTIC SEARCHES 
------------------------------------------------------- 
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//Script for search to include aoristic temporal matches 
//Start with selecting the records with possible date matches 
SELECT * from database where 
((database. FromDate >- search. FromDate) 
search. ToDate)) 
OR 
((database. ToDate search. FromDate) 
search. ToDate)) 
OR 
((database. PromDate < search. FromDate) 
search. ToDate)) 
into resultl 
AND (database. FromDate <- 
AND (database. ToDate <- 
AND (database. ToDate 
//The following allows for the police officer or researcher 
//to search for all incidents over, for example, the last 
//month that might have occurred over a specific time period 
Mike night duty (10pm 
- 
6am). 
SELECT * from resultl where 
((resultl. FromTime >- search. FromTime) AND 
(resultl. FromTime <= search. ToTime)) 
OR 
((resultl. ToTime >= search. FromTime) AND 
(resultl. ToTime <= search. ToTime)) 
OR 
((resultl. FromTime <- search. ToTime) AND 
(search. FromTime > search. ToTime)) 
OR 
((resultl. ToTime >- search. FromTime) AND 
(search. FromTime > search. ToTime)) 
OR 
((resultl. ToTime >- search. ToTime) AND 
(resultl. FromDate < resultl. ToDate)) 
OR 
((resultl. FromTime <= search. FromTime) AND 
(resultl. ToDate > resultl. FromDate)) 
OR 
(resultl. ToDate >= resultl. FromDate+ 2) 
into FinalResult 
//overnight 
//ovemight 
//FinalResult now contains all the records from a 
// aoristic temporal date and time search criteria 
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APPENDix E: INSTRUCTION PAGES FOR TRENT 
DIVISION POLICE PERCEPTION SURVEY 
The following two pages are the instruction sheets given to Trent division 
officers on how to complete the hotspot perception study described in Chapter 
9. The two pages instructions were followed by four maps of the officer's 
subdivision (either Clifton, Meadows or West Bridgford). The four target crime 
types were: residential burglary, non-residential burglary, assaults and disorder, 
and motor vehicle crime. 
The foffnatting has been adjusted slightly for the different page layout of this 
thesis. 
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,Im on i r- mos 10 MATI-mm.. 
lhissun, e 
, 
v, aim. s io examine Me knouledge qlpeople ill Ihe policc. serv-1(c regunhlý4 III(' (! / (1-1/11c In
their work area As we all know, crime is not distributed even1v over an area and Cliflon is no (4fierent. 
There are areas of Clifton which experience more chme than others and these chme concentrations, or 
, hotspots', are the areas which this survey is interested in. We would like to know where 1ý)u think the crime 
hotspots have been over the last six month. v. 
This sheet will tell yvu how to complete the survey and the following sheets show maps on which we would 
like yvu to mark where you think the hotspots are. Don't worrv 
- 
it is not a test, and. you can not get it 
wrong! Ae final sheet has a few questions we would like wu to answer about voursetf and the whole 
survey should only take about 6 or 7 minutes to complete. Thanksfor helping. 
The survey 
A hotspot is an area where crime appears to be more highly concentrated than other areas. On the following 
pages arc a number of identical maps showing Clifton. At the top of each page is the type of crime that 
the page refers to. The types of activity this survey is interested in follow: 
Residential burglary (dwelling) 
Non-residential burglary (commercial premises, schools, etc. ) 
Motor vehicle crime 
Street disturbance/rowdyism 
When thinking about crimes like burglary, include attempts and crimes which resulted in arrests. Motor 
vehicle crime includes TWOC, theft from. and all attempts. 
picase do not work on this with anyone else. We want to know your ideas 
- 
not a team effort! 
How to complete the survey 
On the first sheet, think about where in the station area you think the highest concentration ('hatspat') of residential burglaries might be, based on your experience. Place a clearly 
marked cross on the map at the centre of the hotspot area. See the example on the right. 
2. Now draw a circle or other shape 
around your cross to show the extent of 
that hotspot. For example if you think it 
only extends a little bit around that area, 
draw a small circle. If it takes in a 
number of the surrounding streets, 
make the shape larger. 
3 If there is more than one hotspot m the -' 
station area, show the other area(s) with 
crosses as well - but do not mark 
them with a circle. This will enable us IN 
to see which is your most important ý 
'hotspot'. Also do not try to show every 
location where a crime has taken placel 
The survey is only interested in the - 
areas of concentration. See example below. 
4. Repeat his method for each of the maps. 
5. Finally, please fill in the final sheet asking a few questions about yourself and this survey. 
Note: the shape around the hotspot does not need to be a circle. 
Once qg6dn 
- 
thanksforyourhe4o! 
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1. How long have you worked for the police (not just Notts police but anywhere)? 
_ YEARS 
2. How long have you worked at your current station? 
YEARS 
3. Are you police officer or civilian employee? POLICE CRALIAN 
4. If you are a police officer, which category lits, you best? 
E3 Uniform operabonal officer 
13 CID 
El PBO / Community officer 
E3 Stabon staff 
E3 Other. Describe 
5. What is yourjob? (i. e. schools liaison, detective etc. ) 
6. What rank are you? 
7. If you are a civilian employee, what is yourjob? 
8. How long have you done this job? YEARS 
About this survey... 
9. How confident are you about the answers you have given in this survey? 
Burglary dwelling Burglary non-res MV crime Disturbance 
Very confident Q E3 E3 C3 
Fairly confident 13 E3 L) El 
Not too confident 13 0 13 
Very unconfident 0 13 0 
Please fill In any further comments you have about the survey 
Thanks for your help. If no-one is available to collect your survey questionnaire at present then please either 
give it to your supervisor to return to West Bridgford or send it to the "Crime Hotspot 
Bridgford station in the internal post 
C. 
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